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1000+ Pages of an epic LitRPG adventure in one complete set. It's perfect for fans of Travis

Bagwell, Carrie Summers, Outspan Foster."A gloriously detailed world with believable,

relatable characters."--Ebook Tops Reviewer &�&�&�&�&�A broke gamer. A deadly online world. Can Dahlia

level up fast enough to keep the debt collectors at bay?Dahlia has to pay off her dead father’s

bills or risk her life in the lithium mines. Which... no thank you. Besides, the world is run by tech,

and this gamer girl is determined to explore the virtual world her father was so obsessed with

and get rich while she’s at it.So, she sells everything and rents a premium VR pod to play

Eternal Online.Enter the toughest realm available? Check.Discover the fastest way to loot

without dying?… in progress.But when Dahlia finds an epic quest chain that others have

overlooked, she thinks she’s struck gold. What she doesn’t expect is to make friends with two

deadly warriors and one powerful creature, or find a world boss gunning for them

all.Experience the entire Eternal Online series in this Special Edition Onmibus.Also available

on Audible, narrated by Andrea Parsneau (The Wandering Inn, Swing Shift). 40+ Hours for 1

Credit.

From the AuthorAlso by Nathan Hystad The Survivors SeriesThe EventNew ThreatNew

WorldThe Ancients The Theos Old Enemy Red CreekAbout the AuthorNathan Hystad is an

author from outside of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Luke Daniels has narrated over 250

audiobooks, has been the grateful recipient of thirteen AudioFile Earphones Awards, and has

earned three Audie nominations. His background is in classical theater and film. Luke has

performed at repertory theaters around the country, but now he resides in the Midwest with his

pack.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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SWORDI. Beginning and a Break1: “It’s a Dangerous Business”2: “A slime draws near”3:

“Unless the enemy has studied his Agrippa… which I have.”4: “Friendship is ever a balm for

fear.”5: “Fear is the mind killer. Fear is the little death that brings total obliteration.”6: “An elegant

weapon for a more civilized age.”7: “Words aren't the only way to tell someone how you feel”II.

Wishes and Whetstones1: “Thus, I had so long suffer’d, in this quest”2: “The rose petal floats

on water. The kingfisher flashes above the pond. Life and beauty swirl in the midst of death.”3:

“Defend a girl, make her safe for a day. Teach a girl how to use an axe, keep her safe for a

lifetime.”4: “Some old wounds never truly heal, and bleed again at the slightest word.”5:

“Friendship is just love that has yet to sprout wings and take flight.”6: “She is a friend of my

mind. She gather me, man. The pieces I am, she gather them and give them back to me in all

the right order.”7: “I knew when I met you an adventure was going to happen.”III. Build a Bridge,

Burn1: “Run when you have to, fight when you must, rest when you can.”2: "What happens

when people open their hearts? They get better."3: “Dreams are glimpses into life’s truths.”4:

“Thus strangely are our souls constructed, and by slight ligaments are we bound to prosperity

and ruin.”5: “Revenge wasn’t what I had in mind. Protection was."6: “Even though the end may

be dark.”7: “Courage does not always roar. Valor does not always shine.”IV. Flight of the

Fallen1: “Anger held is a fell poison. Anger expressed is the tonic that breaks the fever of

heartache and allows the soul to mend.”2: “The greatest fighters do not rely on their own

strength. Rather, they trust the strength of the love they hold for others.”3: “All that is made by

one’s hand, proves more valuable than any trinket bought at market.”4: “And you may have my

bow.”5: “Sharing the warmth of a fire and fine drink is the quickest way to bond, if not the fury of

battle.”6: “The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed.”7: “We three, though born of

separate ancestry…”8: “Few injuries can’t be set aright with a double serving of eggs and

bacon.”9: “Never laugh at live dragons.”10: “Nature does not make mistakes. Right and wrong

are human categories.”THE RUINED TEMPLEI. Trouble with Iron1: “Many consider food and

good company a proper gift. Weapons, especially sharp ones, are my preference.”2: “Like



water to a wick, adventure comes to those who have chosen to stand against evil.”3: “In the far

reaches of the world, under a lost and lonely hill, lies The Tomb of Horrors.”4: “Often, it is the

same wounds that wake us at night that shape our hearts and bolster our spines.”5: “Much

have I traveled in the realms of gold, and many goodly states and kingdoms seen.”6: “Gold is

fine, no doubt. But trinkets of the heart are what we remember most.”7: “Nothing will make you

feel stronger than holding an axe… except maybe two axes, of course.”II. Trail of Salt1: “There

will be water if God wills it.”2: “If you leave your home behind, there is no promise, and certainly

no guarantee it’ll be the same when you return.”3: “You will be alone with the gods, and the

nights will flame with fire.”4: “Madness, as you know, is like gravity, all it takes is a little push.”5:

“For my handling of the situation at Tombstone, I have no regrets.”III. A War on Two Fronts1:

“I’m not proud, but I am happy; and happiness blinds, I think, more than pride does.”2: “What

good are wings if you lack the wings to use them?”3: “Two days’ hunger made a fine sauce for

anything.”4: “They say necessity is the mother of invention. They’re wrong. Desperation is.”5:

“But then a sight she'd never seen made her jump and say, ‘Look, a golden winged ship is

passing my way.’”6: “Battle is a mirror. What you see of yourself in its pristine surface is often

more frightening than the bloody bits.”7: “But it is one thing to read about dragons and another

to meet them.”8: “Not if we hold true to each other.”9: “Destruction cowers to mark what deeds

are done.”10: “Long is the way and hard, that out of Hell leads up to light.”IV. What is Yours1:

“Nothing like the dire peals of a battle horn to stir the blood to action.”2: “A leader is no more

than the sum of her followers.”3: “Defense is the best defense. Everyone knows that.”4: “And

'mid this tumult Kubla heard from afar ancestral voices prophesying war!”5: “War must be, while

we defend our lives against a destroyer who would devour all; but I do not love the bright sword

for its sharpness, nor the arrow for its swiftness, nor the warrior for his glory. I love only that

which they defend.”6: “History is a cyclic poem written by time.”7: “What is there so fearful as

the expectation of evil tidings delayed?”8: “But because they are shackled, they are unable to

turn their heads.”9: “It is best to open your eyes and see the storm coming… but oh how

tempting it is to squint.”THE FALLEN GODI. To Seek Jade1: “When I used to read fairy tales, I

fancied that kind of thing never happened, and now here I am in the middle of one!”2: “Often, it

is when we’re serving others that we gain perspective of ourselves…”3: “There is nothing like

looking, if you want to find something. You certainly usually find something, if you look, but it is

not always quite the something you were after.”4: “Take a moment with those you call friend.

Such opportunities are limited.”5: “Yes, I began my journey alone, and I ended it alone.6: “The

stranger who slays your enemy becomes a friend.”7: “She wasn't interested in telling other

people's futures. She was interested in going out and finding her own.”8: "The greatest harm

can result from the best intentions."II. A Study in Lead1: “To understand just one life you have

to swallow the world ... do you wonder, then, that I was a heavy child?”2: “Fear can culminate in

the most disappointing lack of hospitality.”3: “Foreboding tales leave a potent aftertaste. Makes

one long for something stronger than ale.”4: “A good soup distinguishes itself not by the

ingredients within, nor its spices, but by the quality of the care with which it was prepared.”5:

“What’s wrong with wanting a bigger axe? Can’t a girl dream?”6: "I firmly believe that with the

right footwear one can rule the world."7: “People sleep peaceably in their beds at night only

because rough men stand ready to do violence on their behalf.”III. Working with Steel1:

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.”2: “But it’s no

use now… to pretend to be two people! Why, there’s hardly enough of me left to

make one respectable person!”3: “A half-blood daughter shall come into our land. She’ll ride on

wings of crimson and onyx, and with the Lost Bow, shall strike down the evil among us. We will

name her Day Star, and The Warrior of Light.”4: “Sometimes, the mind can strike harder than



the fist.”5: “The most important step a man can take. It's not the first one, is it? It's the next one.

Always the next step.”6: “After all, a person is herself, and others. Relationships chisel the final

shape of one's being. I am me, and you.”IV. Trouble with Iron1: “A tree with deep roots will find

the strength to survive any winter.”2: “Confidence can be found within. But, when you’re short

on time, having big friends can go a long way.”3: "Hold the line! Stay with me! If you find

yourself alone, riding in the green fields with the sun on your face, do not be troubled. For you

are in Elysium, and you're already dead!"4: “Flirting is easy. Just kill a lot of bad guys and your

girl’s gonna swoon!”5: “Duty is the spur in the horse’s flank and every bullet in a lawman’s

gun.”6: “When the sun sets in the west, and the Bloody Field in drenched once more, the

sacrifices made by the allied peoples shall remain. No more will Eternal Night threaten

Marianor.”7: “Honoring your parents can be as simple as always loving them. After all, that is

the first and finest gift they offered you.”Epilogue: “Being deeply loved by someone gives you

strength, while loving someone deeply gives you courage.”Looking for more great LitRPG?

Groups you can find TJ onLitRPGTHE SHATTERED SWORDBOOK ONEPart IBeginning and

a BreakRelevant Progress of Dahlia OtouStatus: Grieving. Broken. Determined.Class: Level

100 Gamer, Level 85 Autodidact, Serf to the Great Overlords of America.Items: A ring, a sword,

the clothes on her back.To Do: Sell your life. Seek out Eternal Online.1: “It’s a Dangerous

Business”— Mr. Baggins“Fiery flesh biscuits! I don’t care how fancy your hair is, a sword that

long just wouldn’t work.” My body was surging with righteous gamer anger. And this was my

day off? I’d silenced my inbox, taken a break from the endless job hunt, and tried to find a bit of

peace destroying the enemies of Gaia. I hadn’t finished Final Fantasy 7 in years, and I wanted

to see if I could beat it at Level 50. I’d done everything right!Something was off. I launched a

quick search: FF7 Sephiroth Final Battle. I read the first walkthrough I found. I had slain the

bare-chested angel’s first two forms. The last was supposed to be scripted. I clicked

Omnislash, but Sephiroth had dodged my blow and killed me with his ridiculous sword.There

was only one explanation: Someone had hacked the file I was playing!I might have punched

my keyboard, just to make sure it knew the extent of my frustration.When I cooled a bit, I

walked over to the feed tube. I typed my favorite meal number into the keypad. 60731, a bowl of

ramen with a glob of printed meat and a cube of algae. Most people hated the algae, but it

tasted almost like seaweed, something my parents and I used to be able to afford. Besides, I

needed my greens.I nommed while streaming an old show my family would watch together. So

old, it was practically a history film; the movie was called Willow.At one of my favorite parts of

the movies—when a “brownie” character was just about to fall into the beer—the power cut out.

2PM, then. Enter the doldrums. Power and connectivity shut down every day from 2-8PM.

Conservation is best practiced on the poor, my dad used to say. Though many used the time

wisely, I tended to flounder, one reason why I woke up early. The hours stretched, my mind

always flirting with anxiety.I had a routine that helped. I started with light cleaning. My room

was tiny, so this only took a few minutes. I cleaned the toilet stall and sink. Showers were

communal, yay. Drones swept through those with chemicals some time in the middle of the

night, killing microbes with efficiency. A good clean toilet though, especially when it stood in the

corner of an 8-by-12-foot room, was mandatory. At least if you valued your nose.I missed being

a student. Homework had been a boon. Now, I played sudoku. I clicked the silver button on the

corner of the digital whiteboard attached to my wall. Yesterday’s sketches and numbers and

scratched-out boxes instantly dissolved, leaving the glass clear as day. I quickly looked up

today’s new games and drew the first one out. I usually burned through three or four of these.

But some days, I’d finish early and feel the hot breath of a panic attack looming. Then, I’d make

my own. I had just finished the fourth puzzle when I heard the sucking smash of my ramen



arriving in its pneumatic tube. The tech was ancient but practically never broke

down. Occasionally, some fool would send something in their tube that didn’t fit. The pipes

would get clogged. FlatWorld Admin excelled in turning any situation to their favor. Residents

were charged, and their next month’s subsistence pay showed the difference.My father and I

had been lucky to receive this room. We had a window. I opened it wide, ignoring the tang of

city fumes, sat in my bamboo chair, and stuck my ugly toes out into the sunlight. Even more

rare was the fact that this window got nearly an hour of light each day. It was a marvel.I

savored the noodles and sipped the broth. I ate the algae cube last then sucked down the last

bit of broth, filling my mouth with salt and flavoring. Soytastic.I counted to sixty while the sun

warmed my face and opened hands. Afterwards, I moved the chair and pulled my cot into

position and delicately fell onto my face. The sun was the best blanket in the world, so I

absorbed as much as I could. As soon as the light no longer filled the window, I rolled over and

pulled on my blanket.My face was warm, my eyes heavy. I focused on my breathing, each

breath in and out. A sleepy rhythm took over and the edges of the world began to slip away.A

pounding rattled the plastic walls of my room. I sat bolt upright. Someone knocking at my door?

A terrible dread filled me. It could only be one thing, what I’d been fearing ever since my dad

was taken. No, maybe if I just…“Dahlia Otou! Miss Dahlia Otou, please open the door,” a very

masculine voice announced, followed by more knocking. I stared for a moment, mouth slack.

“You have ten seconds before I forcibly enter. The damage incurred will be charged to your

account.”“Okay, okay, I’m here!” I pleaded as I crossed the room, blanket wrapped around my

shoulders.When I opened the door, a small man, as square as an algae cube, held out a letter.

He wore a gray jumpsuit that was immediately recognizable.No, it couldn’t be.“Please take the

letter, ma’am,” the man said, giving it a shake. He didn’t meet my gaze, but stared straight

ahead, as if seeing me might somehow sully his eyes. He shook the letter a second time and

cleared his throat.I took it and he left me facing an empty hallway.I stood there for a while, then

opened it. The blanket fell from my shoulders, the last motes of warmth leaving me chilled. The

logo, a diamond of hands binding wrists, hovered above a too-short paragraph describing the

end of my world in technical language. So few words. Only some of them mattered: “In the

process of repaying debts procured by AllHands Inc., Mr. Haruki Otou deceased from toxic

exposure to lithium hydroxide while…”I pushed the door shut just as my knees buckled, and I

crumpled to the polymer floor. It had a greasy texture, no matter how much I cleaned it, and

held every scuff and gouge like a map of my tiny life.Biting my lip, I read on.“All subsequent

debt incurred by Mr. Otou falls to his solitary heir, Dahlia Otou. Payments shall be made to

AllHands Inc. beginning one month from his death in installments of 1% of debt, a total sum of

no less than 263,848 YD. After any failure of payment, indent service shall be required as per

penal code…”I did not care to finish. It was official and not surprising. America’s most beloved

debt consolidation company had a reputation for using their “indent workers” in less than ideal

conditions. Some only lasted a few weeks, others toiled away for decades.My father had

served as an indent for less than a year. How long would I last in their ranks?I stared at the

black-inked logo and let myself go, retreating into the vast tunnels I’d dug from the loam and

sandstone of my mind. I’d been expecting this, planning for it even, but how can you ever truly

prepare?Time passed. The sky darkened at the very least.An intercom announced dinner was

being served in the dining facility, bringing me back to the moment. I had a few things to do

before I could leave this place. The old computer hummed to life. In a few keystrokes, I

cancelled my web access and occupancy at FlatWorld. I cleaned my room, making a pile of

wrappers and dingy belongings, recycling everything except my middle school backpack, a

change of clothes, a handful of photographs, and my two vast treasures.I slept one last time on



my cot. Dreams of my father fled before me. He was sitting down with his hands in his lap, as if

a boy, covered in soot and soil. I sat across from him, and we stared at each other. I would

have been okay with staying, staying just like that, but I woke.The next morning I took my

things and left. It was raining as I made my way to the street. This city had become like any

other, filled with everything one could wish for, sold only to those with the currency to buy.Most

of LA had been transformed into standardized building units: massive blocks of concrete, all

thirty stories high, a federal minimum for urban areas of high density. The city was a maze of

tunnels that passed around and through the ugly structures. A secondary system of

transportation rode the backs of these industrial or housing elephants. Skyscrapers clustered

in the city center, their polycarbonate bodies gleaming in the sun. Vast networks of

greenhouses made them shine like emeralds.I walked instead to the nearest shopping unit, a

place where the low could spend their monthly subsistence income. An ancient LED light hung

in the pawn shop’s window, faded and cheap. Inside, I sold my antique keyboard, mouse, and

interface headset for a handful of credits—the easy part. Then I took out my most valuable

treasure. It was imperial jade set in platinum. A fortune rested in my palm along with a

thousand memories. My father had given it to my mom when things were good. They’d both

had paying jobs, which meant we were rich. She’d worn the ring everywhere, but when out,

would hide it under a pair of simple cotton gloves.I traced my finger over the etching of a flock

of cranes. Perhaps a dozen birds in a cloud flying above a curling stream. Good fortune. A

lifetime of luck. The cranes had not proven their worth. Maybe a thousand would have been

better.I slid the ring across the counter, and the woman at the register gaped before picking it

up. Yes, it is real. Just take it and make this easier. She pulled a jeweler’s eyeglass from her

pocket and inspected it. It felt perverse, but who was I to blame this person? She was just

doing her job.“This is very…” she began.“I know. How much can you give me?”She wrote a

figure down on a piece of paper and handed it to me. I read it. 4,400 YD. The Yen Dollar had

been the presiding currency since the last of the Big Three broke our economy. Depressions

are possible to overcome, but three had been too much, even for America.She placed the ring

in a small envelope and held up her payment device, a small black wand with a screen on one

side. I held out my wrists, and she scanned my citizen chip, uploading the money

immediately.Before the clerk could take it away, my hand darted out on its own volition. Our

eyes met, both surprised. Her brow furrowed, mouth opening as if to scold me.“Please,” I said

in a horse whisper. “Please keep it as long as you can. I will buy it back for more. Please just…

just give me a month.”The woman shook her arm once. I let go of her wrist. She stood and

rubbed where I’d gripped her. Her face solemn, she said, “I’ll see what I can do. A month is a

long time. I won’t display it for at least two weeks. That is all I can promise.”I nodded and

ducked out of the front door, embarrassed but feeling some thread of hope.While crossing a

street, I passed a young man who startled me with a wet cough. His face was covered in a

white face mask, now a requirement for anyone noticeably ill. The fine was 5,000 YD or up to

three months in jail, so it was rarely ignored.The sight of the cotton made me think, again, of

my mother. 128,015 dead, swept away like chaff in three weeks. She had been on a business

trip, and upon returning, was corralled into quarantine. We got to say goodbye to her drawn

face through video. A strain of Influenza A. It was called the Pigeon Virus, but it was never

confirmed if the birds were actual carriers. It was just a colorful name to pin the blame on.I

arrived at a building made of steel and black marble. Opulence was rare, this was the .1%, the

new ruling class. Still, when my father lost everything, he’d come to this place. He wanted a

week-long vacation before finding a new job. He was a day user, coming to see me after school

every day. Eternal Online had become a place for him to exist where he didn’t have to feel my



mother’s absence so acutely. How could I blame him?The man at the desk gave me a dubious

look. Evaluating my clothes and appearance, his eyebrows seemed to question my credit

rating. “Might I ask what your age is, dear? Without a parent or guardian…”“I’m 16. I’ve finished

all required public education. Thanks for asking.” I said it a bit harsher than I had intended. I

always hated anything that smacked of condescension. He was right to ask though. Live-in

game bays, like the one I hoped to see soon enough, were reserved for adults only. 16 was

deemed to be legal adulthood. I couldn’t vote or drink, but was conveniently kicked from the

government-funded public schooling system. In 2107, my beloved graduating class and I had

joined the ranks of undereducated “adults,” destined to live out our days in poverty.He

continued unperturbed, “Very good. And how will you be paying for your time here at Eternal

Online?”I refused to flinch at his tone.Instead I stretched out my hand, palm up to expose my

wrist. “You are authorized to take 4,500 YD,” I said. “Should cover me for a few weeks,

yeah?”“Of course. I’m so sorry for delaying you. I’ll just scan your ID?” As he worked to upload

my info into the system, I began to reflect on what I was doing, where I was going. Eternal

Online… Is this real? And despite the numbness in my chest and legs, a trace of wonder still

stirred within me. An escape, yes, I was fine with admitting that. But it was one I needed.

Besides, there was little hope elsewhere to escape my future as an indent.The man cleared his

throat, interrupting my thoughts. “Just this way, please.” His tone had changed entirely, and I

saw something in his eye I could no longer despise. Something like pity but kinder. He scanned

his palm on a door behind the counter, and it slid into the wall.“You have paid for 22 days of

membership,” the man said. “Any subscription longer than two weeks grants membership

status. And membership comes with several benefits. The first of which is access to your own

pod, private room, and complimentary meals. You can also stay logged in without

interruption.”The man was repeating information I already knew. I’d looked into Eternal when

father was picked up by three men in black jumpsuits, AllHands logos on their chests. My lack

of reaction told the man as much. He changed tactics.“Are you aware of the in-game perks as

well?” he asked as we approached another door, which looked like a pixelated waterfall

endlessly falling.“I am. I get to choose from all realm types. And I get to scan one real world

item to bring with me.”“I’m Maurice, by the way,” he said with kindness in his eyes. “I can see

you did not fail to bring your item of choice. Given the nature of this game, I am not surprised.”

He gestured toward the exposed handle of my sword, jutting from my pack like an exclamation

point. “I’ll have your welcome package delivered to your room. You’ll be in D43,” he said as he

walked around the counter and bound the blade into its scabbard with an alloy zip tie. “Do you

have any questions?”“No,” I replied. “Thanks,” I added. It was never easy for me to be polite

after someone had been rude to me. Too many people use manners like forks and spoons:

plastic for the unwanted guests, silver reserved for those deemed important enough.“Well, I’ll

leave you to it,” he said. “Just remember, although you can choose your realm, because of your

age, Eternal’s system AIs will filter out all players who are 18 and older. And before I leave you

to your adventuring…” He gestured to the digital door. I looked up into Maurice’s face and saw

him weighing his words. “Excuse me if I overstep, but I hope you find what you need there.” He

broke off with a sigh and stepped back into his role as a proprietor. “Keep your handkerchief

dry and walking stick handy. Farewell good traveler!”I smiled at the allusion as I watched him

turn and walk away, passing countless doors that led to countless corridors beyond. Only one

thing remained undone. I pulled my backpack tight against my shoulder and walked toward the

wall. The cascade of colors fell over me as I stepped through.I’m not sure what I expected.

Noise, bustle, bodies moving, I suppose, but none of these greeted my arrival.Instead, there

was a wide room clad in white, gray, and at least ten shades of green. At the back, dim lights



shone over couches and cubbies filling a sunken depression in the floor. Closer and to my left,

a group of tables were clustered together, chairs scattered about them. A single boy sat with

his back to me. I could hear the crunch of whatever he was eating. He didn’t bother to turn, so I

didn’t bother himI discovered something else surprising across the bay. Two compact floors of

translucent rooms held a variety of exercise equipment. Everything from standard free weights

to treadmills and ball ellipticals could be seen at a glance. A line of glass rooms stood along

the right wall, sealed off and tinted. What could be inside those?I felt at a loss. What an odd

reception. Then came a soft whir, and a bright, electronic voice announced, “Welcome to Delta

Bay, traveler! You have been assigned to pod 43. Please follow me.” A diminutive robot, the size

of a bathroom trashcan, zoomed away and led toward the far end of the room. I frowned, not

able to think of where the little recyclable might have come from. Nevertheless, I followed.After

passing dozens of doors, the bot stopped and turned to face me. “Welcome to your primary

domicile. If you have questions, you can summon me with the command Gita .”Gita sped away.

I looked up at my door, touched the palm scanner, and the door slid open.I’d watched hours of

in-game feeds to bolster my knowledge of the EO—Eternal Online—universe. Not a scrap of

video had leaked showing the inside of an Eternal gamer’s room, though. The mystery had

been worth it.My room was small but nicer than the one I’d had at FlatWorld. There was a slim

desk facing a wall monitor. I could see a pinhole a few inches up the wall that no doubt

projected the keyboard onto the desk space. A tidy bathroom stood at the back of the room.My

VR pod stood gleaming, owning the right side of the room. It was an egg-shaped bed, all white,

and lit from within by a dark blue light. A thrill ran up my spine; I was in gamer heaven.I

shrugged my pack off and set it beneath the edge of my desk. My room’s door slid shut on its

own, and the wall monitor to my left lit up. “Greetings Dahlia Otou! Welcome to your new home

here in Delta Bay. Are your accommodations satisfactory?” The screen was a shimmer of fuzz,

and it pulsed with every word the AI spoke.Wait, did it expect a response? The screen

remained silent.“Yes, everything is great,” I replied. I’d long ago turned off all AI interactions in

my life, the ones I could control at least. They felt forced, like speaking to a public servant.“Very

good. This is your computing station. If you prefer, as some adventurers do, please begin your

character creation here. As far as your other needs are concerned, restrooms can be found in

the bay itself, though you can also use your personal lavatory. If you need food, Gita can bring

you whatever you desire. Eternal has the finest chef printers the tech gods can provide.

Travelers can also eat in the communal bay. All components are voice activated. For anything

else, ask me. My name is Elendil. Pleased to meet you, Dahlia Otou.”What awesome names.

“It’s nice to meet you,” I said. “I don’t need anything, except maybe some water.”“Gita!” the AI

commanded. Less than a minute later, the tiny robot whirred in, chest opening, producing a

bottle on a tray the size of a dinner plate. I took a sip and noticed the taste. No twang of

chlorine, iodine, or peroxide.“Your draught was customized for VR gamers,” the AI said. “A

balance of amino acids, hormones, probiotics, and electrolytes to keep your body satisfied for

as long as possible with no food. I hope you like the taste.”“I do.”“Wonderful. When you are

refreshed, do you plan on enjoying the task of character creation and realm selection on this

monitor, or do you wish to immerse yourself in the gaming pod?”I paused. I couldn’t wait to get

into Eternal. I had only ever experienced school-funded VR demos. But I knew this. “I’ll stick to

my desk for now.”“Ah, an old school type, eh?” the AI joked.I couldn’t help but smile. “Yes, I

suppose.”“Good. Well then, I will leave you to it. The Eternal Online interface will load when our

conversation is complete. The katana you have chosen to upload looks lovely. When you are

ready to upload into VR, lay the item in the chamber with you. Our sensors will scan its

specifications.”The AI winked out, and the screen changed from a bright, electric blue to a dark



green. A holo mouse and keyboard formed on the desk before me, and I lifted my hands to

begin. Now we were talking.A different voice intoned, this one devoid of personality, “Please

begin your journey by selecting a realm. If you need information, click the help button. Would

you like me to run the introduction tutorial now?”No. Tutorials were useful, but it had been a

long day, a long week. I couldn’t resist moving forward. The tutorial could wait. Instead, I clicked

on the blinking icon labeled “Realm Type.” I had seen several feeds online about this aspect of

the game. By choosing realm, you were specifying the experience you wished to have. Most

realms were generic, but for membership users, almost any realm could be entered.For those

players who needed an “authentic” experience, they could enter a Role-Playing realm. Some of

these were so strict, players were banished for using non-period language. Other realms

sported anime-style blood effects or variable gravity settings.I knew my choice before I

consciously made it, however. I saw it on the list as I scrolled down: Realistic. A realm type that

had no requirements for language or behavior. The Realistic Realm type was the least chosen.

The pain settings were high, XP hard to gain, items and resources difficult to find.It was also

much easier to die. A tank couldn’t be stabbed six times through the heart and continue to rage

on. What made it worth the discomfort was the fact that fewer players chose it. That meant

fewer resources were available, so it had high trade prices for in-game items. This was where I

could make money.The next choice was trivial but fun. I clicked the button marked “World” and

saw a massive list open. Many of the Worlds focused on popular periods or themes. I saw

Steampunk Classic, Steampunk Western, Steampunk Japan. I couldn’t believe how specific

some were: Austinian 18th Century, Shakespeare’s Fantastic Forests, Paradise Lost, and

several renditions of the Odyssey. All, no doubt, were cool.I knew what I wanted, though. No

data was available to account for the number of players in each world, so it was purely

aesthetic at this point. Countless hours playing computer ROMs of NES and Playstation, and

the six times I’d read through LOTR, made me choose Classic High Fantasy.Finally, I arrived at

“Mode.” Another easy one for me. I selected Immersion Mode. The game mechanics were

hidden unless mentally prompted. I wanted the full experience.The boring part was out of the

way. Now it was time for Character Design. A surge of excitement shot through me and I called

aloud, “Elendil, I would like to switch to pod interface please.”“Of course, Dahlia.” The lid

opened with the sound of smooth hydraulics. “Right this way, then. Do not forget your in-game

item.”I pulled out my katana, kissed its lacquered sheath. A delicate and fading purple trail of

flowers tumbled down the scabbard. Wisteria. I came from flowers, and the sword would never

let me forget.I’d climbed in and was about to tell Elendil that I was ready when the lid closed

down over me. As I tried to relax, I imagined my dad lying down just like this, his sad face

covered with this technological shroud.The last time I had been in a VR unit was sixth grade.

Mr. Mendoza’s entire class had walked outside to take a tour through the VR demo. Several

beds filled the inside of a portable trailer. That was when I first thought of a career as an In-

Game Resource Specialist, otherwise known as an Earner. VR was so lucrative, a decent

portion of the gaming world plugged in every day to make money. Some farmed for high-level

items, others provided services or entertainment. I even remember our teacher telling us about

Gareth ‘Bright Tongue’ Willows, a man who started his singing career in virtual pubs and

festivals in a Renaissance World.Thank the gods, the days of nanite injections or cerebral taps

were over. Far too many side effects—and some outright deaths—had occurred. The latest VR

tech allowed users to upload their consciousness by manipulating the psychoelectric fields

around their heads. A simple band wrapped around my forehead, and dozens of straps

covered me, allowing feedback throughout my entire body. I closed my eyes.A world of light

and color exploded around me. Saturated blues and greens tore across my vision, making the



world of my tiny white-and-gray room seem drab by comparison.“Welcome Dahlia!” Elendil said

in a voice that rivaled Zeus. I couldn’t help but flinch. I’m not good at dealing with loud noises.

“Let’s begin by choosing a race.”A list of hundreds of options fell before me. Everything from

trolls, orcs, and naga to centaurs and high elves. If not for my research, I would’ve been stuck

here for hours. I selected what I thought to be a useful combination. Under the many variations

of elf, a mix of half night elf and half forest elf appeared. The racial bonuses were significant for

my strategy.My night elf ancestry would grant me additional stealth at all times except for the

brightest parts of day, increased night vision, and Skill Sight. The first two were useful, but Skill

Sight could be helpful, especially when fighting new mobs. It allowed a player to identify any

creature’s abilities as long as they weren’t more than three levels higher than yours. Players

and NPCs also didn’t count, but you couldn’t have everything.The forest elf boasted increased

movement speed and stealth in forested areas, and a trait called Wild Husbandry, which

granted increased perception and tracking of all non-magical creatures and plants. I had seen

some explanations of this awesome trait online, though EO censored anything that even hinted

at meta-gaming, so it was vague. Still, anyone with half a mind to hunt considered Wild

Husbandry valuable. That I was getting only half of each set of racial bonuses was okay with

me, as their effects overlapped and supported one another.Drawbacks were also part of any

race selection. Since I had no high elf ancestry, my strength and health took the brunt of my

losses. Ten percent reduction to both attributes was tough, but worth it. Also, certain races like

the orcs, gremlins, and most of the other “baddies” hated my perky-eared guts.Despite the

setbacks, I was happy with my choice. It was time to speed up and get started.It was uncanny

watching a cursor float across to the tab I wanted. It made me feel telekinetic. I selected

physical appearance. Gender, female. I’d thought of playing as a male because it would allow

me to avoid creepers. Though all “adult content” was blocked in the under-18 world I’d be

playing in, Eternal was notoriously realistic in its renderings of the human body. I had no

intention of learning how to pee in a new way. No thank you.I selected shorter hair, just long

enough to tie up into a topknot when I needed to warrior out, flattened the chest, and narrowed

the hips. Finally, I had the system scan my face for upload. I thought of thinning my lips,

building up my jaw for good measure, but stopped. I left it. My face would stay. The end result

was an avatar that would allow me to avoid some of the attention I loathed in the real

world.Choosing a class tree was my final decision before logging in. I had considered this

decision endlessly. There were many top Earner jobs in Eternal. Mining and Farming made

consistent income if one was lucky or skilled enough. Some went the traditional route and built

on the Warrior tree, hoping to slay the right mobs for valuable loot. I didn’t have the personality

for any of these. I preferred to be alone when possible, wanted versatility in gameplay, and

having witnessed some other worldly scenic screenshots, wanted to experience EO’s version

of nature.I selected the Hunter class tree. I would begin as a Naturalist and need to work my

way up by building foresting skills. Players of this class had bonuses to ranged attack, stealth,

and movement speed at higher levels. Also, they could capture and bond a single pet, allowing

them to use that pet as an assistant in combat as well as a companion. I had no clue what

companion I might find, but I hoped for something as furry and cute as it was fierce.“Character

creation complete,” a voice announced.I was done.As I prepared myself for Eternal, an

experience I had wanted for years, I couldn’t help but pause. Unspoken questions rose within

me, ones I could not ignore.Why did you come here, dad? What were you looking for? What

was worth leaving me alone sooner than you had to?I wiped my face, clenched my jaw as tight

as I could. Maybe I would find something in this game to shed some light on my father’s last

months, weeks, and days. A finger of cold doubt wormed its way into my heart. Regardless of



what happened, I had twenty-two days to find out. Today was Friday, October 3rd, 2107. I had

until October 25th to level up and start making some serious loot, or I was doomed.Throwing

my qualms, anger, and a string of shattered promises to the wind, I spoke the words I’d been

burning to say. “Log on to Eternal Online…”A world coalesced around me. How strange, to

suddenly be standing in a field of grass, a warm breeze rustling rough-spun clothes on my

body. I smelled leaves, and soil, and sun. I wriggled my toes and felt the soles of burlap boots.

My hair was tight on my scalp. I lifted a hand to find a topknot formed above my skull. A few

strands of my bangs hung across my cheeks and stirred in the wind. This was it. Flaming

Eternal Online! I was about to take a step when a system alert brought me out of my

reverie.“Uploading item. Please wait!”I had forgotten my sword. A weight pulled at my left hand,

a blade forming out of thin air as I watched. My katana was here. The blade and tang formed in

my palms. I waited for the hilt, scabbard, and hand guard to form. Despite waiting for several

moments, no tsuka, saya, or tsuba formed. What the haymaker! I was in a fantastic new world,

I had my sword, but it was little more than an overpowered razor blade…2: “A slime draws

near”— Horii Dai-senseiAnother system warning flashed before my eyes as I held up my sword

to inspect its gleaming metal.“You have uploaded an ancient, magical item. Its quality is

legendary and unique. As a beginner in Eternal Online, such an advantage is unfair to other

players. The various pieces of the katana have been scattered across the realm. You have the

option to craft the remaining pieces of your sword to accompany your blade or search for them

in the world abroad. Each addition of an original piece will restore some of the sword’s power

and magical abilities.”“Mother of hashbrowns!” I screamed. There went my plan for having an

uber-cool weapon to aid me in leveling up. “Hotsauce and handgrenades!” I tried again. Okay,

so I wasn’t good at swearing. If I dropped even an accidental curse word, my face would light

up in a blush so bright it could be seen a league away. My parents used to be the same.The

split thought of my parents filled me with an old dread. My mother leaving us so suddenly. Then

my father. “In the process of repaying debts procured by AllHands Inc.…” the words on the

letter ran before my eyes until I forcibly pushed them away. I did not have the time or the energy

to go there.I inspected the blade, and an unobtrusive icon appeared. I wasn’t sure if I could

touch it, but as I thought of doing so, a list of characteristics popped up.The Katana

KotobaQuality: Legendary: +50% to damageDurability 200/20050-300 damage - 0/9

bindingsUnbound Blade: 200% reduction in damage, chance of self-injury +300%Parts

collected: 1/10 - blade and tang (nagasa and nakago)Parts missing: 9/10 - tsuka (handle), ito

(braid), same (ray skin handle wrap), kashira (pommel), tsuba (guard), habaki and fuchi (blade

and handle collars), saya (sheath), sageo (hanging cord), menuki (ornaments).Blarg. That

figures. Well, I did still have one heck of a sharp stick. As it was, though, it was as dangerous to

me as it was to any potential enemy. I slid it through my belt and held the blunted end, making

sure the blade was pointing away from me.I looked around. My God, the world was vast. The

sun was high in the sky and there was plenty to do.A conveniently placed road sign was just a

few dozen paces ahead. I nearly tripped on a small sack, also made of burlap, which was

sitting on the ground before me. A quick glance inside showed me a few basic items. There

was a piece of flint, a too-small waterskin, one apple, and a map. I opened the latter and saw

that it was completely blank except for a picture of the road sign.I strode forward to read it. One

arm pointed in the same way I had headed. It read Taelman's Pond 6 Leagues. A second hand

pointed back to where I had come from and read Bridgerun 72 Leagues. The third arm pointed

off to one side and simply read Lorinand Forest. There was no distance marker, but when I

looked where the sign pointed, I could see trees begin to clump together less than a hundred

feet away.As a player in the Hunter class tree, my first rank was Naturalist. Basically, I had just



a few crude foresting skills that could keep me going until I could level up to Survivalist, then

finally Novice Hunter. I wanted to get there as fast as possible. Not only would it unlock a bunch

of skills I would need as an Earner, but there was a class tree split after that I was excited to

see. EO had kept any info about higher level classes under lock and key, so I had no idea what

came next.Before I could head off into the woods to begin the work I’d planned, a scream rose

in the near distance. It sounded terrifying, as if someone were in pain yet enjoying themselves.I

jogged down the path toward the town of Taelman’s Pond. A gentle hill rose before me. When I

had crested its ridge and the slope fell away, I saw a crowd of people off to the side of the road

a few hundred feet ahead. My immediate response was to retreat. Whatever was happening

might be dangerous to a noob like me, yet a few bouts of laughter rose above the din as well,

and curiosity got the better of me.I fell into a walk and attempted to act natural. As I drew

closer, I counted nearly twenty people, most of them players if their garish outfits and motley

armor combinations were any indication.A few trolls towered above the rest, watching whatever

spectacle was unfolding in the ring formed by the crowd. Their skin was a deep blue, and they

wore only trousers and leather vests. The clubs they carried were impressively sized, but I had

the feeling these were low-level players too.A scattering of gnomish people were mixed amid

elves and humans. Most wore simple and sparse armor, though a few had matching sets of

chainmail.I could guess at the classes the players had chosen by their various trappings: sword

and shield combination for warrior-like classes, a long, gnarled staff to mark a magic user. It

was nice to see that much of what I’d come to know about RPG gaming held true in Eternal

Online.“Come on, Teegan!” a grizzled dwarf called out from the sideline. “Quit toying with the

boy! Finish the damn thing already.”I found a gap between two humans too busy to notice me

and peered through. One of the onlookers was gripping an unsheathed sword, and he jabbed

in sync with the action of the fight. The other was a broad-shouldered warrior with leather

armor slouching on a boulder. As I found my place between them, I noticed the latter was as

beautiful as she was fierce looking, a long braid coiling over a bronze shoulder. I also noticed

the tremendous axe that hung from her hip.In the central fighting ring, a bare-chested

barbarian with the green skin, underbite, and protruding bottom canines of an orc was

bouncing on his toes, a pair of axes in his hands.Facing the creature was a severe-looking elf.

He had the dusky skin of a night elf, and wore black leather armor that fit his body like a glove.

At his waist hung a thin sword, its silver pommel glinting in the sun. The expression the fighter

wore was passive, almost bored, but there was a fire in his eyes that betrayed a well-guised

chasm of emotion below.The orc swung wildly, unskilled but ferocious. Instead of fighting back,

the elf darted from side to side, allowing the axes to come close. The sheer economy of his

movements was impressive. He was not sweating or even breathing hard. It seemed like the elf

could do this all day.“You’re fighting like a coward!” the orc bellowed. He stopped moving long

enough to draw the blade of one of his axes across his chest, spilling blood down his torso. A

green light emanated from his weapons, and the orc’s attacks increased in speed.I stared at

the axes and commanded “inspect.” And though the scene before me continued, unhindered by

my actions, a list of information scrolled before my eyes. Thankfully the data was off-center, so

that although it took up some of my field of vision, I could see what was before me

clearly.Active Skill: Vampiric Dexterity. This player’s health will drain at the rate of 10% every

ten seconds. While active, Vampiric Dexterity increases player’s dexterity by 15% and overall

movement speed by 10%.“Yeah—now give him a taste, Crooga!” a fellow orc shouted. It had

the same lackluster gear but was leaning on a massive two-handed sword.“Should have

activated that as soon as the fight started,” the female warrior beside me said. “Damn fool’s so

slow he couldn’t kill a three-legged goat.” I glanced over and noticed that although her body



was relaxed, and she looked almost bored, her eyes were focused, taking in everything.I half-

expected the fight to turn. The orc’s strikes were noticeably faster as he darted in and out to

attack his opponent. But the elf remained just out of harm’s way. This only made the orc more

furious, his attacks growing sloppy with rage.A few other voices noted the lackluster display,

some laughing as the orc wore himself down with missed attacks. Then at last, a new voice

chimed in, this one belonging to an elf outfitted in matching black leather. They called in a calm

voice, “And that is the five-minute mark. Teegan, let’s collect and go.”The crowd’s

disappointment came out in a cacophony of sighs and moans. Money was exchanged amid the

mostly dissatisfied crowd.“I still can’t believe it,” a troll said as he hefted his club to his shoulder,

preparing to walk away. “Five minutes and not a scratch on him. Who fights like that?”“Teegan

Shadespar,” the troll’s companion said as he landed a bone-jarring punch into his fellow’s

meaty shoulder. “That’s who. Told you not to bet against him.”The orc warrior who had been

defeated stood panting. His face was a mask of outrage. The fight was over, and the elf had

already turned his back to leave the ring. Despite every honorable rule of engagement, the orc

bared his considerable fangs and swung his axe at the unwary elf from behind.A few gasps

rose, but nobody had time to call out. Seeing only the look of surprise in those that faced him,

Teegan Shadespar spun and dodged. Rather than split his skull, the axe only traced a thin cut

down Teegan’s cheek. Before the orc could strike again, the elf stepped forward, his shoulder

slamming the warrior back. Still moving forward, the elf struck the orc’s belly, sternum, and chin

in quick succession.Teegan stood back, adopting a defensive position, but the orc simply fell to

his knees, his limbs shaking violently.Everyone cheered but the orc, and his disappointed

friend simply shook his head in disbelief.Rude jokes were passed at the expense of the orc,

who had now begun vomiting. The crowd seemed pleased, but there was an unstable energy

about them. They had seen violence and now wanted more.“Who’s next?” a human called,

apparently the one who was encouraging the bets. “Any of you troll boys want to fight a couple

of the elves? We can have an unarmed match if that suits any of you.”He began searching the

crowd, hoping to find some easy target to bully into an unfair duel. Some shuffled their feet

anxiously, wanting to feel involved but not willing to step into the center of the ring. A few others

drifted away, having seen their fill.“Hey, you,” a voice whispered to my left. I looked over and

saw the warrior woman standing up, hoisting a pack on her shoulder. One of her eyes had

locked on me. “I’d slink away now before they decide you might be fun. You’re brand new girl,

and it’s obvious.”I glanced down at my clothes, the beginner’s gear standing out more than I

had realized.“What about the noob?” the man hollered, and the crowd parted around me. “I’ll

fight you myself. You can use that blade of yours, and I’ll fight you unarmed. What do you

say?”The scrutiny of the crowd was suddenly overwhelming. I backed away, then ran down the

road I’d come from. “Sorry, I’ve got to go!”I sprinted away from the disappointment and

scattered laughter of the players, a few catcalls following on my heels. That was not a situation

I wanted to be in.When I’d retraced my steps and found myself on the top of the hill, the road

split once again. Down one path, I saw Teegan and his companion walking side by side. Their

prowess was somehow softened by their proximity to one another, the trust and intimacy they’d

forged while traveling together apparent. When I cast my eye back towards Taelman’s Pond, I

saw the lone figure of the warrior. She walked alone, the crowd looming behind her, and the

empty road ahead highlighted her solitude.Having someone I could trust enough to travel and

fight with was something I desperately wanted. But that sort of trust wasn’t easy to find, nor

could it be paid for. My parents were gone, and I had no friends.I watched her for a few more

moments before another roar of applause rose from the lingering crowd of players, a new duel

apparently chosen. Sick of reckless players and the intensity of the public eye, I adjusted my



satchel and turned to the only sanctuary within sight, the patient forest beyond.With little time

to waste, I set out on my own. After all, there was work to be done.I approached trees that

seemed familiar even though I could not recall ever seeing them. They stood like maple trees in

the structure of their branches and leaves, yet they had bark like an aspen and were taller and

more majestic than either. I went to the first in the grove and ran a hand over its bark.

Expecting a rough texture, I was surprised by a smooth surface, almost like skin. It was silver

and seemed to gleam in the failing light. I glanced up and was startled by the explosion of

yellow gold.“By Beorne’s beard!” I shouted. “They look like Mallorn trees!”The realm designer

was a fan of LOTR. That much was clear. I was proud I’d gotten the reference so quickly, but I

didn’t waste any further time. I had skills to build.The path from Naturalist to Survivalist was

straightforward. I needed to level up my Herbalism, Animal Harvesting, Fire Building, Stealth,

Rustic Cooking, and Shelter Mastery skills, all to Level 3. Thankfully, I still had hours left in the

day, but one of these was an obvious priority: my first task was to build a shelter.As I searched

for an acceptable location, I could hear the scurry and rush of a thousand tiny creatures. Every

once in a while, I would hear something larger move, further off in the forest. Was that a fox? A

weasel? I honestly wasn’t sure what creatures would exist here. High fantasy meant magical,

but what about the low-level creatures?I had walked about a mile when I found something that

gave me an idea about how I might make my first shelter. A small tree, little more than a

sapling, had been toppled. Its roots were exposed like fingers frozen in death. Curious, I set

down my blade and tugged at the tip of the tree. It came loose.I dragged the brittle sapling to

the base of a nearby tree. Its lowest limb was just five feet high, and I braced the tip of the dead

tree into the space between its trunk and first limb. The space was tight, so I gave it a shove

and was satisfied with how snugly I was able to form the union. I stepped back to observe my

handiwork. Step one done in making a lean-to!A quick glance around confirmed the location. I

was in a small depression, not deep enough to obscure my view through the trees, but enough

to at least partially block the fire I planned on building. It would do for now.Next, I stripped off

the branches that lined the bottom edge of the leaning tree. I couldn’t sleep with dried leaves

and twigs poking me in the eye. With some effort I was able to break each branch free with a

resounding crack. In a few minutes, I’d created a space under the sapling where I could lie, one

that had a partial covering of the branches to the side and top edge of my lean-to pole.I also

had a pile of branches that I could use to stack against the pole, ensuring I could cover my

sleeping spot and block at least some cold and wind. If it rained, I’d be SOL, but as I glanced

up at a violently blue sky, I noticed that there wasn’t a single cloud in sight. It was easy work

closing one side of the lean-to with branches I wove into the sapling. When I was done, one

side was closed off, giving some resistance to the wind that blew in from that direction.Another

hour flew past as I piled together some leaves for a miserable—but better than nothing—

mattress. I also cleared a space for the fire a few strides away from the open section of the

shelter and used a stick to dig a shallow hole. Gathering firewood and maybe some herbs

along the way was next.Walking through this magical, Tolkien-inspired forest soothed my

aching heart in a way I had hoped for but not really expected. Recent events—the letter, the

debt, being left alone in a world that did not love me—felt so distant they seemed unreal. I

wondered how much of the effect was provided by the EO’s neural reprocessing. I was no

expert on the matter, but in order to “upload” someone’s consciousness, a player’s brain had to

believe the new setting was real. Regardless, I slowed my pace in an attempt to activate

“stealth” and scanned for harvestable plant life. I did not care a wit for how the magic worked,

only that it did.Some flowering plant, knee-high and smelling like a mix of sage and lavender,

caught my eye. It was incredibly subtle. Not a flashing highlighted item like in some RPGs, but



seemingly brighter by the slightest degree. I gave the mental command to “inspect” the

herb.Unknown Flowering HerbLevel 1 Herbalism requiredProperties: UnknownNot sure what to

make of it, I pulled it up by its roots, folded it, and placed it into my satchel. Scanning the area

around me revealed two others like it. I took these in a similar manner. I was feeling quite proud

of myself.Then, on a hunch, I gave the mental command “notifications,” causing the script

Herbalism Level 2 to pop up in my vision. Bam! One step closer.Curiosity getting the best of

me, I gave a second command: “Character Status.”Hana Kotoba: Level 1Class Rank:

NaturalistHP 100/100Vitality 10Strength 8Dexterity 12Intelligence 10Stamina 10My class

choice must have caused a hit to Strength and a bump to Dexterity. It was a good reminder that

my character would never be an axe thrower. I would need to focus on Dexterity skills. This

prospective hunter needed a bow.When I got back to camp, arms loaded with sticks for a fire,

the sky was beginning to darken. I assembled the skeleton of a fire but waited to light it. The

wind had picked up and brought tendrils of cold with it. My shabby clothing would not be much

help, nor would the thin screen of branches of my shelter. An idea came to me and I rushed to

complete it. I gathered a pile of bright green leaves, each the size of a dinner plate. Then I

wove them between the branches I’d set up as a wind screen. The task was tedious, but when I

was done, the inside of the shelter was much more protected than it had been.Everything

needed for the night was at hand, yet my elven eyes could still see through the closing dark as

if it were early evening. I grabbed my katana and headed out for one final foray. Some

mushrooms were known to glow in the dark, so that was one hope, but I also simply did not

want to lie down to my own thoughts. It would be ten hours till sunrise, and that was too long.I

was bent over, lifting one side of a fallen log in hopes for some fungal treasures, when the

unmistakable rustle of feet running towards me filled my ears.Tiny feet? What in the hallowed

Pits of Hathsin is out here and rushing me? I spun on my heel and saw a squashed and

twisted manling scowling at me. Its face looked equal parts mole and dog. More strange were

the pair of spectacles on its head, and a shirt that was entirely too big for its frame.“Kills you!” it

hissed. “I kills you now!” Then it leapt at me.I would love to say I didn’t scream, that the great

adventurer in her first baddie battle didn’t squeal like a noob, but I totally did. I dropped the slick

tang of my katana and dodged just in time to avoid a very filthy and substantial set of

claws.“You will not kills me!” I pulled up my fists and almost laughed at my own lack of

protection. I glanced to the side and found the gleam of the blade in the heavy dusk. Thank the

gods I had enhanced night vision! The blade was partially obscured by the sticks I’d gathered,

but before I could take a single step toward it, a stab of pain shot up my leg.“Gaw!” I shouted.

“You little—ow!”It laughed in its tiny throat. “Haha, I kills to take your metal!”I looked down and

saw several deep gashes across my thigh. The rough-spun clothing I’d spawned in had not

even blunted the wound. I had to get to my sword, but this blasted thing was fast. I held my

hands out, palms open. Walking backward, a step at a time, I watched the tiny monster bounce

side to side on nimble feet. Finally, the back of my heel brushed against something hard and

heavy.I dared a quick glance down, but before I could see anything, I caught a blur of

movement. I blocked another swipe of claws and screamed as I felt grooves of flesh being torn

into my forearm. At least it hadn’t been my stomach. Holy kraken, the pain was so acute, so

lifelike. It made thinking almost impossible.I had to start fighting. Wake up Dahlia! Feigning to

turn again, I anticipated the coming attack, and dodged to the side. The creature recovered

quickly, bouncing back to its original spot, but not before I gave it a quick and well-aimed kick in

its chest. The little monster flew back a dozen feet in a tumble of limbs and claws. I swept a foot

back and crouched low to the ground so I could scan for my blade and still keep an eye on my

enemy.“Kicks me scared lady!” it said as it rose to its feet. “Knows I going to kills. Taking the



shiny sword from you.” It was obviously angry, but I could see it was flustered.I noticed a glint of

blue silver, the gleam of folded steel under the pale light of Eternal’s moon, and waited for

another attack. My little monster was breathing more and thinking less. It attacked again, and I

rolled to the left, grabbing my sword as I did so. The blade bit deep into my fingers. I had

snatched it up at its tip. I somehow managed not to drop the blade again and grabbed it in my

good hand by the tang.I faced the creature, holding my katana in one hand. I dropped into a

modified Chudan, the tip of my sword pointing at the thing before me. My grip was tight to

compensate for being one-handed, but I did not want to get blood on the already unsteady

surface.I could feel my strength starting to ebb. My right leg was wet with blood, and my left

arm continued to bleed freely. I had to finish this quickly.“Come on you little hairball,” I growled.

“Let’s do this.” I was hoping to lure it into attacking senselessly, but apparently it had some

brains in its head. Instead of charging dead-on, it darted to the side, then leapt clean over the

swipe of my sword, dragging its claws across my face.I shouted with pain again and took

several steps back. I had to stop screaming each time I got hurt. This was embarrassing.I felt

fresh blood run down my cheek and into the hollow of my neck and collar bone. Thank

goodness it hadn’t hit my eye. I kept the blade before me despite the urge to lift my hand away.

If it was going to be clever, then I had to do the same.I dipped the point of my blade and

slumped my shoulders. I hoped to give the impression that I was succumbing to my injuries.

The creature didn’t hesitate. It sprinted straight at me and jumped at my throat. I had been

hoping for this reaction. I turned the blade toward the monster and stabbed the point into the

ground, bracing with both hands against the tang. The force of the animal’s attack was

devastating. The creature’s belly and chest were scored deeply as its speed carried it toward

me. My blade pulled free from the ground, and a pile of fur, blood and flesh bowled me over.I

jumped up, found my katana again, and spun to meet another attack. But the fight was over. My

enemy lay in a heap on the ground.I believe that moment was when most heroes would strike a

pose, clean the gore from their blade, and maybe grunt and stretch their muscles. I sat down

and dropped my sword. It thumped in the leaves and grass of the forest floor, and I just sat and

stared. I held my palm close to my chest, feeling the cuts in my fingers throb. My other wounds

were on fire, but I couldn’t hold them all, so I sat on my self-sorry haunches and stared into the

tree line.I’m not sure how long I stayed like that, but I listened to the forest hum with activity. My

thoughts danced with images of my lost parents. Self-hatred warred with despair, and I found

the only solace I had left—the numbness. I let it take me as it had so many times before.The

first light of a silver moon woke me from my stupor.I looked down at my palms and noticed that

the blood had dried and my wounds were gone. Realistic Mode made wounds heal slowly, but

obviously still much faster than real life. The memory of the pain came back. It was one thing to

know that the pain you felt in the game would be “realistic” and another to feel it.My most

devastating wound in real life had been the time I’d gashed open my foot on the lid of a can of

green beans. The recycling was waiting to be taken out, two garbage bags against the wall

leading to the door of our old house. A real house. I had walked past and skimmed one of the

bags, and even took a couple steps past before I felt wet and warmth on my foot. The cut went

down to the bone and oddly didn’t hurt for ten minutes, then a slow, deep throb set in. As bad

as that had felt, having my skin raked open by kobold claws was so much more intense. I didn’t

look forward to the first time I would inevitably die in this game.I stood on shaky legs and

picked up my sword, this time by the tang. Then I walked back to my furry friend. No

disappearing bodies and materializing bags of loot here, just a cold corpse. I could see it was

indeed an ugly mix between a rat and a wolf, but it had an upright posture. The creature design

seemed so familiar. I inspected it.Lesser KoboldLevel 3HP: 0/155Abilities: Night Vision, Sneak,



Sneak Attack.Items: Soiled jerkin, spectacles, 3 copper, smooth stone.“Found that smooth

stone I’ve always wanted,” I said with a smirk. “Might as well get on with it then.” I wasn’t going

to sleep this night, so I walked back to my shelter, dragging the Kobold behind me by an ankle.

Everything was still and eerie in the silver light. The forest seemed caught in the flash of a

camera, frozen.I used the tang of my katana to strike the flint. Sparks showered into leaves,

and after a few tries, I saw the tiny embers of a fledgling fire. I knelt and stoked it with my

breath. I would have stood and gestured frantically to the sky, screaming “I have created fire!”,

but I was exhausted. Instead, I stacked twigs and branches over the flame, and within a minute,

had a proper campfire.Well at the very least, I was making progress on my next class rank. I’d

need to focus on building stealth tomorrow. My thoughts were interrupted by an epic growl from

a very sad stomach. I reluctantly glanced over at the kobold, slumped against a tree nearby like

a tiny drunkard.What could go wrong? Standing, I walked over to the recently departed beastie

and unceremoniously stripped it of its gear. I took off the “soiled” jerkin first and found it to be

quite soiled indeed. It was sour and stiff with sweat, and I placed it on the ground next to my

fire. I pulled the spectacles from its face and found both the copper coins and the smooth

stone. And, yes, I did take the damn stone. I’d bled for it, so it seemed only fair to do so.

Besides, you never knew when an item turned out to be helpful.Finally, I stood and surveyed

the body in front of me. A thick torso and small, wiry arms. A head stuffed onto pinched

shoulders, no neck to be seen. And stumpy but stalwart legs ending in furry paws. I picked up

my katana, put a foot on the kobold’s ribcage, and pulled at a leg to extend it. I swung.Thank

God for Japanese steel, because if it hadn’t cut through in a single swing, I do not think I would

have had the guts to try again. I turned the kobold leg and cut off the nasty foot. Then I lifted

the massive chunk of hairy meat. With some difficulty, I cut a line down the drumstick, pinned

the ankle with one foot, ripped the skin free. The sound made me gag. I chucked the refuse

into the woods, and, taking care not to look at anything directly, placed the drumstick directly

onto the thick top branches of my fire.I turned my back to the pyre and dug a hole. Dark loam

was just beneath the leaves, and I used a few handfuls to scrub what I could from my hands. I

rubbed away the dried blood, whatever kobold cooties I’d picked up, and my own clinging

desperation. Using soil as a cleaning agent sure is not as good as soap and water, but at that

moment, it was the best I had.Meat crackled behind me. A delicious smell tickled my nose. I

looked at the drumstick in the fire and saw that it was blackened around the bottom. I stabbed

with my sword and managed to roll it over. Giving it a few more minutes, my mouth began to

water. I soon lost my patience, skewered the leg, and took a very cautious bite. It tasted like a

charred turkey leg. There was something else, something more akin to the venison I’d tried

once as a girl, a hint of forest. I ignored that and focused on the familiar.I sat and ate more than

I expected, filling my belly with kobold. I set the remains on a few sticks of firewood. Then,

without further ceremony, I stumbled to my shelter, fell into a heap, and—trusting the fire would

deter any further attacks—passed out like a guildy at the end of a ten-hour raid.3: “Unless the

enemy has studied his Agrippa… which I have.”— Son of Domingo, Bane of Six Fingers“It’s

just us now, Dahlia,” my dad said. “Okay? No, look at me please, in the eyes. There. I see you,

girl. My girl. I know how much your heart hurts, but I am here. I will not leave you, I promise. I

will always be here.” His strong right hand held my jaw and I swam in the chocolate and amber

of his eyes.“You’re a liar, dad. That isn’t what happened. You left like she did.” As the final words

she did left my mouth, a ripple passed through my father’s face. His skin blackened and

cracked, and his hair turned to soil that fell to the ground and covered my feet. When his eyes

shriveled, I woke with a scream.It was a small scream. And the forest swallowed it kindly,

preserving my dignity.Morning had come, and my hand still clutched the tang of my father’s



sword. The dreams were not new. They’d been plaguing me for months, even before my dad

really died. Since he began disappearing all day to play EO, they’d been there.It had been a

long night. Not exactly a star performance for my first day in Eternal Online, but from all the

streams and blogs I’d researched, choosing Realistic wasn’t easy for any player.I had a strong

urge to log off and rest in the real world. What stopped me was a stronger desire to come back

into this world with more than a gut full of kobold.Water. Cracked lips and a glued-shut mouth

told me I needed water. The land nearby had a very subtle slope, so I headed that way with my

pack and sword. Sure enough, after several minutes of following the slope downhill, I found a

small brook. Only a few strides across, but enough for my purposes. I walked downstream until

I found a pool deep enough to wade into up to my knees. My belongings made a sad and dingy

pile on a rock nearby, and after scanning the wood line for a time, I decided I was alone. I let

myself droop down into the water.It was ice cold and heavenly.After a night covered in blood—a

mixture of a monster’s and my own—and campfire smoke, I needed a good scrub and a

change of mindset.I scoured my arms and face with sand, getting truly clean for the first time in

what felt like ages. Had it only been one night? After I was done, I soaked the kobold’s jerkin in

the water and scrubbed it till my hands were numb. When I was done, it still stunk like pond

scum, but it was much improved. My own clothes could only block a mild breeze. Any upgrade

was welcome.I pulled free the leather cord that wove together the collar of my shirt and threw it

onto my satchel. In a few quick jerks, I ripped the sleeves of my shirt off just above the elbows.

The jerkin, I slapped against a stone until it was nearly dry, then laid it in the sun. Finally, I took

one sleeve and wrapped it tight around the tang of my katana. The blade was as sharp as I

could wish for, but it was hard to wield without a proper handle. After I was done, I took the

leather cord and bound it as best I could, using the mekugi peg holes to cinch the cord and tie

it off. When I was done, I had a thin, ugly, pathetic, but moderately padded tang. Inspecting the

blade, I was pleased with the modest boost in stats.The Katana KotobaQuality: Legendary:

+50% to damageDurability: 200/20050-300 damage - 0/9 bindingsImprovised Binding: 150%

reduction in damage. chance of self-injury +150%Well, perhaps not a boost, but at least less of

a chance of lopping off one of my own limbs. The chance of self-injury had been cut in half.

That alone was worth the effort.I found the other sleeve I’d torn from my shirt, tied the cuff and

wrapped my rope belt around it, then pinned it to my left hip. Then I slid my katana into the

makeshift sheath. I would need to be careful still, but it was better than leaving the blade in the

open.When I was done, I slid on my smelly new jerkin. Thankfully, it had wooden buttons

running up the front and even a breast pocket. I rifled through my satchel, put the smooth stone

in the pocket for good luck, and slung the pack over my shoulder.It was nearing midday, and

my stomach began to speak to me in tongues. I headed back and found my cooling campfire,

stoked the coals, and started a fresh blaze of sticks. The kobold body was still relatively fresh,

so I cut free the second leg. The first had begun to look a bit gray, so I tossed it into the forest. I

cut the meat away from the bone in strips. These I laid over a crude spit. Having taken the

second leg all the way up to the… the haunch, let’s call it, I had at least four pounds of meat.

Yay… kobold jerky. Couldn’t be worse than crocodile, right?As the meat cooked, I admit, I got

bored. I went back to the body for a closer look. The face was shriveled, and the beast had tiny

eyes. Apparently not reliant on sight. Its snout was long and wide like a cartoon coyote. It

probably smelled me coming from a half mile away.The paws caught my attention. They were

wide and short, but each had four long claws and a shorter one that was not quite opposable.

Each claw was sharpened to a fine edge that shone in the daylight. Holy MacBook, they were

sharp. Then I remembered the smooth stone. I removed it and saw it had been worn away at its

middle. The kobold had put an edge on each one of the four-inch claws.After you’ve eaten a



gutful of kobold meat, and harvested jerky from a cold and stiff body, cutting free some claws

isn’t so bad. I stashed them away in my satchel. A bone-deep satisfaction crept through me. I

was sure that the claws would not be valuable enough to make much of a difference in my

situation, but this was what becoming an Earner was all about.I’d need to trade everything I

found and harvested for in-game gold. Enough of that and I could afford higher quality

equipment. Eventually, if I had enough time, I could start finding out what items were rare in

this realm, ones that people needed. Eternal used to host a rich black market for such sales,

with players selling anything from gold to rare equipment sets, for the right price. In recent

years, EO had created the Interworld Exchange, or IE. Now any player could log in and pay

real world money to buy anything they could imagine. This often led to some unfair advantages,

but that was money. I wanted to do the opposite. I would use IE to sell the items and materials I

gathered to the highest bidder. Equipment could be bought and sold throughout the different

realms of EO, but not materials. I was going to become a hunter because the isolated realm I’d

chosen, Realistic Mode, meant fewer people were competing to sell mats.Thinking again of the

insane debt I owed AllHands Inc. made me queasy. Nothing like 236,848 YD to stir your

appetite. In a conscious rebellion, I took out a piece of jerky and ate.The meat was hard and

dry, but I had wanted to be sure it wouldn’t make me sick. I put the jerky bits away as well, but

kept one out to chew on.I spent the afternoon trying to up my skill levels. A quick inspection of

my class rank-up quest was in line. I made the command “Status Class Rank

Survivalist.”Survivalist Class Rank Requirements:Herbalism: Level 2 out of 3Rustic Cooking:

Level 2 out of 3Animal Harvesting: Level 2 out of 3Stealth: Level 1 out of 3Shelter Mastery:

Level 2 out of 3Fire Building: Level 2 out of 3My Stealth skill was troubling though. I’d tried

sneaking around camp, but without anyone or anything to evade, my Stealth remained at Level

1. I could do something about my Herbalism though. I fanned out and away from my shelter in

search for anything.I wanted to see how much territory I could reveal on the map before

sundown. Nighttime exploration was not happening again. I found a handful of berries, blue and

plump, that I picked and saved for later identification. Again, inspection yielded little

information:Unknown BerriesLevel 2 Herbalism RequiredProperties: UnknownI found one more

of the herb I’d already picked and a new one that burned my hands like crackling fire. It was

probably some type of nettle.I saved the first to dry near my fire, and rubbed soil on my hands

for the better part of an hour thanks to the second.As the sun began to fall, I pulled a second

piece of jerky from my satchel and began munching. I’d had a chance to refill my small

waterskin that morning, so I took sips with each bite, trying to make it feel like a meal. I was

quite proud of myself. This was the wilderness after all, and I’d managed to find a semblance of

comfort and sustenance in a short amount of time. Then I heard the most humbling thing I

could ever imagine. Laughter.At first I thought I’d imagined it. But my elf ears were simply too

good. Again, I heard the unmistakable echo of laughter. And more than one person, by the

sound of it. One person’s voice was a light trill, the other a deeper tone that carried further.I

scrambled to retrieve my sword, which I’d left inside the lean-to. I laid the blade bare across my

knees and feigned nonchalance. My hearing was amazing. They must have been more than a

hundred yards away when I’d first heard them. I watched as two people, a boy and girl perhaps

fifteen years old, passed my camp. They were almost eighty feet away, and obscured through

the trees, but I sat still anyhow. PVP kills were off limits, but the rules said nothing about petty

theft or bullying.Thank the heavens, they didn’t notice me. Yet before I took an easy breath,

another figure—an older girl following the first two—came into view.She wore leather armor,

and even from this distance, she had a familiar strut. She walked well apart from the first two,

but was obviously in their group. Her hair was pulled back into a thick braid, and a long-handled



axe was resting on her shoulder. It was the same woman from yesterday, the warrior that had

warned me off.Her head swiveled my way. She saw me!My eyes went wide, but I remained

sitting, chewing the last of my jerky.She looked at me for a few long seconds. One elegant

eyebrow, proud enough for a monarch, arched skeptically. Then, just before her form

disappeared behind a large tree, a smile broke across her lips. And wait, was that a wink?They

continued to march away, and I marveled at the sheer size of the axe woman—axe lady? She

was taller than the other travelers, and looked tougher than the jerky I was eating. Then she

was gone. A trick of the forest took them from my sight, though the sound of their passing and

the murmur of their voices followed them in an invisible wake.The sun fell, and the moon rose

as I watched the flames dance. I stacked the blaze as high as I dared, then lay down in my

shelter.Staring at the branches above me, I fretted about kobolds, spiders, wolves, and a litany

of unseen horrors. But as the warm blanket of exhaustion covered me, I thought about the

woman with the axe again. We’d seen each other, if only for an instant. It was hard to forget

such a strange and solid connection. Her eyes were—brown? And as skittish as I was around

strangers, I found within me a strong hope that our paths might cross.The next morning, I

decided I was entirely too squishy for this world, with a single cotton jerkin as my best piece of

armor. Despite my determination to reach Survivalist as quickly as possible, a trip to town was

necessary.I pulled out my map and saw a small patch of revealed local terrain: a few square

miles at best, but it was a start. I could see the creek I’d bathed in running nearly due north

from me. Just a bit off into the murky borders of the unexplored map, a small dot floated with a

single word printed below it: town. I remembered the sign I had seen before heading to the

forest. It had named the town as Taelman’s Pond.I decided to head toward town in hopes of

increasing my equipage in some way. I might even learn how to find more kobolds or other

creatures. I could use a few level-ups.Not wanting to squander my time, I headed back to the

river to see if I could find any new plant life on the way to town. Maybe I would be lucky enough

to find some unlucky creature.The sound of the creek filled my ears long before it came into

view. Could there be a happier sound than flowing water? I filled my palms with the icy water

and washed the sleep from my face. I’d become addicted to caffeine, like most of the real

world. Coffee was best scalding hot or iced, black either way. Interesting, I thought, to not need

caffeine in this world.I looked up from my musing and spotted several fish darting in the

current. Well hello breakfast! After several failed attempts to catch them with my bare hands, I

tried using my brain. Aha!“Out of the frying pan and onto the bank of the stream!” I shouted,

pointing my finger to the sky. Not as catchy, but to the point.I found two flat discs of stone big

enough to fill my hands. When the first fish came near my ambush site, I scooped it up and out

of the water, tossing it to the shore. Easy peasy. I did a small victory dance, just long enough to

allow the fish to flip back into the water and up the stream in a flurry. Thankfully, laughing at

myself was a skill I had already acquired. Despite this setback, I managed to scoop five fish out

within a half hour. I knocked them on the heads to kill them, then left them in a shallow pool I’d

dug a few feet from the brook.I picked a dozen of the wide, pliant leaves from a nearby tree. I

wrapped the fish in the leaves and tucked them away, pausing only to admire their beauty. The

fish, perhaps six or seven inches long, were a silver brown. When their sides turned to the sun,

though, their scales reflected back a bright copper. They had a row of yellow-ringed blue spots

down each flank and blue ridges on their rear fins. As lovely as Lothlorien.Moving on, I followed

the river upstream in a southward direction. I found several more sprigs of the sage I’d already

picked, and plenty of the nettle I was now wise enough to avoid. I had elvish eyes in this world,

but didn’t need any racial perks here. I had always been a keen observer. When my mother

was still alive, we would people watch as a form of entertainment. One of the best places we



ever found was a local mall that was a short taxi drive from the airport. All sorts showed up

there. From Chanel to shower shoes, my mom would say.Using these skills, I found and

harvested several more herbs, leveling up Herbalism again in the process. I found a plant that

looked and smelled nearly identical to the mint I was used to in the real world. I picked,

washed, and stored these away with my other finds and kept on.After another hour of

meandering toward town, I heard voices. These were not loud and merry like before, but shrill

and angry. I slowed my pace and listened. I couldn’t make out the words, so I decided to slink

in closer. Remembering the terrific snout of the kobold, I crept around into the woods, trying my

best to approach whoever was speaking downwind. I had no desire to be sniffed out.Long

minutes passed as I closed in on whatever or whoever was making the noises. Each step was

a challenge. Avoiding the thicker gravel of the creek bed, I wove my way into the trees from

stone to stone. It was lucky there was so much bedrock here.Another burst of noise came from

ahead. “If you hold it be the end!” The words were followed by a garble of hissing and

muttering.A game trail flanked the creek closely, so I silently padded down it, the soft clay

making an ideal surface. Then I saw a break in the branches. That was my opportunity.

Crawling forward on hands and feet, I lifted my head over the ridge of a fallen log and was

surprised to see three massive rodents. These were similar to the kobold but longer in limb,

taller, and with a look of brutality about them. In all other ways, they were very much like a

common rat. Still, the difference was obvious. Each of the beasts was at least fifty pounds and

standing upright.One wore a tiny shirt, but the other two were all skin and fur. They held short

staves in their paws, and two were attempting to bat fish in the stream. I thought “Inspect” and

was rewarded with some basic information.Common RatkinLevel 3HP: 130/140Abilities:

Synchronize, Tail WhipNot much to go by, but any information could help. I wondered what

Synchronize meant, but Tail Whip seemed pretty obvious. I noticed the one with the shirt had

Leader pinned next to his creature title, and he was Level 4, his HP at 165. Interesting. I’d

come across my first party of monsters!My initial thought was, beasties, XP, loot! Then I

checked myself. These were intelligent creatures that were foraging for food. Maybe I shouldn’t

just kill them where they stood. Putting diplomacy first, I set down my belongings—with the

exception of my sword—and stood to walk toward them. I tried to remain stealthy, but they

heard me immediately. The two common ratkin swiveled toward me, staves in hand. The leader

just turned his head.“Dagnal, look!” one hissed. “A lady man is here. It found us!”“I can see

that, Midge,” the leader replied, turning to meet me and resting his paws atop his staff.I glanced

at the weapon and realized I was being generous in calling it a staff or stave, as it was the

same sort of branch I’d burned the previous night. It looked well-used and strong though; one

of its ends was thick. A knock to the head could be dangerous.“Hello,” I said cautiously. “My

name is Hana.”The leader laughed in a low voice. “Good to meet you. Awfully young and soft to

be so far from town, eh?”Not a particularly friendly statement coming from a stranger’s mouth. I

tried to make the best of it, though. “I suppose I am. I just wanted to stop and say hello. I see

you’re fishing. I managed to catch five using stones to throw them out of the water.”The ratkin

named Midge spoke next. “Fish are fine, Dag, but lady flesh tastes better. Not so slimy.”“It’s true

Dag, yeah, it’s true true,” the third said excitedly. He hopped on his rear paws as he said this, a

lolling tongue darting out of his mouth in anticipation.“Easy guys,” I said. “I just wanted to see

what you were up to. You know I could have ambushed you.” I moved a hand to the handle of

my sword.“Ha!” the leader jeered. “It has a thorn to scare us, boys. Wrapped up in clothes,

too.”I couldn’t help but blush. Apparently even rat people were jerks.“I will leave, okay? Just let

me be, and you guys can keep fishing.”The leader exchanged a nod with his companions, then

turned back to face me. “That’s alright, Hana. We know your type. An adventurer! You are new



to this world, soft and so, so new. We’ll be taking your things, and eating your eyes and liver

tonight. Don’t worry. You’ll just be reborn again. If you’d like, you can keep coming back our

way. We’ll happily kill you as many times as you want.” He spoke in a quiet voice, filled with far

too much confidence for my taste. They spread out, the leader in the middle, and lifted their

staves.They did not jeer or smile or make a noise after that. Apparently Synchronize had just

been used, and killing adventurers was a serious business.I drew my katana from its sheath,

and they paused a moment. Yes, I wanted to scream at them, I have some serious steel here.

Deal with it!Instead, I took advantage of the moment. I slashed out and cut Midge’s staff in two,

then kicked up a spray of pebbles toward his face. Like I’d hoped, he flinched and took a step

back. Dagnal took a step forward instead, but rather than meet him next, I dodged his first

attack and sidestepped to meet the other ratkin. I managed to reduce their advantage by

changing the position of their line.The third ratkin struck out and cracked his staff against my

shin. I yelped, but refused to lose my momentum. As fresh blood began to wet my leg, I feinted

a stab toward the thing’s stomach. He reacted and swung his weapon downward to block. I

withdrew my half-hearted attack and swung my blade up and around, slicing a neat gash in the

ratkin’s throat. He fell to a knee and held his neck. The look on his face was not pained, but

confused, almost curious. He gurgled as he tried to speak, and then fell to the ground.“No!”

Dagnal shouted with wide eyes. “You nasty! You fallen apple. Crushed mushroom, empty

acorn! He was my third nephew!”I guess I wasn’t the only one who was crummy at cussing. I

ignored the tingle of a level-up as the leader renewed his efforts to confront me, swatted his

hand to the side and gesturing for Midge to get behind me.“You attacked me, Dag. Not my

fault.” I swung my blade in a downward strike, hoping to split the rat’s head in a single strike. My

sword wobbled in my hands though, the tenuous handle shifting enough to send the blade off

course. I barely avoided removing my own foot. Dagnal sidestepped the clumsy blow easily. I

took a step forward to catch myself, but before I could recover, the hard slap of wood struck my

jaw and temple.The blows were swift and frighteningly well placed. A rush of dizziness nearly

overcame me. I shook my head to recover and adopted Hasso stance—my blade held high

overhead, feet close together. I was hoping to take advantage of the adaptability of the stance.

Blast this “Unbound Blade” status. I could not afford another slip like that. The implications of

wounding myself in this fight were obvious.Midge attacked from behind, forming a quick welt on

my lower back, but I didn’t turn to meet him. I couldn’t lose sight of Dagnal. He’d nearly

knocked me out once already. If he managed to do so, I’d be someone else’s jerky. Then a

thought occurred to me. To strengthen your attack, present only a single front to your enemy. I

stomped toward Dag, and he took a quick step backward. I used the moment I’d created to

sprint to the creek. When I was within a foot of the water, I spun. Suddenly I was facing two

ratkin instead of being surrounded.Dag grunted but nodded his head subtly in respect. It was

his move. He was a fierce opponent despite being under four feet tall. He moved faster than I

could imagine, using the feral instincts of an animal yet possessing a keen mind. He took a

step forward and thrust his staff at my stomach. I easily parried his advance, but was caught off

guard as he whipped his thick tail at my ankle and split the skin.The pain made me pull my leg

back, and without meaning to, I was one foot in a creek facing two enemies. At least I knew

what their Tail Whip ability looked like.The enemy didn’t miss the opportunity. The leader

lowered the point of his staff, then shot a quick jab out toward my knee. At the same time

Midge leapt into an overhead attack, trying to reach my head. They knew the trick to defeating

a human was to bring them to their knees. This was not their first encounter.I was already

bleeding in three places, so I figured, what was one more? I allowed Dag’s strike to land, but

reduced its force by stepping into it. I brought my blade down with Midge’s, cutting his staff in



two, and cleaving a deep gash through his chest. It was not enough to kill the rat, but he was

out of the fight.Dagnal screeched again, further enraged as I wounded another of his kin. I’m

sure Midge was his sixth cousin or second grandson. I didn’t care anymore. These creeps were

gonna pay.I took a step toward the rat, pulling out of the water again, glad to feel the firm shore

beneath both feet. Dagnal responded with a quick but light strike against my shin and another

whip of his tail, this time aimed at my thigh. I granted him the first, which was so fast it would

have been hard to dodge. I wouldn’t be cut by his nasty tail again, though. I rushed forward and

blocked, blade out. The force of his attack against my katana’s edge cut his tail in half.I lifted

my blade high for a downward strike. Dagnal raised his staff to block. I kicked him square in his

chest, feeling the crunch of cartilage and bone under my heel. It sent him sprawling. and I

heard a harsh wheeze after he’d landed. I darted forward, and even as the nasty creature

dragged his claws across my leg, I plunged my katana’s point into his chest. Without waiting to

see his lights fade, I returned to Midge—who was struggling to reach his staff—and stabbed

him between the shoulder blades.It was over. Dagnal was still. A second tingle shuddered

through my body. A brief glance at my Character Status confirmed my suspicion.Hana Kotoba:

Level 4Class Rank: NaturalistHP: 78/173Armor Rating 5Vitality 13Strength 9Dexterity

14Intelligence 11Stamina 10The level gains had been worth it. Battling higher level creatures

was always a good way to gain XP in games. Still, the fight had been close. 78 HP would have

gone quickly had I cut my own foot off.I scoured my blade in the river and returned it to my

sheath. Then I soaked my wounds in the cold water, grateful for the numbness it granted me.

This world might not be real, I pondered, but the pain was.Cleaning the ratkin’s fish raised my

Animal Harvesting to Level 3, and I was happy to see my Stealth had finally reached Level 2.

Painful progress, but progress nonetheless.I took the shirt off Dagnal’s back and scrubbed it as

best I could before wringing it out. I checked to see if they had anything else I could take. I

found a small pack filled with moldy cheese and several plump mushrooms. The latter were

brown and plain-looking, with flat discs for caps. I tossed the cheese and removed the

mushrooms long enough to wash the pack in the stream. It was smaller than my own satchel,

but this early in the game, it was a solid find. I stored the mushrooms in the pack, hoping

someone in town might confirm if they were edible.I decided to rest for a few hours before

finishing my hike to town. Checking my map, I saw I was getting close, probably only a mile or

so away. I gathered what I needed and built myself a fire, setting the fish up to cook. As I cut

into the ratkin’s flesh, a rotten smell met my nose and I decided not to cook them like I had the

kobold.I didn’t feel like digging out the rats’ massive teeth, and couldn’t think of how they might

be useful. I also thought their impressive tails weren’t worth it. I did take several of their claws,

however. Many were jagged or dull, but I found eight between the three bodies that were sharp

as needles. Although much smaller than that of their kobold cousins, I thought they might be

useful later in crafting.After I was done, I passed out in the shade of a small tree. I might even

have woken up with drool on my cheek, but hey, it had been a rough morning, and nobody was

looking.When I woke, I packed my things and continued upstream while snacking on some of

the trout.Half an hour passed before clearing a sharp bend in the stream and hearing falling

water.Around the bend, I found a quaint waterwheel spinning eagerly beneath an earthen dam.

Steps were cleaved into the side of the hill. I jogged up with a rush of excitement and found

myself on a trail that wrapped around a glassy pond. Reeds broke the water in thickets, and

insects hummed mindlessly in the air. I saw smoke rising from several chimneys, and through

patches of trees, the browns and tans of wooden buildings.It would seem, I thought with a sigh,

that I’ve finally made it to Taelman's Pond.4: “Friendship is ever a balm for fear.”— Sir Quinn

Taelman IIIA tidy path wound around the rim of the large pond. Deep ruts marred either side of



the road, marking the passage of countless wagons. I walked along a third path that ran a few

feet from the water. I suspected this was the path for those on foot who preferred the beauty of

the water’s edge.Tall shoots of a water plant similar to cattails surrounded the shore of the

pond. The tips, rising ten feet or higher above the water, faded from a bright green at the

water’s surface to a stark white at the tip. They looked like a grove of living spears. Small mats

of weeds clung here and there, and for the second time since my arrival, the sheer volume of

the local insects amazed me. Dragonflies the size of my hand darted across the water. Most

were a violent blue that contrasted with the greens of the landscape.I resolved to stop gaping

and get on with my business. There was plenty to do in town.I picked up my pace to a brisk

walk, skirting the water’s edge, but soon came upon a pile of sleeping boys sprawled out in the

tall grass. The largest lay on his back, his hat tipped over his face for shade. Another slept in a

nook beneath his friend’s arm. Perhaps they were kin.The last boy was sitting upright, his feet

manning two small poles made from slender sticks and fine string. He held the shafts of each

rod in the grip of his big toes while his hands whittled a piece of wood. Now, if that wasn’t

initiative…I came to a stop, adjusting my gear and sword. The fishing boy watched me,

following my progress. He was small, but had a maturity in his eyes that gave me the

impression that he was at least eight or nine years old.“Hello friend,” he said as I stopped.

“Care to sit down for a minute? No offense, but you look like you’ve been wrestling a hill cat.”I

chuckled, and looking down at my clothes, I realized he was right. Blood stains were visible on

my legs and the collar of my shirt and jerkin. I also needed a seamstress if there was one here.

I knew little of this town, and neither its layout nor its rules. In line with ancient RPG strategy, I

would milk this NPC kid for all he could tell me.I sat and took a sidelong glance at my new

companion. “Hello in return… friend.” He smiled wide, showing me a mess of hopeful teeth.

Wow, I thought, I hope all the people here are this kind. Nice change from back home.“So, was

it a mountain cat?” he asked.“Ha, I wish. I could have skinned the thing. No, I had a fight with a

kobold two nights ago and three ratkin this afternoon. The last happened a mile or so

downstream.”“Wow!” the boy said with a glint in his eyes. “That’s crazy. You seem

inexperienced to be taking on three ratkin by yourself. They’ve been giving our town a good bit

of trouble. Some are wicked fierce!”I nodded my head in agreement. “That they are. What’s

your name? I’m Hana.” I put out my hand.The boy took it and gave it a firm shake. “Name’s

Abra.”“Abra?” I asked, raising my eyebrow. “Cool name. Is it your full name?”“Full name’s

Abrahim, but the other kids don’t enjoy long words, and I’m also magical with fishing. So they

started calling me Abra, like from the spell, yeah?”“Okay,” I said. “That makes sense.”He

returned my question with one of his own. “Your name is nice too, but why don’t you pronounce

it like they do in town: Hannah?” Abra asked, his voice flattening out the first a.“It’s a different

language. It means flowers in a tongue called Japanese in the place I come from.”“Flowers,” he

said, nodding in agreement. “You are as pretty and proud as any flower I’ve ever seen. I’m glad

you stopped to talk, Hana. Fishing with these two can be a boring business.” He pointed a

thumb at the two behind him. I couldn’t help but smile again. This might be my new best friend.

No surprise there. In the real world, I made friends with old folks and kids. Those near my age

never seemed kind. “Should’ve skinned them all,” he added.“What was that?” I asked, surprised

by the switch in subjects.“Kobold skins are less common than you’d think. Fetch a gold or two.

The ratkins’, only a handful of copper each. Pull any of their teeth or nails?” As he asked this,

he tested one of his lines by lifting his foot.“What? Man, I had no idea. I’m new at this. That’s a

lot more money than I have right now. I got 3 copper coins off the kobold. Coppers are probably

not worth much, huh?”“You can buy exactly three apples,” he said with a grin. Darting a hand

into his pouch, he pulled out an apple of his own. “This one though, you can have for free.”I



took it, having not had any fruit or vegetables since arriving. “Hey, would you like some

jerky?”“I’m not too fond of rat, thank you very much. Tastes somehow like the scum of a pond,

even after smoking it half to death.”I pulled free a strip of the kobold meat and handed it to

him.“No way!” he exclaimed. “It’s been months since I’ve had me some boldy. Some don’t like

it, but to me it’s like a weird mix between venison and turkey.”“You mentioned teeth and claws.

Are they valuable?”“Kobold claws are great tools. They can fetch anywhere from a few silver up

to a solid gold coin. It’d need to be a big one for that, though. Can’t find any big kobolds unless

you travel up into the hills. Their teeth, not so much, but still a few coppers. The ratkin teeth are

even less valuable, but their nails make great needles. The seamstress will buy them.” He

rattled all this off without taking his eyes from the water. What a trove I’d found here. The boy

was vast.“Thank you so much for telling me all of this. Business is calling, though. I’ve got to

trade in my teeth and claws, not to mention the fish I caught.”The boy’s head darted back to

me. “Hold on now, fish? You caught fish… from the creek I assume?” His voice sounded

nervous.“Yes, I caught five trout, I think. After killing the ratkin, I took a dozen more that they’d

caught. Why? Good price for them too?”“Not likely. They are out of season. Every third to fifth

month of the year, the trout are off limits. They spawn up the stream to feed. After the fish grow

fat, the townsfolk put out some nets before they return downstream. Catching them in spawn is

like eating an apple when it’s green, y’know?” His eyes searched mine, his face pinched with

worry.“Do you think I’ll be in trouble for this?”He bit his lip and thought for a minute. “If I were

you, I’d go straight to speak with Marshal Dandre. You’ll find the marshal in the only stone

building in town. Say what you’ve done, claim all five trout you took, and pay the fine. It is steep,

but worth it. Otherwise you might be banned or flogged.”My eyes did not hide my fear well. I

opened my mouth, but no words came out. Abra noticed my worry, reached out, and grabbed

my pointer finger. He gave me a crooked smile and wagged my hand. “Don’t worry, Hana. The

marshal is not cruel. Stop at the seamstress and shopkeeper first and sell what you have. I’m

sure you’ll have enough for any fine.”“Thank you, Abra. I’ll see you around, okay? Maybe I can

trade you something good to eat if you teach me to fish this pond.” I grinned as I shouldered my

gear to go.He took another bite of the jerky. “Aye, I’ll teach you how to nab the bass in spring,

the carp in summer, and the trout and salmon in fall and winter. A fish for every season. Plus

my year-round favorite, catfish!” He turned back to his pond, not waiting to watch me go. That

boy knew what it is to be alone.I headed to the town proper, amazed that the other two boys

slept through our entire conversation. I gave the command to see notifications, curious to see

any consequences to my actions.Word Play - Level 1 - All interactions with NPCs have a more

favorable outcome by a degree of 2%.A second notification popped up immediately after,

making me stumble a bit. A new quest!Fishing with Abra: Minor Quest. You have struck up a

friendship with Tael’s young Abra, the local expert fisherman. He has agreed to teach you how

to fish for the native species. This is a multi-stage quest that continues to develop until every

season and fish type has been explored. Status: 0/4 complete. Rewards: Skill in fishing various

species; 150 XP per phase; additional rewards upon full completion unknown.I smiled as I

dismissed the information, clearing my view and preparing myself for town. Gaining XP just by

hanging out with little Abra would be a treat. Who said all quests needed to be hard?I

swallowed down a bundle of nerves as I entered town. I had not expected a confrontation with

the law on my first trip into town. Abra had a good point though. I’d head first to the seamstress

to make some coin. It had to be enough to tip the scales regarding the fine for… fish poaching?

I wasn’t even sure what to call my accidental crime.The town opened up into a wide patch of

well-worn earth and ran around half of one bank of the pond. Down the center lay a cursory

path of cobbles, tipping the hat to the notion of a proper street. Though not a city by any



means, Taelman’s Pond had plenty of citizens.Various shops had every telltale sign above their

doors. This was what one might expect of an RPG game, but the convenience still reassured

me. Eternal Online had been anything but convenient so far.I passed a stand of produce, a

butcher’s shop, and the anvil-and-hammer sign of what I assumed to be a blacksmith. I heard

no clanking when I passed, just rushing gouts of air consumed by a hungry fire. Bellows?A

needle and thimble above a small cottage drew me in. Soap, and some harsher chemical,

made the air thick and hard to breathe. I winced at the intensity of the fragrance.A young

woman, not much older than I, stepped forward. “Y’get used to the smell. Can I help you,

ma’am?”“Yes, um, I’m new here and need to sell some items if that’s okay,” I said with a blush.

The first interactions were always the hardest for me.“Depends on what you’re peddling, miss.

My name is May. Nice to meet you.”She made no move to shake my hand, so I remained

likewise reserved. “My name is Hana. I have some ratkin and kobold claws that Abra thought

you might like.”She gestured to the counter between us and I fumbled with my bags, pulling out

the herbs and claws.“Ask the cook if they can use any of those herbs, otherwise you might

need to find the herbalist that lives in the hills. These though, not bad. Ratkin claws are needle-

sharp!” She grinned.“The rest were blunted.”“As they often are,” she said, then pointed at the

claws. “I’ll pay good for this lot. I’m short on needles of any sort right now. I will give you 3 silver

for every two claws. How does that sound?”I remembered my conversation with Abra and

nodded my head. I was getting more than he’d predicted. “I’d like to sell all of them except two

for my own stitching. Choose the six you’d like to buy.”May was generous, not taking time to

choose the exact best of the lot. Rather, she took the six to her right and swept them up with

her hand. “That’s 9 silver, but I don’t need the boldy claws. Bought a new pair of steel shears

from Bridgerun. Miss Platman, though, she’ll buy the lot swift-quick.”“Thanks for your help. Do

you ever need spare fabric or hides? I’ve come across a bit of…” I reached into my satchel to

pull out the shirt I’d taken from the ratkin.“No thank you, please, and sorry for my rudeness. I’m

not a hardy type. Clothes taken from the dead toss my belly. Again, ask Platman. And any

hides should go to the tanner. He’s at the end of the street.” She smiled and counted out my

silver.I thanked May and turned to go.“One moment,” she said. “Your own clothes seem in need

of repair. I would charge you three silver to fix them up and give them a wash, but you

mentioned doing your own sewing. If that is the case, take this as a small gift. I was in great

need of the needles.” May produced a small spool of thread and placed it on the counter. “Also,

hand me those claws.” She took them to the back of her shop. She returned in five

minutes.May handed me the claws. Each now had a tiny angled groove cut into the base, wide

enough to hold thread. “I’ve got the tools in the back. Wasn’t a big deal. Just bring back what

you find again, okay?” She said it all in a rush. Her kindness was awkward, and it made me like

her that much more. Modesty is a trait worth rewarding.“Do you have a taste for kobold meat?”

I asked her, remembering Abra’s enthusiasm.She smiled, meeting my eye again. “I

might.”“Well, for your kindness and generosity, please accept this small gift,” I said, and gave

her a few strips of the jerky.“I’ll be softening this into tonight’s stew,” May said with her first

relaxed smile. “Hope to see you again, traveler Hana.”We said our goodbyes, and I made my

way back out into the street. Another notification pinged, but I ignored it. I could check when I

left town.A few people milled about, one man pulling a hand cart and a group of children

throwing a leather ball. I recognized the two companions I had seen talking as they walked past

my campsite. They were too busy haggling with a woman outside of the Magicks Shoppe to

notice me. It was very subtle, but the “travelers” seemed to stand out a bit from the NPCs. I

stared at them, not noticing much aside from their rather dramatic equipment and clothing.

There wasn’t an aura or shimmer around them, like when my herbalism skill had detected a



notable plant. I just knew they were players. I’d need to ask Elendil about that later when I

logged off.Moving on, I found the building I was looking for—not with a picture or description of

wares, but a single-word sign declaring Platman’s.Inside, an immense, well-polished counter

ran the length of the room. Equipment and foodstuffs lined the walls and filled shelves behind

the counter. I didn’t see anyone at first, but my eye caught a small woman leaning against the

wall. Her arms were crossed over her chest, and her faint trill of snoring made me grin.I

crossed over to her and cleared my throat, trying to wake her gently. Instead, she snorted and

flung up her arms as if to ward off some blow.“What?” she barked, eyes still wild. “What is

it?”“Sorry, I wanted to sell some things and see what you had for sale. Is that okay?”She

cleared her throat, stood, walked to the counter in front of me, and placed her hands on the

counter. “Open for business and here to serve. What do you want to sell?”“I’ve got kobold

claws, some herbs, and a shirt I took from a ratkin,” I said, taking the claws out first.“No need

for the herbs, keep ‘em stowed. Let’s look at these though.” She seemed pleased in a grumpy

way as she inspected the curved, blade-like claws one at a time. “Yes, these’ll do. Not a pup

either. And you said you killed this beast?”“I did, two nights ago. It ambushed me and almost

finished the job.”“I’ll bet it did. Better to hunt in groups or from a distance. Especially if you’re

not the, uh… warrior type.” Platman said this as she inspected my arms. “I’ll take all of them at

2 silver a claw.”I thought of what my small fisherman friend had said: a gold apiece for a larger

one. Miss Platman had been impressed with the size. I decided to take a risk and barter.“I’d

prefer 5 silver for each. As you said, they are nice quality, and the kobold was a decent size.” I

fought with all my might to keep calm and not drop my gaze to the floor in shame.“Well, well—

got a brain in your head, do you?” Platman said as she rubbed at a tiny paunch belly that

stretched the bottom buttons of her vest. “I’ll give you 3 silver apiece for all eight of them. That’s

24 silver, girl. Not a bad pull.”I bit my lip and did some quick math. I took a single claw back and

gave her one final offer. “How about 24 silver for seven? I’d like to keep one as a utility knife.

You can choose the finest from the lot.”Platman grumbled for a good five seconds. It seemed

like a happy sound coming from such a gruff woman. The slightest trace of a smile touched her

lips, and she reached out her hand to shake mine. “Deal.” We shook, and I got the feeling I

might have earned an ounce of her respect. Then she moved on with our trade, asking, “What

else have you got?”I pulled out the spectacles the kobold had been wearing and set them on

the counter.Platman picked them up and evaluated them with her skeptical eye and a series of

mumbles. “Sure, sure. One of the windows is cracked, as you can see, but there’s one in town

can fix it. The frames are nice though, plated silver I’d guess. 5 more silver, take it or leave

it.”The money would be nice, but I thought of my immediate needs. My one waterskin was

already low. My food was also a bit bland of late.“Would you consider trading the spectacles for

a waterskin and some salt, if you have any?” I asked.The woman smiled grimly. “Should have

known you had to trade words on every deal. Sea salt is too expensive here for all but a refined

palate. And by refined, I mean rich. We have a local salt spring though, so we’ve plenty from

there. And as for a waterskin,” she said, ducking behind the counter, “I could part with a plain

sheep leather one like this if it will do.”The skin was easily double the size of my old one. Ugly,

plain, and only a single strip of leather as a strap and a cord tied around the opening. “Thank

you, I’ll take both.”We shook again, and she made her way to a scale in the corner and

weighed out a grayish salt. She tilted the scale pan and let the salt drop into a small pouch that

quickly joined the other items on the counter. “You can even keep the pouch. Just come back

and buy from me, if you will, when you run out. It can hold two pounds, but I gave you a quarter

of that. Salt is good for many things. You might run out sooner than you think. Now, what did

you say about a shirt? If it isn’t cut to ribbons, I might be interested.”I set my bags down to dig



out the shirt. It was very dirty, smelling of fish and rodent, but was altogether in one piece. I

lifted it up at the shoulders to show the clerk.Platman’s face went white and her jaw fell open.

“Where the brimstone did you get that?” The rapid shift in the trader’s demeanor was

frightening.I took a step towards the door but stopped and forced an answer. “Ratkin,” I blurted.

“By the creek. I killed three in all.”“And where did you come by the shirt?”“The leader, Dagnal,

was wearing it when I cut him down. Took the shirt to sell is all. That’s his blood there.”She

huffed, but did not calm down, seeming to shift her anger to something or someone else.“What

is it?” I asked. “Why are you so upset? It’s just a shirt.”“Yes, and shirts are worn by people,” she

said, and took up the coins on the counter. “If you want your silver, follow me.”Without checking

if I followed, Platman barged out of the front door and began striding down the narrow street at

a frightful pace for such a small woman. I snapped my mouth shut after a moment and,

snatching up my things in a hurry, took off after her. By the time I caught up, she was closing in

on the stone house at the end of the main street. Above the door I noted a sword-and-shield

crest. I had to admit, it was a more fitting symbol of law than the star badge I was used to in

some games.Platman opened the door and held it open for me. She was silent, but her eyes

spoke volumes. I was being urged into a meeting with Marshal Dandre, and not on my own

terms. This could have been better, but what was I to do at this point?I walked in with a straight

back, not bowing my head in the slightest. The worst thing to do would be to act guilty. I didn’t

know what there was to be guilty of, unless there was a rule against killing ratkin, but I doubted

that.Inside the stone building was a single room with a high ceiling. On one side was a shelf

filled with various books, a desk, and—to my surprise—a cask of beer or some other drink.

There was even a tap knocked into its side. Would that be a good sign? If whoever interrogated

me had a habit of drinking, they may not be such a strict judge of law. The opposite side of the

building had three small barred cells and a pair of manacles hanging from the back wall. I

shivered, thinking of what it would be like to be chained to a wall for days on end.The

storekeeper followed me in and announced in a surprisingly respectful tone, “Marshal Dandre, I

need a minute of your time. Something urgent.”I heard a thump and rustle behind the desk,

then a head popped up, a pile of red hair obscuring my view of the marshal’s face.“Be right

there,” the marshal said. “Was tinkering with a broken drawer is all. The damn thing won’t give

me access to my files. Jammed for a week now, and I still can’t figure out what’s holding it in.

The marshal’s hair flipped back and exposed a hard and handsome face like stone scored by

years of relentless wind.A woman? I thought, then bit my tongue in reproach. Women served

the law as often as men, but the setting in EO was so old-fashioned. Taelman’s Pond had the

tone and texture of a Renaissance faire, if not a downright Western film.“The more moving

parts you’ve got, the more likely it’ll break,” the marshal added as she stretched her back and

patted dust from her shirt and pants. Then she saw the look on Platman’s face. “Well, what is it,

Celia? What’s wrong?”“Show her the shirt,” Platman said, not meeting my gaze but gesturing

with an impatient hand.I held it out to the marshal, hands shaking more than I’d have liked, and

she took it from my grasp.Opening up the garment, Dandre’s eyes widened in recognition. She

looked at me next with hard eyes. “Where did you find this, young lady? Speak quick and clear,

or I’ll have you hung before sundown.”“Oh…” I tried to speak, but my throat caught. Her gaze

was as hot as tin in a sun storm.Platman seemed to take pity on me, and said in a voice more

comforting than I expected, “Tell her girl. Okay? We need to know everything.”I cleared my

throat and met the marshal’s iron gaze. I began with how I’d walked up to the ratkin instead of

ambushing them outright. She scoffed, but let me continue with my story of defeating the

monsters.When I’d finished, she was staring at the tip of her boot and nodding. “Makes sense

you saw them downstream. Any proof you killed them?” I showed her the remaining claws, and



even showed the grooves May had cut into them. After this addition, the rest of the tension

eased from the room. “Ester has been missing for a week now, and I’ll bet my hat it was those

nasty creatures. I’m glad you killed them. Hope they suffered some, too.” The marshal fastened

a belt she’d taken from her desk. No less than six knives hung from it.Platman spoke next. “I

thought it appropriate to take this to May for a washing before we return it to Sal and

Jesper.”“Good idea. I’ll make my way to the mill and prepare them for the shock. We all

suspected, but confirmation is never easy.”“Excuse me, but what is going on?” I asked. “Who is

Ester?” I couldn’t help a bit of exasperation leaking into my voice.“Tael’s lead carpenter had a

four-year-old daughter,” the marshal said. “She went missing, and this is her shirt. I think you

killed her killers.”I nodded, swallowing back a knot in my throat.Platman left with a nod as the

marshal busied herself tucking in her shirt and strapping on the scabbard of a long, thin sword.

She made to leave, but I stopped her by blocking the door.“Why did she call you marshal, not

sheriff?” I asked, hoping to build up to a more important topic.“The sheriff of this town died

years ago,” she said. “I work for the capital, and had… some issues there, so I was assigned

here as a punishment. Didn’t work, though. Tael is a minute town but a fine place to live.”

Dandre answered me in a rush, then placed a hand on my shoulder as if to announce her

departure again.“I need to talk about something else.”“Well, what is it girl? I need to be going.”“I

spoke with Abra out by the pond. He told me many things I needed to know, like the price of the

ratkin claws I sold to May and… and about the fine I’d have to pay for the trout I accidentally

poached.”Dandre’s eyebrow lifted and her mouth came to a hard point.I continued before my

courage failed. “I took five trout from the stream a couple miles from town. I thought to sell or

smoke them. I’m very sorry. I’ll pay whatever fine there is. What is the fine?”When I’d finished,

the marshal crossed her arms and chewed her lip a long moment. “Five gold pieces. One for

every fish killed out of season.” She glanced at my ragged clothing and starting gear. “I’m

thinking you don’t have the coin though, do you?”“I have 34 silver and a few copper—how

many gold pieces is that worth?” I asked, hoping for a favorable local economy.“Girl, you’ve got

a lot to learn. In these parts, it’s 10 copper a silver, and 20 silver a gold. Locally, our gold coins

are smaller and crudely fashioned. We call them gold rivets. But when you head to bigger

towns and cities, like Bridgerun or the capital, they have minted gold dragons. Roughly 10

rivets add up to a single minted dragon. So with what you’ve got here, you can’t even cover

half.” She sighed and rubbed one boot against the other as if the scraping of leather helped her

think. “Listen, you did the town a big favor killing those monsters. They’d been taking farm

animals for weeks, and then Ester went missing. You take the five fish you killed and give them

to the cook. His kitchen is behind the produce stand as you first come into town.”“The ratkin

were taking trout, too, when I caught them. I took the eleven fish they’d killed already. I have

them here in my satchel. I swear I didn’t…”The strong woman gripped my arm. “Keep them,

okay? Normally, we’d pull together a gift for your good deed here, but we’re less prosperous

than we have been in the past. Make sure nobody else in town knows of it. Can you do that for

me?”I nodded. “And the fines, ma’am?”“What fines?” Marshal Dandre said before slapping me

on the back and leaving her post behind.5: “Fear is the mind killer. Fear is the little death that

brings total obliteration.”— The Preacher, Muad’DibOn my way to the produce stand, I peeked

into the weapons shop. I had chosen the Hunter class tree, and I couldn’t be very effective, or

even achieve class rank increases, without a ranged weapon.The displays were

underwhelming. A few swords hung on the wall next to a rusty old mace. Several long staves

lined one wall, a few with spearheads attached. I searched the walls and couldn’t find a single

bow. Nobody was present in the front room, but I could hear the faint grind of someone

sharpening a blade with a whetstone. Having already alarmed and upset half the town, my



manners were less delicate.“Hello,” I called through cupped hands. “Is the shop open?”The

oldest man I’d seen yet walked through the door with a lopsided smile. His eyes shone like two

chips of emerald inside a face of bags and wrinkles. His skin was a pale gray, altogether unlike

the chestnut brown of the townsfolk I’d seen so far. He looked almost elven, if not for the droop

of his face. He moved quick despite his obvious age.I suppressed a grin, not wanting to seem

disrespectful. It was hard though. I loved the sheer lack of presumption and dignity that the

elderly often carried around, as if they were medals proving their commitment to life.“Open,

open,” he said. “Course we’re open. I’m here, aren’t I?” He rubbed his hands together gently,

either for warmth or out of habit, and asked me, “And what is it you’re here for then?”I looked

around at the walls again briefly, but the old man interrupted me.“Just for the travelers with no

taste, y’see? I’ve got plenty in the back. I can see you’ve already got a blade, but what in the

world is that you’re holding it in? I hope you don’t call that a sheath.”“It’s all I could

make without leather and tools. When I came to this world, the blade was all I could take with

me. I came for a bow, though. Do you have any suitable for hunting?” I tried not to feel

ashamed of my makeshift sword.“Bows, yes. Yes, but bows can wait. That is a disgrace!

Please, let me see the blade.” He gestured with a curled hand, his eyes locked on the sword at

my hip.I consented by removing the katana from the sheath at my side and laying it on the

counter. He followed my motions and stood staring at the sword for some time. He looked up

and asked, with his eyes and outstretched hands, if he could pick it up. I nodded. The man

picked it up and walked over to the nearest window. He looked at it in the sunlight, and

he gasped. Walking back in a hurry, he lay down the blade and darted into the back of the hut

again. Moments later he returned with a knife and a whetstone set into a polished piece of

wood.Apparently he was done asking permission, because he went to work on my sword as if I

weren’t there. He cut free the shabby ties I’d wrapped around the handle before I could

protest.“Hey, I need something to hold onto or I can’t wield that sword,” I said feebly. He looked

up at me with a “hold your tongue” gesture. I did so as he next ran the sword across the stone

several times, then checked its edge.He chuckled to himself quietly and pulled a rag out from

under the countertop. After oiling the blade from tip to tang, he placed it back down between us

with a sigh. “Now I can tell you know some of what this sword is and how it's used by the way

you pulled it from your hip. That said, you do not know all the sword is nor how it needs to be

cared for. How much coin do you have? I can fix this with a simple handle for the time being,

but we both know that would still be a tragedy. All we can do at the moment, so it is what we’ll

do. I can give you an old scabbard from the back for the blade.”He spoke with unwavering

determination. I had to admit, getting my sword a proper sheath and grip were definitely

priorities. I took a deep breath and leveled with him. “I have just over 30 silver and a few

copper. I still wanted to get a bow and need some supplies before I head out again… armor of

any kind would also be very welcome.”“And you don’t seem to have a cloak either, eh? You’re

in bad shape, miss. Not to worry though, I think you might be fine. That isn’t a little coin. I can

give you the sheath and fix the handle of this sword for 5 silver. If you want to buy a bow from

me, my first price is demanding you let me fit the sword properly. Understood? It is a work of

art, true folded steel, and filled with magic that is older than I am.”“Okay. That sounds fair. And

thank you for your help.” He was right. The sword was epic. It was common sense to make it

functional.He nodded emphatically, pleased with my answer. “No need for thanks. Thanks can

come later. Now for a bow. I have a bow of true silver and yew, enough to put an arrow through

two wild hogs, but you couldn’t afford the like nor could you pull its string back. No offense now,

just being honest. I can barely pick up some of the weapons I sell. I might have something that

could help you with the creatures closer to town.” He shuffled away again and came back a



moment later with a short bow around three feet long. It was unstrung, its wood a bright tan

and polished to a finish. “This, though, is cut from a maldrille sapling. They are useless for

bows when they grow larger, but the saplings make dependable weapons for novice

archers.”Maldrille. So that was the name of the Mallorn-inspired trees here. He handed me the

slender piece of wood, and I took it in careful hands. The weight felt just right for my strength. I

ran a hand along its length. Smooth as a boba ball. I asked what I feared most. “How much is

this?”“Normally, I’d sell one of these beauties for 2 or 3 gold pieces. Most travelers are

numbskulls, and they often bring coin around like it grows on vines. You seem honest and, well,

less prosperous at the moment. I’ll sell it for 20 of your silver pieces, and I’ll throw in three gut

strings to boot. One condition though.”“Yes?”“When you return from your hunt, you come here

first, let me tend to that blade, and pay me for the service I give you. Either that, or come back

when you have a free day, and I’ll teach you how to clean, polish, and keep the edge on it. You

can’t just go rubbing a rock on its edge and expect it to keep.”I smiled. I could manage that, and

maybe with time, I might call this ancient man a friend. “I can do that. My name is Hana. Nice to

meet you.” I held out my hand, and he took it in both of his. “And I’m Quinn. Leave your blade

and be about your business. Give me an hour and I’ll have it ready along with the bow. Keep

your coin until then.” He gave me a wink, and I left my sword and returned to the street.I

squinted as I left the dark building. Dust hung in the air, stirred up by a stray breeze and the

feet of complacent travelers. The town was small, and already I’d found that I knew where to

go. Hoping to avoid the dust and heat of the day, I ducked into an alley. There was a tidy

network of alleys that fed into the town’s main road. Some led to dead ends. I found a few of

these and had to turn back and take another route. Small huts and tiny shops were

everywhere. Tael was small, but alive and thriving. I found a parallel path that ran directly

alongside the main road, but felt cleaner and easier to navigate.Turning a corner, intending to

come around the side of the cook’s stand, I saw a group of players huddled in the shadow of a

steep overhang. One was speaking to the rest, trying in every way to convey his natural ability

to rule them. “Guy wouldn’t listen to me. Nope. Just pulled out a crappy mace and walked up to

it. Next thing happened, bro was bleeding from a hundred cuts! Idiot. I mean, who attacks a lion

that’s double your level?”The onlookers made all the appropriate noises. Absorbing their

enthusiasm, the speaker leaned back against the wall, hand on the hilt of a shiny sword. The

word preening felt fitting.I was about to pass by their group when a hand darted out and caught

my shoulder. “Hold up!” the leader said. “You shall not pass. This is a checkpoint.”“No, it isn—”

one sidekick tried to say, but a finger snap and harsh glare shut them up.“Like I said, this is a

checkpoint,” the leader said. “You need to pay us 1 gold coin or you’re toast.” I turned to face

the boy. He was probably sixteen or seventeen. He had a narrow, fishy face that was cruel, not

in form but expression. Then I was pushed again. He snapped his fingers in my face. My belly

filled with ice, my mind slowing to a crawl. Old memories threatened to push in and take over.

Another man, another time and place, but so like this. He shoved me again and gestured with

his open hand.“I… I don’t have a gold coin,” I managed. He might’ve just been after a nervous

noob who would have handed him the coin and ran away. Instead, I gave them something to

laugh at. The boy looked me up and down at length. “No money yet, huh? With the way you’re

dressed, that makes sense. What are you anyhow? I honestly can’t even tell. You got tits under

that shirt? Or you some kind of weird boy?”A few of the others laughed nervously, but the

scene upset the rest. One, shorter but broader at the shoulder, spoke up. “Hey Cassio, chill out.

Just… leave her alone.”“Ha!” Cassio exclaimed. “See? Even Wendell the Wise can’t tell what

you are. And shut up. I’m the leader of this group.”I noticed several shakes of the head, but

none of the other players said anything to dispute Cassio’s claim. Instead the boys looked on,



shame in their eyes.“So, boy,” he said, having decided my gender. “How else are you going to

pay me?”“I’m a woman,” was all I could reply. I had stopped looking around. My legs turned to

jelly beneath me; the dark space between two houses held my focus. An alley, just a few years

ago. Surrounded. No escape. I tried to suppress the images with little success.“The boy thinks

it’s a woman now. How messed up is that?” Cassio punctuated his last word by swinging his fist

at me. It rebounded harmlessly away from my face, the game’s mechanics not allowing any

non-consensual PvP for minors. But I reacted nonetheless, stepping back by reflex and

crashing into the cold wood of the building behind me. There was no more room to retreat.

Flashes of concrete walls and a line of dumpsters; I felt that phantom hand, hard and foul,

crash across my mouth. I flinched and cried out. Embarrassed, I stared at my feet, trying to

ground myself again. Not there. I am not there anymore, I told myself in a familiar mantra. This

is just a game, Dahlia, they can’t hurt you like that.It had been months since I’d flashed back to

that day, but the scene was too familiar.“A little jumpy?” Cassio said, crossing his arms while he

enjoyed my discomfort. “Maybe we should be nice to the boy.”“I’m pretty sure she said she’s a

woman,” another voice broke in. It was strong, calm, but edged in steel. A hint of an accent

patterned the words. I glanced up, and my eyes caught on a tall woman leaning an elbow on

Cassio’s shoulder. She stood like they were friends, but her words were coated in steel.Cassio

turned, shrugging away from the uninvited touch. “What the hell is your deal, lady? You should

leave before things get nasty.” But a note of unease had crept into his voice.“And miss the fun?”

she asked. “No way. Hey, nice sword by the way. I just love the way it sparkles.”Even in the fog

of my fear, I noticed she looked familiar. Had I seen her before?“This is Clasher,” Cassio said.

“It’s a rare class sword. I took it off a fellow traveler’s hands with the right combination of

smooth words and cold coin.” Cassio didn’t seem to know if this newcomer was a friend, an

admirer, or a serious threat. The warrior he faced was enjoying his uncertainty.“Clasher? Wow,

you must be a genius,” she said. Her accent was faint, but the word you came out like joo or

choo. I remembered then a good friend I’d had in grade school, Samuel Lopez, who spoke the

same way. The warrior had to be Latina. “I mean, that is a strong name for a blade. Well suited

for a brave leader. Can I see it? Oh, don’t be afraid, I won’t just take it from you.” The words she

chose were so exaggerated they read as sarcasm, but her tone was sincere. “I’m not afraid, I…

Yeah. I mean, okay.” Cassio slid his blade free and handed it to the woman handle first. It was a

slim, bright blade. Something closer to a rapier than a true sword. One side was as sharp as a

razor and caught the afternoon sunlight. It really was beautiful, even if it had a terrible

name.“Oh, wow!” she said, testing the blade’s edge on her massive thumb. “It’s so pretty. Kinda

thin though, right?”Cassio tried not to wilt. He didn’t have the tools to handle this woman. She

was a full head taller than he was, a foot taller than me, and her arms were as thick as Cassio’s

thighs. Then I remembered. This was the same warrior I’d met on my first day and seen again

striding through the forest like a demigod.“It’s just right,” he said in defense. “You should see

the damage it does.”“I’m sure. Don’t you ever worry about it though?”“No. Why would I worry

about a sword?”The warrior took the blade in her hands, one gripping the tip, the other holding

the handle. Then, bending the sword out away from her, said, “Just seems like the kinda toy

that might break.” An electric snap resounded off the walls as the priceless sword shattered.

Pieces flew to the ground and against the wall of a nearby house. The woman’s face was alive

with delight.“Hey! What is your problem? You’re gonna pay for that!” Cassio shoved the warrior.

Her stolid form did not move. Instead, he bounced off like an acorn. He grabbed a sword from

one of his companions and brandished it before her. “You owe me 1000 gold coins! Hand it

over now.”I had to admit, the jerk at least had some courage. With one hand, the warrior

removed an axe so large it must have weighed fifteen pounds. Its gleaming twin blades were



an inch thick at the center and wider than a dinner plate. She held out a hand that had been cut

by the sword’s shattering; it was wet with blood that streamed down her forearm and was

beginning to patter on the ground. “I’d be more than happy to duel. What do you say? Or

should you just spend your gold on a sword that is a bit… stronger?”Cassio stared first at her

huge, bloody hand, then with terror at the axe she held so casually in the other. Unguarded fear

filled his eyes. In a flurry, he dropped the sword he’d taken, said several words that defied

Eternal Online’s rules against hate speech, and took off like a bird let loose from the paws of a

tomcat. None of his companions followed him. Others just smiled in respect at the woman, who

had already belted her axe and was wrapping her hand in a rag. The mirth had left her face.

She stared at his retreating form with loathing. For the first time, I felt afraid of her and the vast

hatred she had been hiding so well. My body began to calm as I took deep breaths to clear my

mind. The remaining players left in a separate group.The woman watched them depart then

turned to me. “We keep bumping into each other, so might as well give you my name. I’m

Madi.” She shook her head in disbelief and continued, “Sad when the most dangerous thing in

a world of monsters and magicians are the other players, huh?” “Yeah. Thank you—I’m Hana,”

was all I could get out, my throat still tight with anxiety.“Don’t mention it. Did you see that thing

break? Just exploded! Totally made my day.”I felt her gaze on my face. It was not harsh or cruel

like Cassio’s. It was searching. I forced a chuckle, trying unsuccessfully to relax.“Hey,” she said,

catching my eyes with her own. They were a caramel brown, lit brightly by the sun. “You’re

okay. They can’t hurt you here, okay? I don’t know what happened before this, but it won’t

happen again in this game. They only allow PVP for minors in official duels.”“I know. It wasn’t

that. It’s just sometimes with men, boys that is… sometimes I shut down is all.”“Claro, claro. I

see. You know what I do? Avoid men like fleas. And about that. The game mechanics won’t

allow anything creepy. Eternal would get sued in a heartbeat. Just words. Okay?” Her tone had

dropped. Still jovial, but only on the surface. She grabbed my shoulder and smiled at me,

saying more with that one look than she had with all her words.I nodded, swallowing hard. I

had no intention of crying in front of this powerful creature.She laughed then, a sound nearly

as jolting as the breaking of the sword. “Did you see his face? That little gusano deserved it.”

Slapping me on the shoulder, she finished, “I hope to see you around then, Hana.” Her loping

strides took her out of the alley and away from my staring in a handful of seconds. I recovered

after a few more minutes, finding a patch of sunlight to warm myself in and catch my breath.

Then, when my legs no longer felt like noodles, I continued on my way. Over the years, and

thanks to some serious online therapy, I’d grown good at recovering quickly. That much I could

say for myself.The produce stand was manned by a small girl of five or six. Her shy smile and

substantial dimples helped the final dregs of my anxiety drip away. I chose a handful of apples,

carrots, and some fresh spinach. And then I found some dried nuts that would last longer. I

gave her 1 silver for everything, then asked where the cook was.I found the cook filling a

massive cauldron. Apparently the town had occasional communal meals, or perhaps a party

was being planned. Either way, the soup or stew being made could feed a hundred people. The

cook was a man with short hair and a face that made him look as if he was biting down on a

lemon. He looked up at me when I approached.I gave him the bundle of trout wrapped in

maldrille leaves and explained what had happened, emphasizing that the marshal had cleared

me of my crimes.“Cleared by her maybe, but it’s us that’ll have fewer trout in the fall when

harvest comes,” he said, obviously angry. “Next time you go kill and claim something, make

sure you ask around first.” When I didn’t immediately leave, he barked, “What now? Kill a cow

and come here to give me its milk?”Ignoring his spite, I reached into my pack and pulled out

the fragrant herbs I’d collected. “Do you have any need for these? And could you tell me a bit



about them? They have a pleasant smell, so I assumed they might be edible, but wanted to ask

an expert.”The compliment landed nicely. His demeanor softened a bit, and he took a sprig of

each from me. “This one’s Elder Basil. It is common as a beggar in Bridgerun. It goes nicely

with beef or lamb. I could make use of it. The other,” he said, lifting the one that smelled of

sage, “is not for cooking. It has a few names, but most call it Ghost Weed. It smells nice

enough, but cook it up and it turns foul. Some claim it attracts the souls of the dead, but I don’t

believe it. If you know what you’re doing, though, you can make a poultice that speeds up

healing and prevents infection. Some even claim you can treat some poisons with it. Not my

business though. If you can find the herbalist, they’ll know.”“I have more of the Elder Basil,” I

said, pulling the rest free and returning the Ghost Weed. “Here.”“That’s more than I’d need in a

month, girl. I’ll take this much.” The cook divided the bundle. “The rest you can use for cooking

or even preserve your food. Store it with any dried goods you’ve got and it’ll make it hold a few

days longer. I can give you 2 copper for it.”I was about to agree when an idea came to mind.

“Would you consider this a gift, and in exchange, tell me what you know about the herbs and

plants I find? I’m not strong enough to search for the herbalist, but I have a keen eye and would

like to spend some of my time learning what I can.”For the first time, the man nearly smiled. It

looked more like his sour face retreated for a moment into a flat gaze, but I gave him credit

anyhow. “It’s a deal.”I remembered my other find. “Oh, and I found these. I took them from

some ratkin. I assumed they might be food for humans too.” I held up a mushroom, and his

eyes lit up.“That’s some fine fungus you’ve got there. Call those Shield Caps. I don’t plan on

making a dish anytime soon that calls for them, but Platman is crazy for them. I’ll buy them

from you if you have more. I owe her a favor anyhow.” He looked impressed as I counted out

fifteen of the mushrooms in total.“How much are they worth?” I asked. He didn’t seem like a

man who bothered to haggle, so asking felt right.“I’ll give you 5 silver for the lot of them. Might

make more if you sold them to a caravanner, but coin clinks louder in the palm they say.”I

thanked him and gathered my coin. I had one more place to visit before I returned to retrieve

my sword from Quinn.I found May in the shop, working on the blue shirt I’d given the marshal.

She looked up and asked me, “Reconsider a mending?” “No, thanks. I need a good cloak,

though. Preferably something thick with dark material and pockets. Plenty of pockets!”May

smiled and dried her hands on a towel before walking into a back room. She returned with a

green cloak with a large hood and two wooden buttons that worked to fasten it shut around the

shoulders. The material was as heavy as wool but not as scratchy. More surprising was that as

I turned it in my hands, it seemed to shimmer vaguely.“What is this made of?” I couldn’t help

asking.“This is a cloth we make from the pond reeds. The fibers break down into a strong

gauze that is soft as anything when clean and cured.”I remembered the tall, spear-like plants

breaking the surface of the water. I then noticed two pockets inside each flap. When I examined

them, May showed me two smaller pockets that fit just inside the cloak’s edge, each near

where my hands would hang. “I’m thoroughly in love!” I said. “How much?”“I made

that especially for a sneaky adventurer. The color will blend in with anything from stone to

grassland. You’ll see what I mean when you’re in the wild. I spent a full day on it. Considering

what you did for Sal’s daughter”—she glanced over at the tiny shirt that hung wet from a peg

on the wall—"I’ll sell it to you for 10 silver.”I had just enough. After coughing up the cash, I left

with a warmth around my shoulders that felt a lot like success. The sun was already beginning

to decline after the day’s many events, and I still had one more errand. The old man was

waiting for me when I returned through his front door. On the counter before him was my

katana, which lay next to a gleaming leather sheath shaped more appropriately for a long

sword. I noticed it had been adjusted slightly to fit the curve of the one-sided blade. Quinn had



been busy.“Back just in time,” he said with a flourish. “Hold your blade now. See how it feels.”

His smile was nearly feverish.I picked it up by the new handle, and a shiver ran up my spine.

The balance was ideal, and the simple wood cradled the blade, making it solid and easy to

hold. I even saw that Quinn had used tiny wooden pegs to hold everything in place through the

mekugi holes. I suspected that he had worked on a katana before.“It’s perfect,” I said in a

whisper. “Not by a long shot. Still, it’s good enough to at least honor the majesty of that steel. I’ll

be honest. I’ve only ever worked on one other sword of that make and quality. If you’re lucky,

and I am tipsy enough, I might tell you the story one day.” I fixed the new sheath through my

rope belt and slid the sword in place. The weight hung comfortably. Next my eye darted to the

bow on the counter. Quinn had pulled a string into place for me, and two more strings, wound

and waxed, sat next to it. I picked up the bow and experimented with the draw. It was tighter

than I’d expected. This was a serious weapon despite its size. I imagined pulling an arrow back

and releasing it into the flank of a deer, or—gods forbid—another ratkin.Then I remembered

the obvious. “Arrows!” I shouted helplessly. How had I forgotten? I’d been so focused on the

weapons themselves that I had forgotten the blasting arrows. I rifled through my coins, counted

the 25 silver I owed Quinn, and realized I was nearly out of money. I put my hand out with my

remaining coins and asked in desperation, “Can I buy an arrow or two with this much?”Quinn

took his time laughing at my exasperation. When he had finished with his old man fit, he

surprised me by ducking down under the counter and pulling up a bundle of something

wrapped in rags. He met my eyes again, and I swear his wrinkles nearly split as he

grinned. “What is it?” I asked, having considerably less fun than he was.With a flip of his wrist,

he revealed a sleek quiver with a shoulder strap, all leather and filled with at least a dozen

arrows.It was my time to lose it. I danced around a bit, making excited noises. Finally, I ran

around the counter to hug him. I crushed his wiry body in the best bear hug a girl who is five-

foot-two could manage. He returned my hug gladly.“But I can’t afford this, Quinn. I showed you

all of my coin!”“A quiver this nice would cost you a gold piece, and the arrows are a silver

each,” he replied. As I began to deflate, he said with a finger lifted between us, “This one is on

me, though. It is a gift, of sorts at least. I have a request.”“What do you mean?”“You’ll be

heading out soon I suppose, yes?” I nodded at that. “I want you to bring me some things. I have

a project I am working on. Here is a list I’ve made. If you will bring me these items, I might even

show you what I’m working on.”I opened up the small scroll of paper he’d given me and noticed

a fairly extensive list of items:Pelt of a mountain cat2 Karnath deer skins10 shoots of Isthmus

Holly20 Javelin Mushrooms12 feet of Yellowberry Vines4 bolger paws1 plume of an enfield20

wyvern scalesI didn’t recognize half of the items on the list. Could I even pull this off?“Quinn,

this will take me forever,” I said. “And, won’t these add up to a lot more than a gold and twelve

silver?”The old man was grinning again. “Indeed girl, but I am giving them to you in a time of

need. Still, I wouldn’t want to take advantage. I’ll pay for everything you give me after 3 gold

coins’ worth of items have been traded in. Deal?”“You’re on, Quinn. Wow, and thanks for

trusting me. I won’t let you down. Though I’m not sure I want to try for a mountain cat anytime

soon. They sound fierce.”“They are, my dear. I don’t need a big one though.”“I’ll do my best,” I

said. He smiled at me one last time, and before I could pack the rest of my things, he tottered

back to his workshop. I shouldered my gear and left.The sun was falling and my stomach was

empty. I walked back out of the village to the pond and saw that Abra had left. From the shore, I

could see a small hill rising above and heading up into a tree line. I decided I might make a

camp and prepare food before I logged off for a while. At the top of the hill, I found a line of

trees, something like pine but shorter, and headed into the thicket. Squirrels danced out of my

way and a cloud of birds exploded around me. My hand went to the new handle of my sword,



pleased with how natural it felt. Still, there was nothing to be afraid of, so I relaxed and found a

suitable campsite. The trees were tall and green enough for me to light a fire beneath them.

They would also provide a good cover. This way nobody could see my fire unless they were

close by.After the coals were hot, I began preparing the fish by placing a few leaves of Elder

Basil in the empty pockets of their cleaned-out bellies. I made a flat mesh of interwoven sticks,

then propped the screen above the fire. While the fish cooked, I drank some water and ate the

last pieces of the kobold jerky along with one of my new apples. I finished my meal and packed

up the dried fish, finding fresh leaves to wrap them in. EO was the most amazing and

challenging game I’d ever played. Part of me wanted to start on my shelter, push on into the

night, or at least read the many notifications I had lost count of during my time in town. Instead,

I made the silent command I needed most: “Log Off.”I woke stiff and cold in my pod. The real

world felt gray and quiet. The change was uncanny, not an experience to relish. I sat up,

dangling my feet above the floor as I rubbed my eyes. “Elendil, what time is it?” It felt like I’d

been gone for a month, but I figured it had been a little over two days. I had logged on around

noon. “It is Sunday, and the time is 2:39 PM. Would you like some refreshment?”“Water, please.

And I think I’m starving, but water first.”Gita wheeled in a glass of pristine water, and I rubbed

at the exhaustion in my face and eyes. It seemed odd that it was only early afternoon. Despite

the hour, I felt as if I’d been questing for weeks on end.And as much as I wanted to push on,

my mind and body sorely needed rest.6: “An elegant weapon for a more civilized age.”— Old

Ben“There are many things I am programmed to tell you, Dahlia Otou, but when you arrived,

you chose to ignore my input,” Elendil said. “There is a vast tutorial system that nearly every

player takes before entering the game that highlights vital information regarding game

mechanics. As annoyed as I might be at your dismissal of this, I am also impressed you

managed not to die.”His tone was odd for an AI. I had only experienced earlier

models integrated into government housing. He sounded peeved.“I did almost die, actually,” I

admitted, taking sips of the water Gita had given me. “Two close calls in fact, and apparently I

broke a law. I promise I’ll listen to you till my ears bleed, tutorial and all. First, though, I want

food. And God, I’m so sore.” I stood to stretch my legs.Elendil’s response was immediate.

“Should I tell you why you’re sore, or would you rather that I wait until you finish your

meal?”“I’m listening.”“The AI controller that uploads your consciousness into the game creates

‘partial somatic feedback.’ The brain and body are both involved in the game’s functions. When

your avatar runs or fights, your body undergoes the same stresses, though in isometric form. I

would recommend you visit one of the fitness cubicles after your meal. It will help you continue

to gain strength and eliminate much of the initial discomfort. Just another piece of information

you decided was unnecessary.” I rolled my eyes. Apparently I’d hurt the computer’s feelings. “I

get it, Elendil. I dropped the bowling ball. How about you back off and let me learn my lesson

already?”He did not respond to that. I finished my water and relieved myself before going

through the stretches and kata my kendo teacher had given me. The classes were online and

pre-recorded, but Masahiro Miyazaki himself had been my sensei! Even though the man had

been dead, and his videos hopelessly low-def, I had learned from the best.I’d chosen kendo as

a physical fitness requirement in seventh grade. That meant I only received two official years of

training until I graduated eighth grade. The irony was that as I left the school’s online

curriculum, I found myself addicted to the lessons and searched for a replacement. That was

when I’d found old man Miyazaki’s videos, still available to stream nearly a century after his

death. He was shrunken with age, but his eyes still glittered with fire, and his form was true. He

was the ideal sensei for someone who never could never spar in person.As I finished, I caught

my breath and wiped my brow with a towel.Elendil interrupted me. “I apologize for my



chastisement. I am programmed to care for the players and wish them success in the game

world. If I might add something to my previous bout of verbosity, it is this: If you bring this level

of discipline and art to your travels, you will succeed. Your kata are beautiful.”I blushed

furiously. Nobody had ever seen me practice before, and I felt vulnerable. Beautiful? Art? “Um,

thanks a lot, Elendil.” I cleared my throat. “I appreciate that.”When I had composed myself, I slid

my feet into the house slippers and headed to the main room for a meal. Elendil had offered to

bring me food via Gita, but I declined. I wanted to stretch my legs a bit, and the room was

tiny. As I entered the main room of the bay, I was met with a wave of unexpected noise. The

room hummed with people close to my age. Eh, peers! I was happy to see several younger

kids. A boy that couldn’t be older than five years old was glued to a projection screen, watching

feeds from other Eternal Online players. Research, I supposed. A group of girls that seemed

around ten sat at a table and talked while they ate. Most of the noise was coming from a group

of older players occupying the tables near the kitchen. I swallowed my anxiety and, careful to

avoid eye contact, made my way across the room to get some food. The word kitchen was

rarely used in its traditional sense any longer. Most food facilities were built around a printer

that could make anything from a cheese sandwich to egg fried rice. I selected a bowl of

noodles with some teriyaki chicken on top, then added broccoli on the side. The machine’s

screen counted down from one minute, and I stood waiting, trying not to eavesdrop. I was

unsuccessful.“Elendil is losing his wits over the whole thing,” a boy said, and then, in an

imitation of the AI’s well-mannered voice, he added, “This behavior is not becoming of an

Eternal Online guild leader.” He was leaning back in his chair and beaming. A group of other

similarly aged players sat and stood around, enjoying the monologue. These were the seniors

of the bay.“A leader leads by example, though, right?” a girl said from across the table. “If you

are asking them to pillage, then shouldn’t you be the first one to hold the torch to the

metaphorical straw hut?” She seemed pleased with her witty encouragement.“Right? That’s

about what I told Elendil. Nothing courageous about beating up a group of unarmed NPCs, but

they had built their tiny township on top of a mithril vein and refused to leave. What was I

supposed to do?”“Trade? Bargain? Maybe ask them if you could have access?” The

suggestions were offered by an older girl said who was standing with her back against a wall,

nursing a cup of something hot. The steam was fogging her glasses, but she seemed to enjoy

it. “You could even have done the unimaginable—you could have thought, Shin.”The boy replied

with a huge grin. “Yes, I could’ve done that, Luz, but where’s the fun in thinking? Besides, I had

attempted to negotiate with them several times. They were stubborn.”Everyone had a different

playing style. Some, like Shin there, were more self-centered.Luz had more to say. She downed

her cup and placed it on a tray near the wall. “That, Shin, is why I am so happy I don’t share

the same world as you. Slaughter the innocent and watch them respawn the next day for all I

care. We are not so cursed and not so lucky in Realistic Mode.” She gave a smirk and left the

group to return to her room.A chime sounded as my food arrived on a tray. Too-perfect noodles

curled in a pattern no chef could emulate, and symmetrical pieces of chicken betrayed its

nature as printed food. The broccoli, though. It was uneven, each piece distinct! I took a bite,

and to my ecstatic surprise, it crunched in a way I hadn’t tasted in years.“Real broccoli!” I half-

screamed to myself, then winced.The entire group of older kids quieted their banter to take me

in for the first time.“No better way to announce your noobishness,” said the girl who’d backed

up Shin. I looked and noticed she was smiling, though. At least it was not outright cruelty. Shin

spoke up next. “To be fair, the vegetables were my greatest discovery when I first started too.

Printed greens taste like slime.” I tried to laugh but ended up coughing, then scurried to my

room. The table resumed its conversation before I’d left, but I was conscious of Shin’s eyes



following me as I retreated.Safely within my bubble again, I devoured the meal. Not only was

the printer of higher quality than the one at my old housing complex, but its teriyaki sauce

drowned the meal nicely.After my meal, I logged in to my computer, asking Elendil to upload

the tutorial. They were helpful, especially in more complex games. I preferred to find out as I

played along, though. Admittedly, this play style left me missing out on several key features or

abilities.Elendil sounded as pleased and proud as any father on graduation day. “Good choice,

Dahlia Ohto. We will start with the basics. Let’s cover some of the many mental commands

available to you depending on your class, rank, and skills.”“Sounds helpful. I know only the

obvious ones like inspect and character status. Oh, and can you call me Hana? I want to get

used to the name.” I washed my hands and face in the sink and returned to my desk.“Your

avatar name is lovely. Much better than so many other users. SwordBoySpanky is one such

name I am forced to address a player with in this very bay! Base and absurd.”I suppressed a

laugh but had to agree with him. I’d seen some terrible names in my gamer days. “Elendil, I

know your namesake was a man, at least in fiction, but do you consider yourself a man or a

woman? That’s probably a stupid question. I’m just stuck on pronouns.”“I am a man and a

woman at once, and neither. I contain vast data concerning all orientations of human gender

and sexuality in order to better interact with the great variety of humanity itself. I can embody a

multitude of identities. Do you have a preference?”The question caught me off guard,

but players would have different needs. I reflected a moment. The answer came quick and

obvious. “It’s been years since I’ve had a mother, and I don’t remember her well. I grew closer

to my dad in the years following. I’d like you to be a man, like a father, I guess.” My voice

cracked at the admission.“A reasonable suggestion, Hana. The parent archetypes

are attractive to me, as my role is to guide and nurture. In such a role, Hana, I might be inclined

to urge you onward through your tutorial. There is much to cover.”We covered everything from

in-game display modes and leveling to equipment, resources, and even POV. I was shocked to

see a third-person display was available, and at various distances, too. It was creepy and

disorienting at the same time. I would prefer to stay in my body, thank you very

much.Thankfully, the initial process passed quickly. Endless options made it daunting. I finished

and dismissed Elendil as I took advantage of something he had clued me in on. Apparently, I

had the right to access EO’s database thanks to my subscription, which explained the video

streams the boy had been watching. I looked online and found a ton of information that had

previously been off limits.After researching the basics of my Hunter class and racial choices, I

investigated the area surrounding Taelman’s Pond. Only a partial list of creatures and a few

other random blurbs popped up. More was listed on the other major town in the area:

Bridgerun, which was larger and more popular than Tael. Ratkin and kobold were clearly listed

alongside a few surprising mentions of goblins and magidrakes. It would be interesting to have

a run in with those baddies. More natural creatures included everything from snakes, squirrels,

and badgers to packs of high-level wolves I didn’t dare yet to fight. The video showed a group

of three players working down a pack of five level 12 gray wolves. A rogue took opportune

strikes from the rear and flank of the creatures while a tank in heavy plate armor held aggro.A

shaman buffed the party and healed from a distance. It was an awesome fight.I checked the

time. Nearly midnight already! I decided to upload into what Elendil called the Strategic Realm.

I lay down inside my pod. My avatar projected before me, surrounded by a soft, enveloping

darkness. “Is there anything else I might want to know about this experience, Elendil, before I

go sifting through my character info?” I asked, my voice emanating from all directions.“One

more item you should know. Your body is connected to the game world intimately. Everything

you do in Eternal Online, your body experiences here. You will find your in-game skills, abilities,



and strengths are likewise connected. You change as your character does, and your character

changes in response to the training you do in the real world. There is a reason the exercise

cubicles exist, Hana. Most players use them to refine and enhance their characters.”What an

awesome feature. My mind exploded as I contemplated the consequences of such a system.

“Thanks for the tip, Elendil. If I forget anything, I’ll definitely be asking for help. I’m glad I have

such a good companion through all of this. You’re the best!”The seemingly vast AI shocked me

once more when it replied with a simple, “Thank you, Hana Kotoba.” His voice was quiet,

sheepish even.There had been a lot of exchanges during the day, and I wanted to check any

and all updates to my situation.There was a tab labeled Quests, so I selected it and a list filled

the screen.Completed Quests:The Blue Shirt: Major Quest. Encountering a small band of

ratkin, you overcame the ill-spirited Dagnal and his kin. After trying to sell the blue shirt to

Platman, you discovered its unfortunate origins. This quest may incur an additional quest line.

Status: Complete. Rewards: Original reward changed to nullification of poaching fines, 500

XP.Mushrooms for Platman: Minor Quest. You found a handful of Shield Caps that the local

cook told you are a favorite of Miss Platman. He bought them from you and cooked them for

the shopkeeper. Status: Complete. Rewards: Payment from the cook, 200 XP.It was pretty

incredible to think that I had actually completed two quests without intending to. This world was

so realistic that a player could level up and succeed without ever reviewing their progress. The

list continued.Current Quests:Find the Herbalist: Major Quest. The cook answered many

questions regarding local herb types, but can only grant knowledge pertaining to food items.

He mentioned a hermetic herbalist that travels in the hills near Taelman’s Pond. Finding this

herbalist is your best chance of furthering the herbalism skill. Status: Incomplete. Rewards:

Learn Herbalism, further quest opportunities, a chance to sell or trade your Ghost Weed,

discover an additional quest chain, 500 XP.Herbs for the Cook: Minor Quest. Speaking with the

cook was a good plan for learning more about local plant life. Bring him all the sweet and

savory plants you find to learn more about the properties of each. Status: 1/8 complete.

Rewards: 50 XP towards Herbalism skill, 100 XP, a chance to sell or trade items depending on

the cook’s need.Shopping for Old Man Quinn: Major Quest. After receiving an unexpected gift,

Quinn has asked a favor. In exchange for a quiver and a set of arrows valued at 1 gold and 12

silver, he asked you to bring him a list of crafting items. Rewards: 100 XP for each item on the

list, coin after 3 golds’ worth of items has been found, discover an additional quest chain.I

skimmed the quest to rank up to Survivalist as well, but continued on to the final two I hadn’t

seen before. My digital jaw dropped.Find and Bond a Pet: Class Quest. Before reaching the

class rank of Novice Hunter, you will be required to find and bond with a pet. The creature you

choose to bond with—as well as the role they will play in your adventures—is up to you. This is

the first step in solidifying your class choice. Choose well. Status: Incomplete. Rewards:

Dependent upon pet bonding choice.A Class Quest! That had to be good, right? Come to think

of it, it did make sense that EO would have one for every class, but I couldn’t help but feel

special. Having a pet to keep me company and fight with me out in the thick of battle was one

of the main reasons I’d chosen the Hunter class. Still, to have the requirement hanging above

me as a key to unlocking Novice Hunter was bothersome.The last quest was the most

incredible yet.Reassemble the Katana Kotoba: Unique Quest. Eternal Online’s Admins have

deemed your personal item OP. It is unfair to expect to be able to use such a powerful item as a

beginner player. Only the blade was given to you as the first in a sequence of components.

Each found part will upgrade the sword base statistics. This quest will take time and dedication.

Status: 0/9 missing parts. Rewards: Attribute points, skill unlocks, trait bonuses, 1000 XP for

each component.I remembered being prompted to find more pieces to the old sword, but this



sounded like quite the opportunity. This was the only “Unique” quest I had, and seemed like it

might be the hardest one I had to achieve.I had two more tabs I wanted to explore before I

logged back in. I selected the first.Acquired Skills:Word Play - Level 3Swordplay - Level

3Tactics - Level 2The addition of new skills was encouraging. Not only had I been grinding

away at my next class rank, but I’d picked up Swordplay and relations with local NPCs. I

wondered at the endless variety of skills one could learn in EO. Maybe I could finally learn how

to dance.The final tab was Inventory. As in many other games, I saw the stereotypical boxes

projected over the inert form of my avatar’s body. An item could be equipped to each box. With

joy, I noticed that there were a great many more boxes than most games allowed. That made

sense to me. Why on earth would you be allowed to equip only a single necklace? It wasn’t like

they weighed much. I did notice an asterisk at the top of the screen that read: Stacking items in

the same category adds additional bonuses, but each subsequent item’s effectiveness is

reduced by an additional 50%. So if I had three necklaces, the third would be only 25%

effective. That stung a bit, but at least the option was open. It was easy to understand why,

after stacking two or three items, most players would rather choose to sell the item instead.My

starting clothes granted me 0/0 armor, but gave what the computer labeled “a degree of

warmth.” I had to upgrade as soon as I could. The cotton jerkin, at least, increased my armor

rating by 5.Next I checked out my cloak. Goodness Greatshells! May had hooked me

up.Swiftreed CloakQuality: Good: Armor 10Durability 45/45+2 Dexterity, +2 VitalityModerate

warmthThen another windfall caught my attention. When the cloak was highlighted, I could see

four additional “units” of holding space. It looked like pockets had won the day.My satchel came

with eight units of space, and the smaller pack I’d found had four. The idea of having units

made more sense than the traditional slot method. A ten-pound iron mace took up more room

than a vial of mustard seeds.The quiver Quinn had given me had a holding capacity of twenty

arrows, but I saw that I indeed had a clean dozen arrows. Its quality and durability was high,

but no attribute perks were added.The bow was a more substantial addition.Maldrille

BowQuality: Good: +5% to damageDurability 50/5010-100 damageTrust of the Ancient: Bow

lends user +1 Dexterity, +1 Level to Stealth skill, and +5% movement speed when stalking

prey.Quinn had not let me down. What a solid beginning weapon. The damage range was

huge. I supposed that was because I could hit an enemy in a vital or non-vital area. I’d need to

practice my archery skills in the training rooms Elendil had mentioned.I selected the final

item last for a reason; it was the best I had. Katana KotobaQuality: Legendary: +50% to

damageDurability 200/20050-300 damage - 0/9 bindings foundQuinn’s wood and leather

bindings: +5% movement speed when using a sword, +2 dexterity.I was overjoyed with the

news of the upgrades to my katana. The best 5 silver I’d probably ever spend in the game.

Baddies look out! Better yet was being able to use it without the chance of hurting myself.Then

I focused on the spinning image of my father’s sword before me. The bright steel glinted with

each revolution. I remembered the day he gave it to me. I was ten years old, and he had just

received news that he was to work the mines the following month. He hadn’t told me though,

not until he was nearly gone. Instead, he spent too much money buying me mochi cake from a

famous bakery and then gave me the sword.We’d been having so much fun playing one of our

eight-bit classic video games, Little Nemo: The Dream Master, our guts stuffed with buttery

mochi cake, when he brought it out. I’d only seen it a few times before, mostly through stolen

glances when I caught my father practicing kata late at night. “This is now yours, Dahlia,” he’d

said. “It has been with the Otou family for generations. I do not know how long. It has seen

bloodshed and betrayal and has remained true throughout. This is the greatest treasure I can

give you.”I didn’t know what to say, so I held my tongue, and together, we unsheathed it and



stared at the simple glory of its unwavering edge. The screen before me distorted, the sword

bending. Since I was only partially uploaded, I felt the tears roll down my cheeks. Without

bothering to exit the program and wipe them away, I blinked hard, waved away the character

screen, and said out loud to Elendil, “Log on to Eternal Online.” Everything dissolved and a

new, more acceptable reality materialized around me. I stood next to the still-hot coals of the

fire in camp. Time for round two.7: “Words aren't the only way to tell someone how you feel”—

Ms. Rokkuh��Fô• began at once to improve and solidify my new camp. The trees in the area were

spread loosely over the hillside as if it had once been logged. Each had low, sprawling limbs. I’d

made my fire under a huge limb that jutted out before rising to the sky. Since I was on a mild,

downward slope, I had an awesome awning to work with. It was like a reverse lean-to.I wanted

walls for my shelter as well. The tree would keep things dry in case it rained, but I didn’t want

some creature to have easy access to my sleeping form. It was nearly sunset, so I stacked a

heap of branches before dark began to fall in earnest. I was glad again for my night elf racial

perk because with the light of my campfire, I could work on into evening despite the cloud

cover that was moving in.This shelter needed to last longer. I took my time. I wove the flexible

tip of each branch through those that rose from the main bough, making two walls that led up

toward the base of the tree, and had to stop for a moment to think of how to close off the sides.

Keeping it simple, I just curved the lower branches together until both walls connected. When I

finished, my new home had a teardrop shape.I’d need to get in and out of the house-tent thing,

so I left a space towards the fire. I wasn’t sure how to make a door and was exhausted

anyhow.I perched near my new home, poking the coals with a stick as I rested. I wasn’t super

hungry, but to keep my stamina and strength up, I snacked on one of the fish. It was even

better than before. Not dry at all and filled with a clean grease. The Elder Basil and sprinkle of

salt I’d put on the trout added a savory touch. It was excellent. Real broccoli in the real world,

and wild-caught, digitally smoked trout in a single night? I was living it up.Still immersed in the

warmth of my meal, I decided to indulge myself and assess my progress, beginning with my

character screen.Hana Kotoba: Level 5Class Rank: NaturalistHP: 299/299Armor Rating

15Vitality 14 (+2)Strength 9Dexterity 15 (+3)Intelligence 12Stamina 10I puzzled over the +2 to

Vitality and +3 to Dexterity until I remembered the bonuses my cloak, bow, and new katana

bindings gave me. Like most games, it seemed that items were the way to increase your

power.A lot of work had been done toward the class rank increase. I’d wanted to get Survivalist

yesterday. I checked the list of quest skill requirements next.Herbalism: Level 3

(Complete)Rustic Cooking: Level 2 out of 3Animal Harvesting: Level 2 out of 3Stealth: Level 2

out of 3Shelter Mastery: Level 3 (Complete)Fire Building: Level 3 (Complete)I slept like a tiny,

warm, relatively safe log. I knew if a serious predator found me, they could tear through my

flimsy hut. But I was close to Taelman’s Pond, and this was a low-level area. The cloak I’d

bought from May acted as a sleeping mat and blanket in one. Sure, the ground was as hard as

expected, but it was my ground. It felt just fine.When day broke, birdsong and a distant murmur

from town filled my ears. I crawled out and began to stretch the stiffness from my limbs.Today I

was going hunting. I had Quinn’s bow, plenty of arrows, and a solid goal besides just collecting

anything I saw. A few of the smoked fish and some carrots went into my satchel, and I stored

the rest inside my smaller pack, which I tied to a branch near my shelter. I wanted to travel light

in case I had the good fortune of finding something to bring back. I pulled the list from my

pocket and scanned it over.I looked down toward the bottom and saw several botanical items. I

didn’t know what any of them were. I could guess what some might look like, though. One in

particular, the Javelin Mushrooms, I decided to keep my eye open for. I’d have to return to

Quinn and have him give me a general description of each item, but for now, I had to wing it. It



was the Otou way.After finding a familiar bend in the creek, I began walking downstream. The

worst thing I could do was uncover more of my map and find herbs and mushrooms to collect.

Yet I was itching to use my bow.The creek was a lovely challenge to follow. It wound through a

gentle landscape that rose occasionally to either side. At one point, when the maldrilles thinned

out, I saw slopes rising to mountains far away. Trees colored their flanks in patches of green,

and two of the highest peaks were snow-capped. What creatures roamed there? If the hill

country was too high-level for me, then how long would it take to gain the strength to go

explore those? I figured I might even need to join a party.Seeing the flora change as I made my

way added some spice to the trek. I picked flowers heavy with seeds. They looked like

sunflowers, but were oval and shot through with a deep purple. An hour flew by as I peered

under logs to find the pointy mushrooms I had seen popping up here and there, always in

shade. When I gave up, I had gathered twenty-five of them in all.Later, I spotted a whole group

of squirrels. What is a gathering of squirrels called? A choir of squirrels? A cataclysm of

squirrels? They were chittering amongst themselves, and I couldn’t help but admire their

cuteness. I caught myself. I would soon be a Hunter, and this was a game. I had to become an

Earner, or else my otaku buns would be working for AllHands.I stalked the bouncy fur balls

endlessly, trying to get close enough to hit one with a clumsy bow shot. A notification went off,

hopefully my Stealth skill increasing, but I ignored it, trying to get closer to one of the squirrels.

They kept bouncing away from me in a group, not tricked by me in the slightest. I took my first

shot from at least fifty feet away. Right over the cataclysm of squirrels! They scattered, but I

was lucky enough to find my arrow buried deep in the soil, unharmed. It had been a worthy

attempt, but I needed to improve my archery.The newness of everything kept me moving at a

happy pace, but I felt my energy dropping. I called up my stamina bar, one of the new

commands Elendil had taught me, and saw I needed a break. I sat on the bank of the creek,

my feet dangling in the water to cool off, as I ate another trout and a couple carrots.Once I’d

finished and was pulling back on my boots to resume the day, I heard something in the forest

downstream. It sounded much larger than a rodent. I thought of ratkin, hoped for a deer, and

nearly squealed when a massive kitten walked out of the brush.Was that a cougar? I identified

it to confirm.Young Mountain CatLevel 6HP: 270/270Abilities: Slash, Maul, Stalk PreyBy the

sweet lips of Lysander! This was worthy prey. I retrieved my bow and quiver and loosened my

katana in its sheath. I needed to get closer to this thing to have any chance of shooting it. It

scanned the far bank and lapped at the water, seeming to enjoy the cool of the shade. I moved

toward the brush line then back to the creek, hoping to cut off the cat’s line of retreat.I was

moving slow, thankful to the gods of EO for my overlapping stealth bonuses from my race and

equipment. I stopped just twenty feet away. I set an arrow to my bowstring, but as I took aim,

the sheer, unabashed beauty of the creature dazzled me. Its coat was short and shimmered

with flecks of gold in the daylight. It was a simple almond brown, but had a cascade of black

spots. The cat was rather small. It was not a baby, not by any means, but it was most likely not

even half-grown. The cat weighed sixty pounds or more, I’d guess.I could pull back this arrow

and kill the thing, skin it for Quinn… or I could coax it into becoming my pet! I had a very limited

window of time to succeed as an Earner. If I could make it to Hunter quickly, I could travel to a

city, join a class guild, and start making money. Or I might decide to head out along with my

metal AF Mountain Cat and take down some rare game alone. Riskier, but it would pay a lot

more. I made up my mind. I had to try to bond with this animal. I mean, that’s what a real hunter

does, right?Setting down the bow, careful not to let it clatter, I took a knee and opened my

satchel. I took out the remaining trout. If anything could do the trick, it would be food.The

mountain cat had thin legs that held it high off the ground, more like a coyote or wolf, but its



chest and ribs were thick and barrel-shaped. I marveled at its paws, which spread out nearly as

wide as my hands beneath it. It would not be this small in a year’s time. What an awesome pet

to bond with. It could act as a tank when it was larger, not full of hit points but agile and adept

at dodging.After taking a few breaths to calm my pounding heart, I crept forward a few more

feet. Ten feet away, I whispered in that voice reserved for speaking to a stranger on the phone

or initial meetings with children or someone else’s dog. “Hello, friend,” I said. “How are you?”As

soon as I spoke, the cat’s hackles rose three inches on its spine and its tail exploded into an

arm-thick plume of anxiety. It dropped lower to the ground and turned its head toward me, but

otherwise did not move.“You’re okay. I just want to say hi.” A moment passed with tension

dancing thick as flies in the air. I made a soothing, shushing sound with my mouth.The cat was

not pleased. Without coming closer or losing an inch of ground, the mountain cat turned to face

me. I could see its muscles bunch as it oriented itself toward the tree line that was off to one

side at my back. It was preparing to sprint away.I couldn’t lose this chance. I’d already given up

on the hide, as useful as that would have been. I had to commit. “Hold on, sweetie—don’t go,” I

said as I lifted my knee off the ground. I took a step towards it, stopping to let it adjust to my

presence. It made to move to the wood line, but I stepped in that direction, putting a hand out

to block that path. When I did so, it was forced to stop again.The cat’s eyes were globes of

golden fear. My heart filled with compassion. This was not a baby, but it was young. I was

scaring the graham crackers out of it.“Everything is fine, sweetie,” I cooed in my softest voice.

“Here, I have food.”Slow as an invasion of moss, I took the fish from my satchel. I held it out for

long moments, letting the cat sniff at the air. Its eyes darted from me to the treat I held. It licked

its mouth. That was the encouragement I needed. Careful not to move anything but my hand

and wrist, I tossed the fish to my new friend. It jerked at the motion, but didn’t bolt away. The

fish had landed just a couple feet from the cat. I sat back on my haunches and waited.After

watching me for what felt like minutes, it rose a few inches and took a step closer. This was it! I

smiled with delight as it picked up the fish in its mouth and retreated again. It ate slowly,

watching me most of the time. I didn’t move until it had finished most of its small meal. How

better to form a bond?If I could just pet the thing, it might understand I meant it no harm. I

began to creep closer. I lifted up my open hands, hoping to signal some degree of friendliness.

The cat was bunching again, preparing to spring away. The window was closing. I shimmied to

one side, blocking its path. Just three feet separated me from my new companion in this world.

Its eyes sparked gold in the sun, and I could see it battling fear and some other emotion,

perhaps hope. My foot caught on a root I hadn’t been watching for, and I lurched forward, my

hands slapping the bank of the stream. The cat’s fur lifted higher off its back, and a violent hiss

exploded from its mouth. Then it dove at me.My hands came up to block it, but I couldn’t slow

its weight and momentum. Long claws dug into each of my shoulders and I sprawled

backward.My head struck stone, sending the world into a slow spin. The pain of the claws was

fire. They were so much sharper than the kobold’s, raking through my skin with ease. Its eyes

widened as it registered my fear. I was no longer a threat, but a chance for an easy meal.I

fumbled for my sword while trying to block myself from another pounce. Before I could react, it

jumped forward and bit down on my offered hand, then hooked its claws into my forearm. I felt

them scrape against bone, and they shredded my palm as the cat jerked its head from side to

side. I did the only thing I could: I screamed.The pain was unrelenting. My wounds were all in

my arm and chest, and the searing pain shot through me like lightning bolts. My vision pulsed

and faded at the edges, and even my hearing began to ebb. I gave up on pulling my sword free

and instead began punching the cat in the side of its head. It let go of my hand after the first

few strikes, and I thought it might leave me alone. My left hand was completely disabled, but



my right wasn’t. I scoured the ground for a stone or something else I could readily use to

defend myself.The cat dove at me again, single-minded in its goal of ending me here and now.

I lifted my left forearm to block my face and neck.It crunched down on the bones in my arm,

and I felt one of them crack. I screamed again, and I could hear my own shouts echoing off

some distant hillside. They sounded like someone dying. I had chosen not to include my health

or any other status bars in my viewscreen. The openness and realism of not seeing anything

game-related fit my play style. I could tell I was not faring well, though. The gashes in my

shoulders were bleeding freely from the small arteries and veins near the clavicle. I looked at

my hand briefly and nearly fainted from the sight of it. My pinkie finger was missing, the

webbing between finger and thumb was torn, and I could see the bones in my palm in several

places. To make matters worse, my forearm was now partially broken, and the cat was tearing

new holes in it.My right hand closed around a stone at last. It was a little bigger than an egg,

but was so far the biggest thing I could find. I swung as hard as a dying girl could and struck

the cat on its brow. For the first time, I saw its blood, and felt a distant pang of satisfaction. To

my dismay, the cat was only incensed further. It released my arm and hissed, its red maw

spreading wide.Its paws lashed out in a flurry, ripping lines through the skin on my belly and

thighs. More screams, and more echoes. My right hand dropped the stone and clutched at my

torso. The mountain cat began to circle me, getting closer to my head. This was all about to

end.The muscles of its hindlegs bunched up in a cluster of strength, but just before it leapt to

finish me, a flash of silver buried itself in the cat’s chest. It yelped and looked up and hissed at

whatever was coming from behind me. Just when the cat seemed ready to run despite its

injuries, the thick blade of an axe split its skull. It didn’t yowl or twitch, just fell in a heap,

unmoving.It was over as savage-quick as it had started.I heard the crunch of footsteps

approaching me, and I wanted to sit up and brush myself off, think of some new curse to fling

out into the world, but instead I lay there on the cold ground bleeding.A figure stood over me.

Long legs like pillars. Sand and gravel crunching beneath boots. A sigh as sad and

disappointed as the last tree in a fallen grove.“Girl. You a mess right now. Wish I had a potion

for you. Would it even help though? Qué horror!”“Madi?” I tried, but my voice cracked.She

looked down at me. Her eyes were a storm of amber. For a fraction of a second I could only

think of how beautiful they were, how strong—then I noticed she was glaring at me, her brows

knitted together in near-fury“Doesn’t matter who,” she said. her voice pressed into a furious

whisper. “What’s your problem, flaca? Shouldn’t let you outdoors. I mean, who tries to pet a

mountain cat?”“Needed a pet… Hunter cla…” A wave of dizziness washed over me. I heard the

warrior scoff somewhere above me. For a moment, my vision faded to gray, and my body

seemed to float, painless and cold.“Don’t know why I bother. Hey, look at me. Mira, mira.” Then

a hand slapped my cheek. I looked up into Madi’s eyes. Did she know she was beautiful? I

opened my mouth to speak, but no words were left to me.“Just listen while you can. Okay?

You’ve got to wake up. Just wake the hell up, Katana Girl! Or go home.”She stood up and

moved away from my field of vision.I lay in a pool of my own blood. And I heard everything then

—the creek whispering its indifference, the wind pulling on the fingers of the trees, and the

sound of my only friend in this world walking away from me. The sky faded. All went black.A

voice echoed around me. “You have died. The world of Eternal Online will be off limits for three

hours. Better luck next time, traveler.”White shattered all around me. I woke in my pod, gasping

and covered in sweat. My room was unchanged, tidy and clean. Elendil was speaking to me

with some polite regrets. But all I could think of were the amber eyes so filled with concern and

disappointment.I shook my head in marvel at my own folly. Wake up, Katana Girl. The words

rung in my mind. Wake up indeed.Part IIWishes and WhetstonesRelevant Progress of Katana



Girl, the Foolhardy HuntressStatus: Humble as a hobbit. Shaken and very well stirred.Class:

Survivalist Rank… aptly not achieved.Items: Cloak, pockets included. Shiny Bow. No pet to

speak of.To Do: Burn three hours. Wake up. Use the fleshy bit behind your eyes.1: “Thus, I had

so long suffer’d, in this quest”— Child of GileadMy mind and body buzzed with the shadows

and memories of pain. I stared at my shaking hands for a moment. “Elendil, some of that

gamer juice, please,” I croaked out feebly, and threw my legs over the side of my pod.Gita

came shortly and gave me the same toxic drink I’d had before. It burned my dry throat going

down, but it was gone in a second.My ensuing belch offended Elendil’s AI sensibilities. “Hana, I

will choose to ignore such a base bodily expression. I would prefer to discuss your recent

decisions made in Eternal Online. Can we begin with the obvious? What in the world

possessed you to…”“To pet a vicious, wild animal with more teeth and claws than brain? I don’t

know Elendil. Desperation?”“Well, that seems a bit more like avoiding the answer entirely,”

Elendil said. He had fully adopted the father role now, it seemed.Though his voice was

different, I still pictured my dad standing with one hand on his hip, trying not to look like he was

scolding me. The last time had been because I’d traded some of the tech scrap I’d found for a

gaming keyboard. He’d stood before me, hand on hip and eyebrows knitted together in

practiced fury. “Dahlia, that money could have been spent on something more valuable than

video games. You haven’t had a proper health screening in months. Besides, there is college to

consider.”I hadn’t meant to, but that was the only time I shouted in his face. “More important

than gaming? And this coming from you? Give me a break, dad. I’m here all day, alone, while

you hide away in your favorite game. How is your warrior doing by the way? Have you

mastered Eternal Online yet?” I’d stormed away, leaving him slack and gray in the face. Making

up later helped alleviate the guilt, but I could still feel my stomach churning with the guilt of

having yelled at him in justified anger.I shook my head slowly, standing up and shaking out my

limbs. “No, Elendil, I am not avoiding a thing. Just let me unwind and we can recap all you

want. Okay?”“Very well. I will be here when you need me.”Though his voice was gone, I could

still feel his presence. It was nice.I soaked in the shower for a while, letting the scalding hot

water strip away the last of my shame. Wake up, Katana Girl. Madi was a character all right.

She had a point, though. What was I doing? My plan was good: level my class up to Novice

Hunter, get decent gear, then start going after more challenging creatures. If I did it all right, I

could start converting my gold and items to YD in a couple weeks. But I couldn’t just sprint

there without getting wiped more often than I could afford. With the six-hour real world

cooldown and the in-game death penalty, it was too costly for me to die in Eternal.Food was

next. I shuffled out to the bay, the aches in my body already fading. I tried a new vegetable this

time, hoping for something real. Printing noodles and snap peas, I was disappointed again. I’d

need to ask Elendil for a list of grown ingredients. Bits of spiced tofu and a sprinkle of furikake

topped off my meal.I ate standing up and took my time scanning the nearly empty room. It was

the middle of the night. I’d have liked to think that everyone was sleeping, but most were likely

plugged into EO. There was a girl with ripped legs and abs that looked hangry sprinting on a

treadmill in a clear workout room. I could see someone else lifting weights, with only the shake

and bob of dumbbells giving them away through the opaque glass.Then a bout of giggling

caught my attention. Over in the lounge area, where the floor was sunken and filled with

furniture, I saw a small screen flickering. Two kids were playing a video game. Not anything

new. Even at this distance, I could see it was an eight-bit game.I left my bowl and walked over,

curious to see what they were up to. To my endless delight, I saw they were playing one of my

all-time favorites: Destiny of an Emperor. The player had just convinced Zhao Yun, one of the

five tigers, to join his army. Tucked away in massive armchairs, all I could see of the nerds was



a celebratory high five. They thought they were alone.And maybe it was because of my time in

Eternal, or maybe I was losing my touch with my anti-social behavior, but I spoke up. “Zhao Yun

has some pretty awesome attacks, but Zhang Fei will always be my favorite. Such a

gangster.”The chair swiveled and I was shocked to see Shin, the boy who’d I’d seen on my first

day, smiling like a maniac. “Not Lu Bu? He has 255 strength to Zhang Fei’s 250.”Trying not to

be intimidated, I replied casually, “Nope. Lu Bu is a jerk and I never trust a turncoat. I always

leave the lousy warlord behind. Chi Tu Ma, his steed, is worth nabbing though.”He laughed

hard, and the second boy turned to look at me as well. “Some seriously nerdy shite here, guys.

What are you even talking about?”Shin wasn’t fazed. “You should grab a chair and hang out.

Shawn is right. That was some powerful otaku speak. Come on. What else do you have to

do?”The offer was kind, but the other boy was looking at me too. His eyes were not cruel like

Cassio’s, but curious. He was observing me, looking me up and down. A tingle of anxiety

prickled in my belly, and I smiled and began to walk away. “Sorry, but no,” I blurted as I made for

my room. “I’m super busy. Maybe another time.”Shin’s voice called back, “What is your

name?”In another rare show of courage, I shouted from the hall, “Dahlia!”Sleep didn’t sound

like a bad option, but Shin’s gaming sesh had sparked an old itch inside me. My father had

introduced me to eight-bit games years ago, and they had held a special place in my heart ever

since. I sat at my private desk and told Elendil, “Download and install NES ROM.”No more than

five seconds had passed when the AI responded, “The task is complete, Hana. Is there a

particular game you would like to play?”“Final Fantasy, 1987 version,” I said, my voice filled with

confidence. “And Gita. Bring me a coffee. Hotter than the Gerudo desert and as black as

Ganon’s rotten heart.”I’d like to say that I was more productive with my time, that I went to work

out, refine my skills, and get some much-needed hours of sleep. Instead, I beat the first few

stages of a game I hadn’t played in years. It was glorious.Eventually, I decided to save my

progress and shut down the desk computer. I spoke with Elendil for a time. Like any father, he

needed to know that I hadn’t meant to be reckless, that next time I would practice what he

termed “due caution and foresight.” Obviously, he had a point.I lay back in my pod and noted

there was another thirty-two minutes remaining on the cool down. I stretched out and waited.

Madi came back to my thoughts. How could caramel-colored eyes be so angry, so sharp? I

was not sure what the woman meant to me. What I did know was that I didn’t want to

disappoint her again.Then I passed out. Not casually. Nah. I was slammed by a giant’s fist of

sleepiness, and I passed out.I woke hours later, one cheek slick with drool. I shook my head,

realizing I had let more precious hours slip away. Another coffee sounded nice, but I didn’t have

time. “Log me in, Elendil. And next time, don’t let me nap so long!”Materializing into EO again

felt different than before. The world somehow looked dim and muted. I took a few minutes and

surveyed my surroundings before it dawned on me. I checked a notification that had popped

up, and my suspicions were confirmed.Status Effect: Resurrection Fatigue. Because you

recently died, your character will suffer a death penalty status effect for a total of six hours.

Logging off will cause the debuff clock to stop.Resurrection Fatigue: All racial bonuses are

nullified. -10% to all attributes. -10% to XP gained.Yikes, that was going to slow me down. No

wonder things seemed different. My sight and hearing had been reduced and I was generally

more pathetic. Another fight right now was simply not an option.The sun had begun to fall. I

kicked myself for napping. It would have been better to log in immediately after the lockout. I

had wasted precious hours, and I needed to get moving.The mountain cat was still nearby. Its

head had been removed, but the body lay on the ground. That warrior, Madi, had tried to save

my life! She hadn’t taken anything but the cat’s head as a reward. How sweet? How creepy?

Then I remembered how she had berated me as I lay in a heap of pain. Her disappointment



still stung, but she hadn’t robbed me when she could have. An odd variety of friendship,

perhaps, but I would still consider it friendship.I looked down at my hand and arm. Dried blood

was everywhere—mine, of course. My wounds had healed in most places, and I started in

wonder at a new pinkie that had regrown itself. The sheer pain and the vibrant gore made it

easy to forget this was a game. My HP had mostly recovered. I touched the new digit and

flinched. It was sore, new skin still forming.I walked to the river and flopped down in the chilled

water shamelessly. After soaking for a time, I scrubbed the blood from my body with pebbles

and sand. It felt divine despite the lingering tenderness in many places. Then I drank until my

stomach was tight.The day was swiftly dying, and I was far from camp. I had work to do if this

day wasn’t going to be a total waste.I took out the kobold claw. The edge was sharp enough to

draw blood, so I hoped it was good enough to skin this creature. Still, the claw only had a short

piece toward the base that was not sharp. I couldn’t easily hold it.I cut away a thin piece of the

leather flap on the ratkin’s bag. When I was done, I wrapped it around the base of the claw. I

now had a crude skinning knife.Birds called in the trees around me. The rough leather handle

I’d cut fill the palm of my hand. I sat on the ground next to the headless animal and sighed. This

isn’t a storming trout, Dahlia! I thought. You can’t just cut it open and pull stuff out. I needed to

do research.“Log off,” I said aloud, and in a flash, my body transported back to my pod.

“Elendil, I need a favor.”“Anything, Hana. How may I assist you?”“Can you do a quick search for

any available information regarding the mountain cat species?” I asked in a rush. “Please see if

there are any uploaded posts about the organs of the cat. I’m about to gut one and don’t want

to trash anything worth decent coin.”Almost immediately, the AI spoke again. “I have found

thirteen posts with information regarding the mountain cat’s viscera. There are well over a

hundred regarding the other components of the animal’s body, as well as battle tactics and a

great many complaints about deaths caused by this vicious animal. Though this last you seem

to have already learned a lesson about.”“Ha. Yes, I hope I did. Can you send me the list of

those that discuss how to clean and harvest the organs?” I did not want to spend an hour

poring over information.“Of course. Here is a post that has managed to do exactly what you

asked. Such information is not commonly allowed on the Eternal server, but it seems the

mountain cat is a beginner creature, and the information is only helpful to low-level players. In

the future, you might consider asking an NPC hunter if they can teach you.” He was right.I’d

found very little on the plant life in the area, most likely to reduce rapid leveling of Herbalism.

Metagaming was always discouraged in large-scale MMOs like EO.The post popped up before

me.Posted by: TurtleSavR53, Date: 15 Nov 2102.“Just dropped a massive MCat with party.

NPC expert hunter present, thank god! Turns out these guys have gold in their guts. Here is a

list of what the hunter told us. The intestines are not listed as they fetch no price worth the ----y

mess it takes to clean them. That said, apparently bow strings as well as crafting and surgical

thread can be made from them. The cat’s bladder we kept and had a leatherworker cure for us

as a waterskin. Yum!CatGut GloryHeart, Lungs, Meat - Food. Tasty if cooked right. Sell or eat

yourself.Liver - Sell to cook or healer for several silver depending on size.Gallbladder - nasty,

stinky, green sac-like thing - egh - This is the gold nugget guys. Take to apothecary, healer/

anyone who knows their medicinal shiz! Even a small one can fetch a serious price.Kidneys -

food item. Bean shaped on either side of abdomen. Can’t say they make my mouth water, but

we found an NPC to cook this up and it gave a stamina and dexterity boost for 4 hours!

Reproductive Organs/junk/gonads - We didn’t have the guts to do the honor ourselves, but we

took the carcass back to town and asked an expert to take what they could use. It was…

enlightening to watch.Spleen is a white-speckled, dark red mass, oversized in the mountain cat

species, and highly poisonous. DON’T EAT. Trash it immediately as it can spoil the rest if it



leaks!!!Most other organs can be used in some way or another. Adrenals were tiny but

apothecary bought them quick.Happy Hunting ya’ll! EO Forever!!! ;)”The post was a few years

old, but it was all I had to go on. I scanned a few more posts and learned that the organs spoil

first. Those would need to be first. In a general info site for the Hunter class, I found a tip that

the rotting process could be slowed in a stream if the water is cold enough. Last, the obvious

came to mind: I had brought salt!Logging back in, I rolled the cat on its back, surprised at the

weight of the thing. It was the size of the average dog and taller by a few inches, but even

headless, it weighed a ton. I began at the belly, punching a hole just below the cat’s large

ribcage. The kobold’s claw penetrated easily, but I had to use considerable strength to drag the

blade downwards.The hide was thin, like Quinn had mentioned, but it was remarkably tough. It

took me a few minutes of tiny jerks to finish the cut. I stepped back to review my work.I dragged

the cat into the creek. I needed to clean out the gut and, most importantly, cool down the entire

carcass as much as possible. I let the slow current carry away most of the blood and run

through the cat’s innards. I moved the body into an area that was still deep enough to

submerge its bulk but not carry it away. Leaving the cat in the water, I went to gather more

maldrille leaves.Then, with the kitty back up onto the sand of the creek’s bank, the real work

began. I stood over the animal, counting my inhalations for a solid minute. Clear your mind,

Hana! That was the only way I could survive this. Holding my breath like a diver, I thrust both

hands into the cavity and dug into viscera. Most of the innards slid out without too much effort.

The intestines spilled out easily enough, and other chunks and wads of meat came out after

some firm cajoling. I’ll admit, I succeeded by not looking too closely.I caught the smell of

something humid and musky. Rather than losing my lunch, I sped up and got a bit more

aggressive with my work. I had plenty of space, so I pulled the skin wide and carved away at

the organs that resisted me. I found both ends of the intestines and cut them free, then tossed

them in a heap in the shallows. They could wait for me there. I found the kidneys and took them

out one at a time, then the liver, and when I saw a mass of white speckled with red, I slowed

down and surgically removed the spleen. I threw this into the nearby bushes and washed my

hands thoroughly. Finally, I cut free the heart, lungs, stomach, and the precious green

gallbladder. I washed each individually and set them on a stone nearby. When I was done

pulling everything free, I washed the cavity in the stream once more and dragged my slightly

lighter friend up to where my gear lay.Treating the remains like the trout I’d found, I gathered

fresh maldrille leaves, rinsed them, and wrapped the organs one at a time after they’d all been

washed and rubbed with salt. I placed everything in my pack.I stared back at the creek and

saw the pile of intestines waiting for me. Not worth it. Not this time at least. The sky was the

bruised purple of dusk, and I decided to haul my beastie to town. The map showed I was three

to four miles away.I picked up my bags and bow, then did something I never thought I’d do. I

slung the empty carcass of a wild animal over my shoulders, like some pioneer chick who

didn’t spend all her time playing video games, and began walking home.Thank the horse gods

of Rohan, my stamina had increased some. The trek was brutal, and I nearly toppled into the

brush more than once.As I crunched through the woods, keeping the stream in sight, I heard

the distinct sounds of something following me. The crack of a branch, perhaps one hundred

feet behind me, echoed through the night. I didn’t call out, didn’t say hello to the darkness. Only

the movies did that. I felt properly terrified, though, and continued my march at a quicker pace. I

was afraid something might be following me as I carried a load of freshly butchered meat. I had

no intention of finding out what.It was pitch black, the stars and moon mostly hidden behind

thin clouds above, when I saw the stairs to the dam ahead. Without my night vision, I stumbled

and scraped my knee on the stone steps of the waterfall. I cursed the second coming of Aslan.



Blasphemy, I know, but sometimes you need to let it out.I hefted the cat higher on my back and

headed into town. I wanted to return to my shelter on the hillside, crawl inside, and pass out.

Instead I stumbled to old man Quinn’s shop, found the porch lit but dark inside, and knocked on

the door. I needed help, after all, and this was the man who wanted the skin I was carrying on

my back.2: “The rose petal floats on water. The kingfisher flashes above the pond. Life and

beauty swirl in the midst of death.”— Dai Shan, True Blade of Malkier“Who and what all

matters enough to pound on my door this late!?” Quinn grumbled as he unlatched the front

door to his shop.I had gone from knocking to outright smashing my fist against the door when

he hadn’t immediately answered.“I’m sorry, Quinn,” I said in an exhausted voice. I just didn’t

have it in me to set everything down, not if it meant picking it all up again. That was the hardest

part, and I was spent like last month’s subsistence check.“Hana, is that you?” Even with a

warning, poor Quinn jumped back in surprise. “Gods abound, what have you got there?”I must

have been a mess of limbs, blood, and gear standing on his front porch. “I have a mountain

cat, and need help finishing with cleaning it. I don’t want to spoil the meat or organs. It’s already

been dead for several hours.”He ushered me in, sleep obvious on his features. Inside, only a

single lamp was burning, but he rushed ahead and lit several more in the back room. Quinn’s

workspace was larger and cleaner than I had imagined. Several benches along the wall stood

below hanging tools of every shape and size. Against the far wall was a large table, stacked

with sheets of leather and hides. He ran over and swept everything to one side quickly.“Listen

girl, you look a mess. I suggest you wash up in my washroom over there. Then do yourself a

favor, eat a bit of something and rest for a minute. Your work is far from done. I know much of

hides, but we need an expert for this. I’ll be back quick as I can.”I set down my bow and quiver,

then piled my katana, bags, and cloak in a clump. I felt like a dust mote when all the weight was

off me. The room was fitted with its own lamp that was burning a low wick. A simple basin sat

on a low countertop next to a tall pitcher of water that was thankfully filled. I scrubbed my face,

neck, and arms till I felt somewhat refreshed.Then, despite feeling nauseous, I forced myself to

eat one more of the trout and swallowed it down with water. There were stools and chairs

around the workspace, but instead I decided to lay down on the wooden floor. As I breathed

there, my eyes drifted. I felt the vertebrae in my back and my ribs click and shift back into place

one at a time. Nothing like a hard floor for a snappy chiropractic treatment.Voices spoke

distantly. Then came the click of a door shutting. A throat cleared. A throat being cleared rudely.

“Miss Kotoba, are you quite ready?” Quinn asked.I jumped up, dizzy from my sudden change in

position and thoroughly embarrassed. I had not meant to fall asleep.Next to the old man was a

woman with her hands on her hips. She was the tallest person in the room by far, but I could

see she was not much older than me. Thankfully, the cat was her focus, not me or the patch of

drool that marked the floorboards.“I’m sorry,” I said. “It’s been a long day.”“I can see that,” she

said. “How long ago did the animal die? And how did you clean its gut?”I was relieved nobody

was offended that I’d passed out on the floor, and despite how little time I’d spent there, I felt

much better. “Shortly after midday. I’d say between 2 and 3. I was unconscious for a while, then

used the stream to cool the corpse and clean it, starting around 7 PM, maybe.” I told her

everything I could about the process as well as my hike home. When I was done, I chewed my

lip nervously.The woman walked over to the animal on the table and pulled open its ribs. I tried

not to grimace when she took a deep sniff of its cavity.“Good work,” she said. “Would have

been better if you’d been faster, and you certainly made some mistakes, but a fight with a

mountain cat of any size can be hard. I’m just surprised you didn’t die.”I coughed nervously and

rubbed my hands together.The woman laughed and shook her head. “I see. Well, it’s fortunate

you are a traveler. You just have to be reborn. Us common folk are not so lucky.” She turned to



me with a serious eyebrow. “And the organs? What have you done with those?”I hurried to my

packs on the ground and opened them. Pulling out the leaved packages one at a time, I lined

them up on the counter. I explained how I’d disposed of the spleen and she nodded her

approval.“I used a bit of salt around each in hopes it might slow the rot,” I said. “I only had a

handful to begin with, so each only got a little. Not enough to be safe, I’m sure. What do you

think?”She appraised the organs, and again smelled them one by one. She made a face near

some, and that worried me. Then she formed a small pile and pushed the lungs, the stomach,

and some of the smaller organs to the side. “These are too far gone. You’re lucky some of the

most valuable bits survived. This is a fine gallblader. I’ll help you clean and prepare the rest, but

I’ll be taking most of the meat for my time. Also, how would you feel about giving me the paws

as well? You can have the claws, but the meat in the paw is a specialty that my father holds

above nearly any other.”I didn’t have to think. I nodded and thanked her.She dropped a pack on

the table and opened it. Pounds of salt! She asked Quinn to bring a few more torches over, and

we began work at once.“Let’s save these first,” she said, pointing to the good parts. I helped

her take the organs that were still good, and we practically submerged them in the salt she’d

brought.After my exhaustion, and having thrown up previously, I found myself more capable of

holding in my disgust. The woman worked quickly, but I was pleased at how she explained

every step. Next, we removed the feet, declawed them, and hacked off the short, thick tail.

Then, with a real skinning knife, she showed me how to remove the skin from the cat. Starting

the process was the hardest part, and she allowed me to do it alone. To speed things up, she

skinned half the cat in a matter of a few minutes, then handed me the knife again with a

grin.We took the hide, and she asked Quinn for something called foreman’s oil. Then, when he

returned, she took a brush he’d also brought and spread the oil generously on the inside of the

bloody hide.She continued to work as she explained, “This is used in more than one industry.

Miners use it to remove peat from coal opals. It slowly eats away at anything that used to be

alive. We’ll need to dunk the whole thing in a barrel of water and vinegar to stop the process,

but not for another hour.” She finished, taking great care to avoid any of the viscous substance

from touching her skin or spilling to the floor.Next, she asked Quinn for his knives. I gave him a

questioning look, and he chuckled, saying, “I used to do a bit of hunting myself. It’s more

affordable if you can take your own hides now and then, and so I have any knife or tool needed

to take apart an animal.” His small frame was filled with tremendous pride.With a knife as sharp

as my katana, the woman harvested the cat’s legs, then showed me how to take the sexual

organs I had been too afraid to touch earlier. “These,” she said, holding them in her palm, “are

worth a great deal of money to any old man stupid and superstitious enough to buy them. We’ll

salt them to dry, then I suggest you wait until the next group of caravanners comes into town.

Settle for nothing less than a handful of gold.”I was surprised. I had heard of humans hunting

animals for their “potency” before, but was not sure the sentiments would be found in EO. I

would be happy to wait for that day, then.She showed me how to harvest the legs, then the

meat of the shoulders, neck, back, and ribs. Finally, she took a cleaver from Quinn’s hand and

made clean cuts through the ribs, sectioning them off into four larger pieces. She smiled wide

and said in a cocky voice, “These, if you approve, we should eat when we’re finished here.

They are my personal favorite.”“I’m okay with that,” I said. “Too bad we don’t have teriyaki

sauce.”Her attitude was infectious. So much confidence and strength, and a quiet sense of

mirth that one could miss if you didn’t look closely.Quinn took them away, presumably to

whatever space he had for a kitchen. His weapons shop seemed small, but several tiny rooms

sectioned it off. It had to be much larger than it looked at a glance.“What’s teriyaki sauce?” she

asked with a tilt of her head.“Like salt and fat and honey together. A fine sauce in my



world.”“Sounds delightful. We won’t need it, though. Trust me.”Finally, we were left with a spine.

I wasn’t surprised when we chopped the vertebrae into sections of three, salted them as well,

and packed them away.“These will make a fine stew for the town tomorrow,” she said. “They

have little meat, but the marrow makes a fine broth.” She stood with her bloody hands on a

messy apron for a minute, surveying our work, then grinned and held out her hand. I took it and

laughed when our hands squelched together. “My name is Adalee, by the way. It’s a pleasure to

meet you.”“Pleasure is all mine, Adalee. I’m Hana.” I might have blushed a bit. What was it

about EO that surrounded me with gorgeous and kind Ebook Topsians? “How did you come to

know all this anyhow? How to clean an animal, that is.”“I can’t even remember the first animal I

skinned,” she said as she stared up at the ceiling. “My dad is the town’s best hunter. It is just

what we do. I want to someday become a Ranger, but I mostly just help hunt and harvest what

we can.”We cleaned the workspace with the lemon juice, washing it all with a rag and bucket of

water until it gleamed. Then we dunked the hide in a barrel of vinegar water that Quinn had

prepared. We took turns in the washroom and took off the bloody aprons we’d been

wearing.When Adalee finished, Quinn returned with a pile of steaming cat ribs. It was amazing

how hunger could overcome the distaste of having recently cut apart a carcass. My mouth

watered instantly, and we ate, sitting on the tall stools in Quinn’s shop.“Not bad, eh?” Adalee

asked me.I answered with a mouth filled with meat, “Not bad indeed.”Quinn was next to chime

in. “More meat between these ribs than with a boar. I cooked them with butter and powdered

onions.”“You’re a weird little man Quinn, but a hell of a cook,” Adalee jested. They shared a look

that showed how long they’d known each other. Trust and affection like that could not be made

overnight.Quinn threw the bones out back for his dogs. They enjoyed their midnight meal as

much as we did, filling the night with the sounds of popping bones.Then, standing with a sigh,

Adalee took the packed meat and organs and said to me, “I’ll take these to my father’s cellar.

The salt should help them dry and cure quickly, but the cellar is cold. Tomorrow, will you come

by and visit us? I’d like to introduce you to my family. You should be proud you took this cat,

though I’m still not sure how. When you leave you can take your prizes with you and see how

much coin this town has to offer in trade.”“Sounds good to me,” I said. It would be fun to meet a

family of these friendly giants, but I figured I might also learn some much-needed skills of the

trade.“Can you give me your map?” she asked.I took out the piece of parchment and handed it

to her. She unfolded it, and I was delighted to see that the town and many of its buildings had

been highlighted on the map. Even more amazing was that the map had automatically zoomed

in to the town and surrounding areas.“I just love the magical maps you adventurers carry,” she

said. “They won’t work for the mortals in our world, but I can use yours.” She touched a blank

space up in the hills behind the town. As she did so, the paper rippled in response. When it

settled again, an image of a long building labeled Hunter’s House appeared.“Scorching

firewalls!” I gasped, punching Adalee in the arm reflexively. “I’m pretty sure you are the magic

one here.”“Firewalls? You’re a strange little creature, aren’t you, Hana? Well, I’ll take them

strange over stone-hearted any day.”I thanked her and shook her hand again. Adalee felt

nearly twice as tall as I was, but she had a heart of gold, and I felt we might become good

friends. She was limber and long where Madi was thick. A willow to the warrior’s oak tree.

Quinn was nice enough to let me crash on his floor. He even brought me a blanket, seeing as

my cloak was not only soiled, but needed some mending. May would not be pleased.“Wow,

Quinn. You saved my flat buns. I owe you.”“Don’t mention it or your behind again, girl. I did get

that hide after all. I’d also like it if I could have some of the leftover bones as well as the tail. My

dogs are always hungry, and the tail will make a nice gift for a friend of mine.”“Deal,” I yawned

out as he retreated to his room, and I unceremoniously passed out again on the floor of his



workroom. The smell of lemon oil filled the air, and I felt my lids fall with undeniable finality.Did I

sleep through the night in dreamless slumber? Not a chance. Much I couldn’t remember, of

course, but I dreamt a clear image of a mouth filled with teeth eating my hands, ripping the

flesh of my torso like cloth. In the midst of my stifled screams, I looked up to see my father

kneeling before me. His face was so covered in dirt his eyes were stark white. He shook his

head and said, “Would you believe me if I said a mountain cat took me on my first run too?”I

woke in a sweaty ball. I wanted to go directly back to sleep, but thought I’d do something first to

clear my mind. I gave a mental command to pull up my character screen as I lay in the dark,

and surveyed my stats. Much had changed, as I had hoped.Hana Kotoba: Level 6Class Rank:

SurvivalistHP: 358/358Armor Rating 15Vitality 15 (+2)Strength 10Dexterity 15 (+3)Intelligence

12Stamina 11At least my hike of madness had granted me extra points in Strength and more

Stamina. Apparently I needed all I could get in Eternal.Amidst the blood, grease, and toil,

working side by side with Adalee and Quinn, the distinct sensation of a notification had rippled

through me. Not wanting to zone out and ignore them for a time, I had ignored it. I now pulled

up the notification and had to hold back a scream.Class Rank Up: Survivalist!Survivalist: Your

path in the Hunter class tree has begun to progress. All Class Skill-related tasks are produced

with improved efficiency of 5%. This reduces time of completion, improves quality, or both,

depending on the task at hand.Class Skill unlocked: Choose between one of three skills:Quick

Draw (Passive): 30% increased rate of fire (stackable with organic improvement from weapon

skill level increases).Vital Aim: (Active): Critical Hit chance increased by 75%, Critical Hit

Damage increased by 50%. Charge time: 10 seconds.Charged Shot: (Active): Damage of shot

increased by 75%. Stamina cost of 2% total. Charge time: 5 seconds.
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Alp acct, “First time with game playing fiction. I want she if I would enjoy the concept of reading

about gaming. I've never played games but did enjoy the book. The characters inside and

outside of the game were were intriguing and developed into real people I was interested in

reading about. Well done and enjoyable.”

Kimberely Fordham, “Bravo!. Very strong and exciting world building! Fantastic tangle of in-

game, and out of game situations! I’m really looking forward to seeing more books by this

author. I hope to see more of Madi, Hanna, and Mae.”

Michael Smith, “What a wonderful story I want a million I will return to in the future.. I very

much enjoyed this book it is the second litRPG series I have fallen in love with I hope you enjoy

it as much as I have.”
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Kristen Reads, “Wow. This story was one of the best ones I have listened to. TJ Reynolds is a

fantastic writer, creating relatable and meaningful characters. The action and humor and

sentimental moments that you need in an epic story are perfect. Andrea Parsneau is perfection

in the narration. I am so sad that this journey is over, but can't wait to read/listen to more of TJ's

stories.”

The book by TJ Reynolds has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 57 people have provided feedback.

THE SHATTERED SWORD THE SHATTERED SWORD I. Beginning and a Break I. Beginning

and a Break 1: “It’s a Dangerous Business” 1: “It’s a Dangerous Business” 2: “A slime draws

near” 2: “A slime draws near” 3: “Unless the enemy has studied his Agrippa… which I have.” 3:

“Unless the enemy has studied his Agrippa… which I have.” 4: “Friendship is ever a balm for

fear.” 4: “Friendship is ever a balm for fear.” 5: “Fear is the mind killer. Fear is the little death that

brings total obliteration.” 5: “Fear is the mind killer. Fear is the little death that brings total

obliteration.” 6: “An elegant weapon for a more civilized age.” 6: “An elegant weapon for a more

civilized age.” 7: “Words aren't the only way to tell someone how you feel” 7: “Words aren't the

only way to tell someone how you feel” II. Wishes and Whetstones II. Wishes and Whetstones

1: “Thus, I had so long suffer’d, in this quest” 1: “Thus, I had so long suffer’d, in this quest” 2:

“The rose petal floats on water. The kingfisher flashes above the pond. Life and beauty swirl in

the midst of death.” 2: “The rose petal floats on water. The kingfisher flashes above the pond.

Life and beauty swirl in the midst of death.” 3: “Defend a girl, make her safe for a day. Teach a

girl how to use an axe, keep her safe for a lifetime.” 3: “Defend a girl, make her safe for a day.

Teach a girl how to use an axe, keep her safe for a lifetime.” 4: “Some old wounds never truly

heal, and bleed again at the slightest word.” 4: “Some old wounds never truly heal, and bleed

again at the slightest word.” 5: “Friendship is just love that has yet to sprout wings and take

flight.” 5: “Friendship is just love that has yet to sprout wings and take flight.” 6: “She is a friend

of my mind. She gather me, man. The pieces I am, she gather them and give them back to me

in all the right order.” 6: “She is a friend of my mind. She gather me, man. The pieces I am, she

gather them and give them back to me in all the right order.” 7: “I knew when I met you an

adventure was going to happen.” 7: “I knew when I met you an adventure was going to

happen.” III. Build a Bridge, Burn III. Build a Bridge, Burn 1: “Run when you have to, fight when

you must, rest when you can.” 1: “Run when you have to, fight when you must, rest when you

can.” 2: "What happens when people open their hearts? They get better." 2: "What happens

when people open their hearts? They get better." 3: “Dreams are glimpses into life’s truths.” 3:

“Dreams are glimpses into life’s truths.” 4: “Thus strangely are our souls constructed, and by

slight ligaments are we bound to prosperity and ruin.” 4: “Thus strangely are our souls

constructed, and by slight ligaments are we bound to prosperity and ruin.” 5: “Revenge wasn’t

what I had in mind. Protection was." 5: “Revenge wasn’t what I had in mind. Protection was." 6:

“Even though the end may be dark.” 6: “Even though the end may be dark.” 7: “Courage does

not always roar. Valor does not always shine.” 7: “Courage does not always roar. Valor does not

always shine.” IV. Flight of the Fallen IV. Flight of the Fallen 1: “Anger held is a fell poison. Anger

expressed is the tonic that breaks the fever of heartache and allows the soul to mend.” 1:

“Anger held is a fell poison. Anger expressed is the tonic that breaks the fever of heartache and

allows the soul to mend.” 2: “The greatest fighters do not rely on their own strength. Rather,

they trust the strength of the love they hold for others.” 2: “The greatest fighters do not rely on

their own strength. Rather, they trust the strength of the love they hold for others.” 3: “All that is

made by one’s hand, proves more valuable than any trinket bought at market.” 3: “All that is



made by one’s hand, proves more valuable than any trinket bought at market.” 4: “And you may

have my bow.” 4: “And you may have my bow.” 5: “Sharing the warmth of a fire and fine drink is

the quickest way to bond, if not the fury of battle.” 5: “Sharing the warmth of a fire and fine drink

is the quickest way to bond, if not the fury of battle.” 6: “The hand that mocked them, and the

heart that fed.” 6: “The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed.” 7: “We three, though

born of separate ancestry…” 7: “We three, though born of separate ancestry…” 8: “Few injuries

can’t be set aright with a double serving of eggs and bacon.” 8: “Few injuries can’t be set aright

with a double serving of eggs and bacon.” 9: “Never laugh at live dragons.” 9: “Never laugh at

live dragons.” 10: “Nature does not make mistakes. Right and wrong are human categories.” 10:

“Nature does not make mistakes. Right and wrong are human categories.” THE RUINED

TEMPLE THE RUINED TEMPLE I. Trouble with Iron I. Trouble with Iron 1: “Many consider food

and good company a proper gift. Weapons, especially sharp ones, are my preference.” 1:

“Many consider food and good company a proper gift. Weapons, especially sharp ones, are my

preference.” 2: “Like water to a wick, adventure comes to those who have chosen to stand

against evil.” 2: “Like water to a wick, adventure comes to those who have chosen to stand

against evil.” 3: “In the far reaches of the world, under a lost and lonely hill, lies The Tomb of

Horrors.” 3: “In the far reaches of the world, under a lost and lonely hill, lies The Tomb of

Horrors.” 4: “Often, it is the same wounds that wake us at night that shape our hearts and

bolster our spines.” 4: “Often, it is the same wounds that wake us at night that shape our hearts

and bolster our spines.” 5: “Much have I traveled in the realms of gold, and many goodly states

and kingdoms seen.” 5: “Much have I traveled in the realms of gold, and many goodly states

and kingdoms seen.” 6: “Gold is fine, no doubt. But trinkets of the heart are what we remember

most.” 6: “Gold is fine, no doubt. But trinkets of the heart are what we remember most.” 7:

“Nothing will make you feel stronger than holding an axe… except maybe two axes, of course.”

7: “Nothing will make you feel stronger than holding an axe… except maybe two axes, of

course.” II. Trail of Salt II. Trail of Salt 1: “There will be water if God wills it.” 1: “There will be

water if God wills it.” 2: “If you leave your home behind, there is no promise, and certainly no

guarantee it’ll be the same when you return.” 2: “If you leave your home behind, there is no

promise, and certainly no guarantee it’ll be the same when you return.” 3: “You will be alone

with the gods, and the nights will flame with fire.” 3: “You will be alone with the gods, and the

nights will flame with fire.” 4: “Madness, as you know, is like gravity, all it takes is a little push.” 4:

“Madness, as you know, is like gravity, all it takes is a little push.” 5: “For my handling of the

situation at Tombstone, I have no regrets.” 5: “For my handling of the situation at Tombstone, I

have no regrets.” III. A War on Two Fronts III. A War on Two Fronts 1: “I’m not proud, but I am

happy; and happiness blinds, I think, more than pride does.” 1: “I’m not proud, but I am happy;

and happiness blinds, I think, more than pride does.” 2: “What good are wings if you lack the

wings to use them?” 2: “What good are wings if you lack the wings to use them?” 3: “Two days’

hunger made a fine sauce for anything.” 3: “Two days’ hunger made a fine sauce for anything.”

4: “They say necessity is the mother of invention. They’re wrong. Desperation is.” 4: “They say

necessity is the mother of invention. They’re wrong. Desperation is.” 5: “But then a sight she'd

never seen made her jump and say, ‘Look, a golden winged ship is passing my way.’” 5: “But

then a sight she'd never seen made her jump and say, ‘Look, a golden winged ship is passing

my way.’” 6: “Battle is a mirror. What you see of yourself in its pristine surface is often more

frightening than the bloody bits.” 6: “Battle is a mirror. What you see of yourself in its pristine

surface is often more frightening than the bloody bits.” 7: “But it is one thing to read about

dragons and another to meet them.” 7: “But it is one thing to read about dragons and another to

meet them.” 8: “Not if we hold true to each other.” 8: “Not if we hold true to each other.” 9:



“Destruction cowers to mark what deeds are done.” 9: “Destruction cowers to mark what deeds

are done.” 10: “Long is the way and hard, that out of Hell leads up to light.” 10: “Long is the way

and hard, that out of Hell leads up to light.” IV. What is Yours IV. What is Yours 1: “Nothing like

the dire peals of a battle horn to stir the blood to action.” 1: “Nothing like the dire peals of a

battle horn to stir the blood to action.” 2: “A leader is no more than the sum of her followers.” 2:

“A leader is no more than the sum of her followers.” 3: “Defense is the best defense. Everyone

knows that.” 3: “Defense is the best defense. Everyone knows that.” 4: “And 'mid this tumult

Kubla heard from afar ancestral voices prophesying war!” 4: “And 'mid this tumult Kubla heard

from afar ancestral voices prophesying war!” 5: “War must be, while we defend our lives against

a destroyer who would devour all; but I do not love the bright sword for its sharpness, nor the

arrow for its swiftness, nor the warrior for his glory. I love only that which they defend.” 5: “War

must be, while we defend our lives against a destroyer who would devour all; but I do not love

the bright sword for its sharpness, nor the arrow for its swiftness, nor the warrior for his glory. I

love only that which they defend.” 6: “History is a cyclic poem written by time.” 6: “History is a

cyclic poem written by time.” 7: “What is there so fearful as the expectation of evil tidings

delayed?” 7: “What is there so fearful as the expectation of evil tidings delayed?” 8: “But

because they are shackled, they are unable to turn their heads.” 8: “But because they are

shackled, they are unable to turn their heads.” 9: “It is best to open your eyes and see the

storm coming… but oh how tempting it is to squint.” 9: “It is best to open your eyes and see the

storm coming… but oh how tempting it is to squint.” THE FALLEN GOD THE FALLEN GOD I.

To Seek Jade I. To Seek Jade 1: “When I used to read fairy tales, I fancied that kind of thing

never happened, and now here I am in the middle of one!” 1: “When I used to read fairy tales, I

fancied that kind of thing never happened, and now here I am in the middle of one!” 2: “Often, it

is when we’re serving others that we gain perspective of ourselves…” 2: “Often, it is when

we’re serving others that we gain perspective of ourselves…” 3: “There is nothing like looking, if

you want to find something. You certainly usually find something, if you look, but it is not always

quite the something you were after.” 3: “There is nothing like looking, if you want to find

something. You certainly usually find something, if you look, but it is not always quite the

something you were after.” 4: “Take a moment with those you call friend. Such opportunities are

limited.” 4: “Take a moment with those you call friend. Such opportunities are limited.” 5: “Yes, I

began my journey alone, and I ended it alone. 5: “Yes, I began my journey alone, and I ended it

alone. 6: “The stranger who slays your enemy becomes a friend.” 6: “The stranger who slays

your enemy becomes a friend.” 7: “She wasn't interested in telling other people's futures. She

was interested in going out and finding her own.” 7: “She wasn't interested in telling other

people's futures. She was interested in going out and finding her own.” 8: "The greatest harm

can result from the best intentions." 8: "The greatest harm can result from the best intentions."

II. A Study in Lead II. A Study in Lead 1: “To understand just one life you have to swallow the

world ... do you wonder, then, that I was a heavy child?” 1: “To understand just one life you

have to swallow the world ... do you wonder, then, that I was a heavy child?” 2: “Fear can

culminate in the most disappointing lack of hospitality.” 2: “Fear can culminate in the most

disappointing lack of hospitality.” 3: “Foreboding tales leave a potent aftertaste. Makes one long

for something stronger than ale.” 3: “Foreboding tales leave a potent aftertaste. Makes one long

for something stronger than ale.” 4: “A good soup distinguishes itself not by the ingredients

within, nor its spices, but by the quality of the care with which it was prepared.” 4: “A good soup

distinguishes itself not by the ingredients within, nor its spices, but by the quality of the care

with which it was prepared.” 5: “What’s wrong with wanting a bigger axe? Can’t a girl dream?”

5: “What’s wrong with wanting a bigger axe? Can’t a girl dream?” 6: "I firmly believe that with



the right footwear one can rule the world." 6: "I firmly believe that with the right footwear one

can rule the world." 7: “People sleep peaceably in their beds at night only because rough men

stand ready to do violence on their behalf.” 7: “People sleep peaceably in their beds at night

only because rough men stand ready to do violence on their behalf.” III. Working with Steel III.

Working with Steel 1: “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that

counts.” 1: “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.” 2:

“But it’s no use now… to pretend to be two people! Why, there’s hardly enough of me left to

make one respectable person!” 2: “But it’s no use now… to pretend to be two people! Why,

there’s hardly enough of me left to make one respectable person!” 3: “A half-blood daughter

shall come into our land. She’ll ride on wings of crimson and onyx, and with the Lost Bow, shall

strike down the evil among us. We will name her Day Star, and The Warrior of Light.” 3: “A half-

blood daughter shall come into our land. She’ll ride on wings of crimson and onyx, and with the

Lost Bow, shall strike down the evil among us. We will name her Day Star, and The Warrior of

Light.” 4: “Sometimes, the mind can strike harder than the fist.” 4: “Sometimes, the mind can

strike harder than the fist.” 5: “The most important step a man can take. It's not the first one, is

it? It's the next one. Always the next step.” 5: “The most important step a man can take. It's not

the first one, is it? It's the next one. Always the next step.” 6: “After all, a person is herself, and

others. Relationships chisel the final shape of one's being. I am me, and you.” 6: “After all, a

person is herself, and others. Relationships chisel the final shape of one's being. I am me, and

you.” IV. Trouble with Iron IV. Trouble with Iron 1: “A tree with deep roots will find the strength to

survive any winter.” 1: “A tree with deep roots will find the strength to survive any winter.” 2:

“Confidence can be found within. But, when you’re short on time, having big friends can go a

long way.” 2: “Confidence can be found within. But, when you’re short on time, having big

friends can go a long way.” 3: "Hold the line! Stay with me! If you find yourself alone, riding in

the green fields with the sun on your face, do not be troubled. For you are in Elysium, and

you're already dead!" 3: "Hold the line! Stay with me! If you find yourself alone, riding in the

green fields with the sun on your face, do not be troubled. For you are in Elysium, and you're

already dead!" 4: “Flirting is easy. Just kill a lot of bad guys and your girl’s gonna swoon!” 4:

“Flirting is easy. Just kill a lot of bad guys and your girl’s gonna swoon!” 5: “Duty is the spur in

the horse’s flank and every bullet in a lawman’s gun.” 5: “Duty is the spur in the horse’s flank

and every bullet in a lawman’s gun.” 6: “When the sun sets in the west, and the Bloody Field in

drenched once more, the sacrifices made by the allied peoples shall remain. No more will

Eternal Night threaten Marianor.” 6: “When the sun sets in the west, and the Bloody Field in

drenched once more, the sacrifices made by the allied peoples shall remain. No more will

Eternal Night threaten Marianor.” 7: “Honoring your parents can be as simple as always loving

them. After all, that is the first and finest gift they offered you.” 7: “Honoring your parents can be

as simple as always loving them. After all, that is the first and finest gift they offered you.”

Epilogue: “Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone deeply

gives you courage.” Epilogue: “Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving

someone deeply gives you courage.” Looking for more great LitRPG? Looking for more great

LitRPG? Groups you can find TJ on Groups you can find TJ on LitRPG LitRPG
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